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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to determine some of the factors

affecting the early adoption of agricultural innovations in a North-

eastern Thai village. Data was gathered by interviewing a random

sample of farm families in the village of Ban On, Roi Et Province,

between March 15 and September 15, 1969. Among other data, income

data was gathered for the 1968 crop year, which ended on April 15, 1969.

Three basic questions were considered:

1) What factors affected the earliness of adoption
of innovations by different families within the
village?

2) Did different factors affect the adoption of
different innovations?

3) Did individ.ua1s other than the head of the family
influence family decisions about the adoption of
innovations?

The first question vas investigated by using a model of

adoption behavior that hypothesized that early family adoption of an

innovation was a result of two types of factors. One type consisted

of socioeconomic characteristics such as the concentration of power

within the family, education of family members, family wealth, family

membership in formal groups, information sources used by the family for

knowledge about innovations, and the opinion leadership of the family

in agricultural matters. Another type consisted of orientations, or

clusters of factors composed of attitudes, perceptions, knowledge and

past actions which chara~terized a family's orientations to the
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phenomenal world in general~ to markets~ to credit~ to risks and to

agricultural innovations themselves. Early adoption of each of

eleven innovations was analyzed separately.

The second question was investigated by grouping innovations

by three criteria~ namely government sponsorship~ use in labor-intensive

enterprises~ and economic effectiveness. The factors affecting the

early adoption of each type of innovation ~ere then compared. The

first two criteria were easy to apply ~ but the third required

measurement. As it was assumed that families which utilized their

resources more fully necessarily used economically effective innova-

tiona to a greater extent and with greater care, the innovations

actually used by such families in such a manner in 1968 were con-

sidered to be economically effective. The families were identified

by computing a utilization quotient:

U.Q. =
Estimated Income - Actual Income

Estimated Income

in which estimated income was derived by plotting family income against

family equities and family labor units ~ and fitting a curve.

The third question was investigated by interviewing two in-

fluentia.l members of each family and comparing them by sex, relative

age and relative land ownership. Factors such Mattitudes, knowledge,

perceptions and past experience were considered separately for the man,

the woman, the major landowner, the minor landowner, the elder and the

younger in the course of the general analysis of factors affecting the

eer'~ness of adoption.
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Multiple linear regression was used to estimate a Cobb-Douglas

Function in fitting the income curve, while Kendall's Rank. Correlation

Coefficient, Tau, and Kendall's Partial Rank. Correlation Coefficient,

Phi, were used for all other zero-order and first-order correlations

respectively.

While a few factors were found to be related to early adoption

of all innovations, many f'actors were related only to early adoption

of specific types of innovatil)ns. Similarly, a f'ew factors possessed

by all family influentials were related to early adoption, but many

factors possessed only by one or e few of them were related. Thus,

different factors did affect the adoption of different innovations,

and family members other than the head of the family did inf'luence

decisions about the adoption of innovations.

."..........
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PROBLEMS, LIMITATIONS AND HYPOTHESES

Introduction

Innovations are new things. They are new in the eye of the

beholder, even though they may be old to others. Chemical fertilizer

is new to the Northeastern Thai farmer who had never seen it ten years

ago, but it is old to the Iowa farmer who buys it by the ton. The

wheel is new to a highland tribe in New Guinea but ancient to the

farmers of the Nile basin.

vffiny once-traditional f~~ng communities in developing

nations are being flooded with innovations of all sorts. Most of

these innovations originate outside of the community, and often out

side of the country. Some of them spread rapidly and are adopted

quickly, while others spread more slowly, and are adopted slowly.

Governments in these countries, however, are committed to

increasing the physical well-being of the farmer. One of the most

common ways in which they attempt to do this is by promoting and sub

sidizing agricultural innovations which they hope will increase the

production of the agricultural sector and mEL~e farmers richer at the

same time. These agricultural innovations, unlike many other innova

tions, are specifically intended to increase productivity of labor or

other resources used in agriCUlture, or to increase the qUality of the

farmer's product.
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Northeastern Poverty

The government of Thailand is also committed to increasing the

well-being c'! it '3 people. No longer can this be done simply by ex-

tending traditional canal systems as in the century preceding 1950,

when farmers in the Central Region increased their rice production

twenty-three-fold simply by more extensive cultiva.tion (Ingram, 1955).

In most areas, there is little uncleared land suitable for rice culti-

vation. This is particularly true in the Northeastern Region, where

most of the land presently planted in rice is poorly suited to its

cul~ivation. Yields, income and consumption are much lower than the

1national average.

The government has thus instituted many costly programs de-

signed to increase the income and the well-being of Northeasterners.

The Second Five Year Plan (1967-71) allocated 11.3 billion baht ($565

million), or 20 per cent of the total plan outlays, for the development

of the agricultural sector. While not all of this money was spent on

the Northeast, it represents only the research and extension programs

v"f' i.ue lviinistries of Agriculture and National Development. Approxi-

mately 10 billion baht in addition was spent on various community

development programs, almost all of it in the Northeast (NEDB, 1966).

~e 1963 Census of Agriculture (N.S.O., 19630) reported an
average yield of glutinous rice of 198 kilograms per rei (1 rai=1600
square meters) in the Northeastern Region, and of 407 kilograms per
rai in the Northern Region. Other regions planted little glutinous
rice. The Household Expenditure Survey of the same year (I~.S.O.,

1963~) reported per-capita cons llmption in the Northeast of 1070 baht
(1 baht=approximately $0.05), or 71% of the national figure of 1506
baht. Northeastern villages had per-capita consumption of only 970
baht, or 65% of the national figure.
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All of these programs necessarily involved attempts to intro

duce agricultural innovations. Despite such massive outl8\Y's of money,

however, little evaluation has been done. The author was able to find

only three studies of factors affecting the adoption of innovations in

Thailand that had been completed by 1968 (Goldsen and Ralis, 1957;

Jancis Long et al., 1963; USOM, 1966), although ~ number of oth~r

studies gave insights into the culture and suggested possible factors.

These three studies, together with a number done in other developing

countries, are summarized in Appendix 1. It is hoped that the present

study will supplement these earlier ones, and provide a basis for

improving the effectiveness of p~ograms designed to introduce agricul

tural innovations to Northeastern Thai farmers.

Adoption of Innovations

The speed with which agricultural innovations are adopted may

vary from region to region and even from village to village. Some of

the factors which have been considered to affect this rate of adop

tion in different areas have been relative prices of specific

agricultural products and inputs, supply of the innovation, potential

for increases in yields (Griliches, 1957), competence of extension

agents (Byrnes, 1968), and access to credit facilities and markets.

These factors were not considered in this study, but some of them were

used in determining the criteria for choosing the study village.

Family characteristics

In one village, even where most of the factors mentioned in

the preceding paragraph are favorable, different families adopt
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agricultural innovations at different rates of speed. The differences

between family adoption behavior may be due to differences in concen

tration of power within the family which permit some families to decide

more quickly than others. They may be due to differences in education

or wealth. They may be due to differences in family privileges end

membership in formal groups. They may be due to the different informa

tion source~ used by different families. They may even be due to the

family's position as advisor, and arbiter about agricultural matters.

In addition, the family's adoption behavior may be related to

its orientations to various phenomena related to modern agricUlture.

Such orientations are clusters of factors including attitudes, percep

tions and past actions which reflect a family's orientation to a

particular phenomenon. The family's orientations to nature, to markets,

to transportation, to credit, to risks and to innovations thenu:.elves

might well be related to its adoption of agricultural innovations.

All of these factors and orientations were considered in this study.

Innovation characteristics

Agricultural innovations, though they are designed to increase

the quantity or ~uality of agricultural production, or to reduce costs,

may not actually do so when used by the farmer. If they do not pro

duce higher yields, or permit sale at a higher price, or are not

related to income in some wa:J, they are of little use to the farmers.

Farmers may well be aware of such differences in innovations;

those who adopt innovations which have little effect on income may

have different socioeconomic characteristics and orientations from
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those who adopt innovations which do affect income. The innovations

considered in this study were tested for their relation to farmers'

incomes, and the differences in factors affecting their adoption were

noted.

Individual characteristics

Most Northeastern Thai farm families own their own land, and

are thus free to make their own decisions about farming it. Within

the family, however, it is possible that no one person is free to

decide for the whole family, particularly if those decisions involve

money, land or family labor. The woman m~ inherit the land and keep

the cash, while the man is called the head of the family and plows the

ricefields. It is possible, then, that several adults in each family

are influential in determining its decisions about adoption of agri-

cultural innovations. In this study, two adults were interviewed in

each family, and their characteristics compared and considered.

The basic questions

Such consideration of differences between families, between

innovations, and between individuals gave rise to the three basic

questions of this study:

1) i{hat characteristics of families in the study village
affected their adoption of agricultural innovations?

2) Did different factors affect the adoption of different
innovatlons?

3) Did fami~ members other the..."l the head of the household
influence family adoption of agriCUltural innovations?
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Limitations

Choice of ~ village

Accurate information about Northeastern Thai farmers cannot be

gained in a single short visit. One must live in the village and be

able to talk. with each family a number of times in order to establish

enough rapport to gain thoughtful and accurate answers. A study of

several villages would thus require prolonged residence in each of ~hem.

As the author did not have time to do this, and as he had assi~tants

only for a period of eight weeks, he decided to study one villa.ge aloI'e,

and to ~onsider the differences in the adoption behavior of individual

families.

If one is to study but one village, however, some of the fac

tors affecting the rate of adoption in different areas become neces

sary criteria for the choice of that village. It is quite likely that

a village which is remote from roads, markets and sources of produc

tion credit would have few adopters of any agricultural innovations,

and thus few differences between individual families' adoption behavior.

Likewise, villages which have not been exposed to any extension activ-

i ty at all, or those who are visited rarely by extension agents may

well have few adopters.

In addition, if the 1968 crop year had been an unusually bad

one in a village, the measure of yield and income for that year would

not be typical of those in a good year, and would not permit one to

measure the effects of the innovations used in that yee.r.

Finally, a village which was not a well-established one with

well-up.;''; 'led social, physical and legal limits which coincided ...-ith
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one another, would produce a sample of families which was not repre-

sentative of a true conununity. The findings of a study in such a

village would be difficult to relate to conditions in stable villages.

For these reasons, it was decided that the village to be

studied should meet the following criteria:

1) It should have had year-round access to markets and
credit facilities for at least the previous ~ive years.

2) It should be a well-established '.ri.11age with its own
Buddhist Temple, with clearly defined boundaries not
arbitrarily determined by the government, but having
some identity in the minds of its inhabitants. It
should not, for example, merely be the ~l'~mp of houses
at Kilometer 40.

3) It should have been exposed to fairly intensive agri
cultural extension activities in the past.

4) It should not have had unusually bad weather in the
1968 crop year.

Ban On, a village in Roi Et Province, was found to meet

these criteria.

Field work

The ~~thor and his wife were former Peace Corps Volunteers

in Thailand who had continued to study Central Thai after their return

to the United States, and who were thus quite fluent in this language.

They began studying the Lao dialect used in the Northeast upon their

arrival in Khonkaen in December, 1968, and became familiar with it

by the end of their st8\Y in Ban On.

They lived in the village during the period or March 15 to

September 15, 1969. During April and May of that year they were

assisted by eight Lao-speak~ng students of Khonkaen University, who



helped them interview 182 respondents in 94 families randomly

selected from among those that had grown rice in the 1968 crop

year.

The students administered an income questionnaire, asking

questions about production and expenses during the 1968 cro~ ye~,

which began April 15, 1968, and ended April 14, 1969. This question

naire took approximately 8 to 10 hours to administer to each family,

but was asked of different people in the family and never given in

one sitting. In addition, the students also administered attitude

scales, and asked other structured questions about the respondents'

perception and knowledge of various matters, and about the people in

'liheir families. These questionnaires took about two hours to ad

minister to each respondent. All interviews were conducted in Lao.

In June, July and August, the author and his wife inter

viewed these farmers about their knowledge, perceptions and use of

innovations. These structured questionnaires took about three hours

for each family, and were administered in Lao.

8
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The Study Village: Ban On, Village of Bamboo Rats

Access to Markets and Credit Sources

1
Ban On had had good access to markets and credit sources in

the provincial capital of Roi Et since 1951 at the latest, and

2probably for many years before that. It was located in Chaturaphak

Phimau District in Roi Et Province, 23 kilometers southwest of Roi

Et and 3 kilometers northeast of Chatu on the Roi-Et Surin Road

(Figure 1).3 Before 1968, the road was made of laterite, but it was

subsequently regraded and made into a triple-l~er paved highway,

the Chatu-Roi Et segment of which was finished in August 1969. It

formerly took about 45 minutes by bus to reach Roi Et; after the road

was finished it took only 20 minutes. Buses and truck-buses passed

1All Thai words and names used in the text will be found,
together with their Thai spelling, in the glossary.

2Maps prepared by the U.S. Army Map Service in 1959 from
aerial photographs taken by the Royal Thai Survey Department in 1951
52 show the road from Ban On to Roi Et to be a loose-surface dry
weather road greater than 5 meters wide in most places, and raised up
on dikes in the low riceland near the village. For most of its length,
this road was of the same quality as the road linking the two provin
cial capitals of Roi Et and Mahasarakham, for there were no all-weather
roads at all in the two provinces in 1951-

3A Thai provincial or district capital has the s~ n.ame as its
province or district. Here, the town will be designated by the name
alone~ as in Roi Et. while the province or district will be so called,
as in Roi Et Frovinc~. ClH:s.·~·u:1.5 .Jlil1t: sl10j,":t, :(orru of ChQ,t\.UQ.ph~ Phi=~,

and will be used hereafter.
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approximately every half-hour between 7:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m., and

regularly stopped for anyone who hailed them.

Farmers also had little trouble getting their products to

this road, and their inputs from it. The village was located in

the fork of' two roads, one of' whi ch was the Roi Et-Surin Road, and

the other of' which branched east f'rom this road to Ban Nong and

Ban Dong Daeng (Figure 2). No Ban On field was more than two kilo

meters f'rom one of these roads. While this situation was not ideal,

it was far better than that of many of the villages of the district,

which were not on roads at all, let alone highwa;ys.

Farmers who wished to go to other Northeastern towns

usually went from Roi Et, which was linked in 1968 with Ubon in the

east and Ban Phai in the west by a highwa;y, most of which had been

paved. Ban Phai was the junction with the Friendship Highwa;y, a

pa.ved road extending from Bangkok through Korat to Khonkaen, Udorn

and Nongkhai. Thus, Ban On farmers were able to reach all of the

maj or Northeastern cities, Vientiane and Bangkck by bus in a da;y

or less.

Ban On was also linked to the outside world by mail and

telegraph service, and radio. Letters and telegrams could be sent

and received at the Chatu post office, while radios were owned by

half of the families in the sample in 1968. Stations received

i!'!cl1.~(l.~a the government stations in Roi Et~ Mahasarakham, Kalasin

and Kohonkaen, as well as the Thai- and Lao-language broadcasts of

Radio Peking and "The Voice of the People of Thailand," the insurgents'
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radio.
1

One wealtl:y family had a television set, but they did not

innte others to wutch it.

Markets were available in the district and provincial towns.

Chatu, which could be reached in four minutes by bus, ten minutes by

bicycle and a half-hour by foot, had one or two shops which bought

rice and sold fertilizer, seeds and insecticide, as well as an open-

air market in which vegetables and fruits could be sold. Roi Et,

however, was a more important market center, and members of each

sample family made at least one visit a year to that town It had

four large rice mills, three kenaf baling mills ll three swine dealers,

a municipal slaughter house, and three open-air markets. In addition

there were numerous shops which bought the farmers' products for

resale either to the processor mentioned above or to Bangkok whole-

salers. A fairly large silk-weaving factory several kilometers west

of Roi Et bought silk thread, as did three or four silk cloth shops

in the town. A number of shops sold fertilizers, insecticides and

other modern inputs.

Produ~tion credit was available to Ban On fa:rmers from the

I.ice Farmers' Club which would sell them fertilizer on credit if they

~an Un people were avid radio listeners. A frequent and
striking sight was a farmer headed for his fields with a carrying
pole across his shoulder, his tools hanging from one end and his
radio from the other. The stations most preferred were the govern
ment stations? which ~resented programs of popular music and folk
operas as well as agricultural advice and market reports.
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were members, or from Roi Et shops, which would sell fertilizer on

credit to anyone at higher rates of interest. 1 They could also ob-

tain money loans from the Bangkok Bank if they were members of the

Bank's Farmers' Group, or if they had sufficient collateral.
2

Tradi-

tional types of credit were available from shops, which wo·i.1ld advance

money on the promise of delivery of farm products, or from village

moneylenders.

Village Stability e~d Identity

Ban On was a. well-established village:: a large cluster of

houses typical of older Northeastern villages, which differed from

the Central Plains villages strung out along their canals (Figure 3).

Some Ban On farmers lived as far as four kilometers from their fields.

The village was founded two or three hundred years ago by

people from Ban Lao L9, a village thirteen kilometers south of Chatu.

In the early years of this century, Ban On occupied the presen-t

Villa~e No.6, 3 and the wat or temple was south of the pond. As the

village grew, it expanded to the northwest and was divided into two

administrative villages.

lCredit rates are difficult to determine. GoverIUI'ent fertilizer
cost 100 baht for a 50-kilogram sack on credit, while commercial ferti
lizers cost from 125 to 145 baht for the same size and analysis, and
the same period of time.

2
Most :f~,nners had no property that could legally be mortgaged,

so they were unable to obtain individual credit from a bank.

3Large villages like Ban On are often divided into severa.l ad
ministrative villages. See Figure 4 for the boundaries of the present
day administrative villages.
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Sut was elected headman of Village No. 71 in 1935, and held

that post until 1957, when the growing population caused the District

Office to divide the village again, this time into the present three

villages. The new wat was constructed during his administration,

including a whitewashed brick wihan2 built in 1938 and a spacious

wooden boot3 built some time later.

Sut stepped down in favor o:f a younger relative, Mai, who won

election as headman of Village No.5. Mai and Phut, the headman o:f

Village No.4, were still headm&~ in 1969. Village No. 6, however~

had had five headmen in the previous twelve years, each serving only

one or two years be:fore being thrown out by discontented :fellow

villagers. Headman Singh was the incumbent in 1969.

The village was "developed" in 1963; the present rectangular

blocks were created and each household was assigned a rectangular lot

in one of these blocks. In 1966, the village financed the building

of a new kuthi4 for the monks :from the proceeds o:f an unusually good

harvest. It was clearly one of the finest houses in the village,

with posts o:f concrete rather than wood. In 1968, the Public Welfare

Department invited indigent people in Ban On5 to move to a Land Settle-

ment in a nearby province. Many accepted this o:f:fer, but some remained,

lThe present Village No.5.

2A small temple for the exclusive use of the monks and novices.

3A building :for community religious activities.

4MOnk'S dormitory.

5Headman Phut described them as "beggars." They owned no land.
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particularly in Section XVIII. In 1969, an addition to the school was

built.

Ban On was thus not a village which had sprung up recently,

nor was it one in which there were great differences of opinion about

leaders, except perhaps in Village No.6.

Religion

Buddhism was the avowed religion of Ban On. The village

centered around a Buddhist wat, as can be seen in Figure 3, and had one

abbot and one long-term monk with five or six novil~eSl, It was con-

sidered ideal for a man to be a monk at some time in his life, and many

spent one rainy season or phansa as monks when they were in thei~ early

twenties. Thus, during the rainy season each year, the wat acquired

additional monks.

In the 94 sample families, three men were serving as monks in

M~ 1969, and 15 reported ~aving been monks in response to questions

about their education and work experience. 1 Of these, 11 had passed

some Dharma examination: six at the lowest level, or naktham tri,

three at the second level, or naktham tho, and two at the highest level

2na-'ll:tham eke Men who have been monks are given the honorific title

thit, while those who have been abbots are called chan. Some villagers

who were no longer monks were still called by their ecclesiastical

names.

l.rhey were not asked directly if they had served in the monk
hood; thus many who had ma;y not have mentioned it, particularly if
they passed no examinations.

2Tnere were also in aQQ~~~on nine Pali examinations, which
were intended primarily for monks who intend to remain in the monkhood.
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Thus, all of the people in Ban On supported one wat, often

quite generously; many of its young men also served in the monkhood

and studied their religion seriously.

Population

Ban On was a large village. It had 417 houses in March and

422 houses in September 1969. The mean number of people per house in

the sample was 6.1, thus the population of the village was approxi-

1mately 2500.

The age and sex distribution of the sample population of 603

individuals is shown in Figure 4. This type of pyramid with a wide base

that narrows rapidJ.y indicates a young, rapidly growing population,

which is typical of developing countries. One of the responses to in-

creasing population pressure in this relatively poor farming area had

been emigration to other parts of Thailand. This emigration is prohab].y

the cause for the small number of men in the age groups 25-34. In addi-

tion, many men sought seasonal employment as far as 300 miles awa:y from

the village. As long as such emigration affected on].y men, it could have

little effect on the rate of population growth or on the population pres-

su=e on Ban On's land. It might even impose an extra burden on the

adults who were left behind. The general level of venturesomeness, how

ever, might be influenced by emigration of the most adventurous young men.
2

~e~e is no reason to believe that the sample was unrepresenta-
_I'.:lo~_~""+._-)::I--o,J.

20ne young man emigrated to Ne..ld1orn Sawan, where he grew large
plots of corn. He returned to the village for a few years and successfully
involved his t1-TO brothers in a number of daring ventures, but finally gave
up because the returns were too small: and returned to Nakhorn Sawan. His
brothers have retUL~ed to their former patterns of cultivation.
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Ethnic composition

Most of the people of Ban On were Thai Lao. Of the 94 families

in the sample, 91 said they were Thai Lao, while two said they were Suey,

and the man in one family reported th~t his father was a foreigner,

although he couldn't specify the nationality. The Suey (or Kui) are a

people closely related to the Khmers that live in Cambodia and North

eastern Thailand (Blanchard et al, 1958: 63). In some areas they have

their own language and social organization, but in Ban On these two

families appeared to speak 8.LJ.d act 110 diffei"'Cntly than their fellc-..-

villagers. One man with the same surname as one of the Suay called

himself Thai Lao, and the Suay f'amilies considered themselves blood

relatives of several Thai Lao families ,.,ho also acknowledged them as

such, indicating considerable intermarriage. In short, the process of

assimilation seemed to be virtually complete. Ban On contained no

members of well-knoirn minorities such as Chinese, Khmer, Vietnamese or

Phu Thai.

Security

Ban On was not in a region troubled by insurgents, terrorists

or particularly ferocious bandits. Its people were thus able to continue

living their daily lives without unusual fe3.r, and without experiencing

any upheaval in their pattern of living.

Ban On W9.S thus an old village, secure from outside threats,

whose boundaries were well-defined, whose people were of one ethnic

group, and whose one wat was supported by the whole community.
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Extension Programs

There were three government extension agents in Chatu. One

was the veterinarian, who had responsibility for Chatu District and

Kasetwisai District to the south. The other two were the rice

extension agent, a graduate of the Agricultural High School in his

native province of Ayudhya just north of Bangkok, and the non-rice

agricultural extension agent, a native of Kasetwisai and a graduate

of' the school in Surin. Both arrived in 19651 and were the first

resident agricultural axtension agents in Chatu. These two were

responsible for Chatu District, with its 6,700 farmers and 170,000 rai

of' land (N.S.O. 1963b:14, 24). Although they were young, energetic

and knowledgeable, willing to learn from the farmers as well as to

teach them, and although they had informally tried new ideas before in-

troducing them to the farmers, they were unable to reach all of the

farmers enough of the time to make a significant impact. Until

recently, they had been in two separate departments, and each was

expected to serve the whole district. Even the projected division

of' the district into two extension sub-districts will leave them far

too many farmers to deal with. Ban On, however, received far more

than its share of attention from these two agents, for it was both

near Chatu and a participant in several programs designed to focus the

J'l'he rice extension agent spen.. lOur months of the 1967 crop
year as a monk, and thus was not working during that time. A Thai
official is allowed a four-month leave with pay to become a monk once
in his lifetime.
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teaching of extension agents on certain groups which were hopefully

more willing and able to benefit by it.

In addition to these three, other extension agents visited

Ban On. The Upland Crop Section of the Roi Et Experiment Station

assigned one "Seed Multiplication Agent" to each district in Roi Et

Province. He brought seeds of new varieties of corn and other crops,

and passed them out to farmers, explaining how to use them. The

program was called seed 1Uultiplication, but was actually extension,

for the farmers were not registered or supervised in any w~, and no

attempt was made to buy their production for seed. The Bangkok Bank

had a program of supervised credit, which was implemented through

farmers' groups. In addition, the Assistant Pro7incial Rice Officer

had visited the village several times in the past, and talked with

farmers about the problems of growing rice.

Aid to Rice Farmers Program and the Rice Farmers' Clubl

The rice extension agent did most of his work through the Rice

Farmers' Clubs set up by farmers in different villages under the

sponsorship of the Rice Department. The government originally en

couraged headmen to start such groups as marketing co-operatives to

help farmers by-pass middlemen, as well as a means of extending informa

tion about new techniques to the farmers. Ten clubs were formed in this

wa;,r in 1964 in Chatu District. Ban On followed in 19G5 with its own club.

~ai names of these groups will be found in the glossary.
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In fact, the clubs served primarily to channel the sale to the

farmer at low prices of modern inputs provided by the govermnent

through the Aid to Rice Farmers Program, and to provide him with the

advice needed to make good use of these inputs. Members could buy

16-20-0 fertilizer imported and packaged by the Rice Farmers' Clubs

Association, Ltd. on credit for 100 baht per 50-kilogram bag,l re-

paying the amount in February after the harvest. They also received

free insecticide and, if possible, free spraying by a special unit of

2the Rice Department.

Roi Et Province was particularly favored in the distributic..'1

of fertilizer in this program (Table 1). While 23 of Thailand's 71

Table 1. FERTILIZER DISTRIBUTED IN ROI ET PROVINCE
Aid to Rice Farmers Program, 1966 through 1969

Year

1966

1967

1968

1969

Amount Value
(Kg. ) (Baht) Rank Among Provinces

62,333 145,666 24

660,000 1,320,000 4

1,134,000 2,268,000 2

NA 1,806,900 3

Source: Division of Agricultural Economics, Ministry of Agriculture

~rice charged during the 1968 crop year.

20ther clubs also received water pumps, insecticide sprayers and
even tractors through this program, but the Ban On club never bought
any of these.



provinces received more fertilizer than Roi Et Province in the first

year of the program, only three did in the second year, and only one

in the third year, the year covered in the income study of the present

investigation. Even though the amount declined in 1969, Roi Et still

ranked only third among the 71 provinces. This ranking is under-

standable, since Roi Et ranked sixth among all the provinces in

population residing in agricultural households in 1960 (N.S.O. 1962:

1-3). The allotment in 1968 was approximately 10 kilograms for every

farm family in the province. l

Membership in the Rice Farmers' Clubs was not open to everyone.

By law, one had to make more than 50 percent of one's income from rice

farming. Practically, the extension agent allowed anyone who owned 20

rai or more of riceland to join, provided he was co-operative, diligent

and energetic ~.n his work. When a village wished to start a group, the

agent would visit it several times, talking with the important men.

He would determine who met the qUalifications, weed out possible

troublemakers, and advise the leaders whom to choose for membership in

their new club. After a club was formed, the law required that members

vote to decide whether or not to admit each prospective member.

IThe 1963 Census of Agriculture (N.S.a., 1963b) reports 95,488
land users in Roi Et province, which, assuming that there was but one
land ~cr to a family:; makes one suppose that there were approximately
100,000 farm families in the province in 1968, each of which would have
reccivcd 11 kilobr~ of fertilize~ in 1968, hRd it been shared equal~v.

The 1.1 million kilograms would have fertilized 75,000 rai or 5 per
cent of the riceland in the province at the recommended rate of 15 kg.
per rai.
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The Ban On Rice Farmers' Club had 42 members in July, 1969,

and had admitted no new ones since its :founding, though a number o:f

:farmers had applied. The president, who was also a local school-

teacher, explained that he would not admit a:ny more because he was

tired o:f collecting the fertilizer money in February. He had also

expelled members who did not agree with him, though he had no record

of :former members and their departures. The president's concern about

fertilizer money was important--in 1969, the Ban On club received no

:fertilizer under the Aid to Rice Farmers Program because not enough of

the previous year's :fertilizer had been paid for. l Since it was the

president's duty to run the club, the members were content to let him

make decisions about the admission and expulsion o:f members, even

though this was contrary to law.

The rice extension agent did quite a bit o:f work in Ban On. He

periodically gave talks to the members of the Rice Farmers' Club about

all aspects of rice-growing, including identification and control of
/

insect pests. He followed up complaints of crop damage with visits to

the fields to identif.y the pest c~d provide the proper insecticide. He

worked with members o:f the club to plant a paddy field in straight rows,

lSome confusion exists concerning the liability :for fertilizer.
United States A.I.D. officials in Bangkok told the researcher that each
:farmer was individually liable :for the cost o:f the fertilizer he used,
but the agent understands that the club, and thus its president, is
liable for the fertilizer it has taken. While he would rather deal
wii;h each faz·w.'::i" il1.cli-..-id......allj-, h.e mu.::;t gi":e tc c!' ...-ritl'..hold from the
club as a whole the fertilizer he allots, and cannot make exceptions for
those farmers who have paid for their :fertilizer. The Rice Department's
publications on the program (Rice Department, 1968; Sarikathod, 1968)
do not specif.y the procedure.
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and he once led a field trip of club members to the Rice Experiment

Station in Khonkaen.

Large Plot Demonstration Program

The rice extension agent chose Ban On for the Large Plot

Demonstration Program (LPD) because its club members were diligent and

willing to do what he asked of them, and because Ban On was the only

village that had as much as 300 rai of land next to the road and level

enough so that it would give good results provided only that rain fell.

The object of the program. ,~as to provide a large plot of several hundred

rai in which a package of recommended practices is used, the plot being

made up of farmers' fields farmed by the farmers themselves. Thus, it

was hoped, neighboring farmers would ~ee that farmers as well as exper-

iment stations could produce big yields. The L.P.D. Program in Ban On

was very successful in 1968.1

The provincial and district rice extension agents were supposed

to choose the farmers from Rice Farmers' Clubs members who would be

"whole-hearted in following the advice of the officials with interest

and honesty" (Rice Department, 1967:2). Actually, the agent asked the

president of the club to choose people whose land was contiguous and

near the road, as he didn't know who owned the fields. According to

lAccording to the 1968 report of the Program (Rice Department,
.L~b~), the yield of governmeni; vtU"it:~:it:8 ill thE: plc.t "as 42 Th8.ug p~::"

rai (1 thang = 20 liters, 6.25 rai =1 hectare), that of local varieties
was 36 thang per rai. The mean yield in the plot was 40.8 thang per
rai, or 204% greater than the yield outside the plot, 13.5 thang per
rai.
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the regulations of the program, the district rice extension agent was

to sup~rvise the farming of the large plots. Bangkok sent experts to

survey and make maps of the fields, and to give advice on various

technical matters throughout the growing season. Detailed instruc-

tions were given for the preparing of the soil, fertilizer measure-

ment and application, transplanting and harvesting.

Bangkok sent people to survey and map the Ban On fields in

1967. Each farmer in the program received a copy of the map of his

fields. Later, other officials came and weighed out the fertilizer

to be put into each paddy field, put it ~n plastic bags marked with

the number of the field (coded to the number on the map), and gave

these to each landowner. Since the recommendation was 15 kg. of

16-20-0 per rai for the whole country, the amount of fertilizer was

determined solely by the area of the field. The farmers were told to

put the fertilizer for each field into it before the final plowing.

There were originally 10 members and 219 rai in the program. 1967

was a bad year, with little rain and poor yields in all fields. In

1968, therefore, the Rice Department did not permit an increase in land

or ~embers, though other farmers were interested in joining. 1968 was

a good year, so eight new members were admitted and one old member

1expelled in 1969. In that year, there were 17 members and 393 rai.

There is little evidence that the farmers followed the

recommendations. Three of the earlier members were in this study's

sample: two men and a widow. The widow was issued three bags of

1The agent said he was too much of a troublemaker, always dis-
rupting meetings.
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fertilizer for the 10 rai she had in the program, but she used them

on all 22 rai of her riceland. The two men used the recommended

amounts. All three, however, used part of the fertilizer on the

seedlings, which was not recommended. Though seedlings need no nour-

isbment other than water during the first two weeks, fertilizer was

sown with the seeds, since many farmers thought that they could get

better results with less fertilizer in this way. Some farmers, how-

ever, sold the fertilizer which they received through the program.

In 1969, only LPD members received government fertilizer, inclUding

some 12-24-8 given by A.LD. ,lbut neighbors of two of the new members

in the program had bought and used the AID fertilizer. These members

did not use fertilizer on all of the land "they had in the program.

Other recommendations were also ignored. Of the three early

members in the study sample, two mentioned a second application of

fertilizer, which was recommended where feasible. One, however,

mentioned doing it "after weeding," though the recommendation is to

do it at tillering time. The other showed more sense than the

recommendation, indeed, and said he sometimes put it on at panicle

initiation, which is in fact a better practice. Weeding was also

recommended throughout the rice season, but the fields in the plot in

1969 were often choked with weeds; only when severe stunting resulted

did anyone take the trouble to pull them.

In light of the above, the difference in yields is difficult to

account for. Consider Table 2.

lAgency for International Development, the State Department
agency which administers the United States foreign aid program.
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Table 2. YIELD OF GLUTINOUS RICE
Three L.P.D. Members, Ban On, 1968

Member

aPlailted
(rai)

Yielda

(thang/rai)

LPD Sample Yieldsb

In Plot Outside Plot
(thang/rai) (thang/rai)

Widow

Man 1

Man 2

22.58

35.00

28.00

13.90

24.00

35.71

46

41
41

15

12

12

~ata gathered in this study.

b
Data provided by the Department of Extension, Ministry of Agriculture.

The widow spread 150 kg. over 22 rai, and thus used half of the

recommended amount per rai. It is easy to see why she might have

gotten a low yield, but not why there should have been such a marked

difference in yields as the samples taken by the LPD officials indicate.

Man 1 had 27 rai in the program, on which he used the recommended

amount. His difference is thus explicable. Man 2, hmvever, had all

of his land in the program: he thus could have had no land outside

the plot.

The evidence of the Large Plot, then, may not have been as

dramatic as it seemed to be on paper. On the other hand, the proper

use of fertilizer, which was not confined to those in the LPD, did

seem to increase yields noticeably in good years.

Agriculturalists' Clubs

The non-rice extension agent, too, used groups in his extension

'Work. Tile regular groups he worl;:ed with ~cre the Agriculture.lists'
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Clubs made up of farmers who grow crops other than rice. Failing these,

he worked through Rice Farmers' Clubs. Ban On had no Agriculturalists'

Club, but it did have a Mulberry Growers' and Silkworm Raisers' Club.

Mulberry Growers' and Silkworm Raisers' Club

The Mulberry Growers' and Silkworm Raisers' Club grew out of a

request made in 1964 by the three headmen of Ban On to the district

officer concerning pUblic land to the southwest of the village. l The

right to use this land was constantly disputed by Ban On farmers who

used it to grow kenaf and to pasture their animals. The headmen re

quested the district government to make the land formally available

for some specific purpose. The provincial government agreed, and it

was decided to encourage the growing ofrew varieties of mulberry on

this land to feed new varieties of silkworms to be raised in the homes.

The Roi Et Agricultural Experiment Station had a special section de

voted to mulberry and silkworms which had adapted new varieties to

conditions in Roi Et.

The non-rice agricultural extension agent was asked to begin

work on this project as soon as he arrived in Chatu in 1965. He

began holding village meetings in that year to interest people, end

by 1967, the first plots were plowed up by a tractor which was

brought in. About 445 rai was alloted to the program. Any family

was eligible to join; each nuclear family received one ngan (.25 rai)

lSee Figure 2.
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to cultivate, after the members of the group had cut the land up into

blocks and put in paths. A plot was assigned by lot, and could be

kept as long as the family cultivated it. A neglected plot would be

assigned to another family. The land still belonged to the govern-

ment, although families bought and sold the rights to plots as if they

owned them. Later, plots were opened on the south side of the road,

and members were able to get a second ngan.

There were approximately 200 families in the program. Fifty-

three of the sample families participated in it, and a nunilier of them

held more than one ngan (Table 3).1 Of the 22.50 rai held by sample

families, .50 rai was not being used, and presumably would be taken

away. It is clear that not all of the 445 rai was being used in the

program, but rather an amount closer to 100 rai. The government

could have afforded to be somewhat more generous in its allocation of

plots.

Table 3. LAND HELD THROUGH MULBERRY CLUB
Ban On, 1968 Crop Year, Sample Families

Amount of Land Total Total Not Used
(rai) Number of Families (rai) (rai)

.25 rai 32 8.00 rai .25 rai

.50 13 6.50 .25

.75 2 1.50 0.0
1.00 5 5.00 0.0
1.50 1 1.50 0.0

Total 53 22.50 .50

Source: data gathered in this study from farmers. In future tables,
no source will be cited for information acquired in inter
views with farmers in sample families.

IThe definition of family in this study is such that not all of
the sample families are nuclear ones.
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The agent held periodic meetings with the group and showed the

members how to plant the mulberry and how to trim it. Later, workers

from the experiment station brought new varieties of silkworm eggs to

the women, and told them how to raise them. They explained how to

protect the wo:rms and how to feed them to ensure high yields of silk.

This agent advised Ban On farmers on the raising of corn, kenaf,

dry-season vegetables, watermelons and kapok.

Bangkok Bank Farmers' Club

This group was actually a mutual joint-liability group formed

by farmers who wished to receive production credit from the Bangkok

Bank. The Bank specified that the group must consist of at least five

but not more than twenty members, who elect a president, secretary and

one general officer to be the intermediary committee of the group.

The agricultural credit field officer of the provincial branch of the

bank should act as an advisor to the group, and investigate each

member who applies for a loan. Both the field officer and the com

mittee should report to the bank; if the conunittee did not recommend

a particular loan application, it would not be considered (Bangkok

Bank, 1964).

In Ban On, members reported that the field officer himself acted

as president of the group, and that he taught them about new t.ypes of

livestock. Nine sample families joined in 1967, two in 1968, and one

in 1969. All of them borrowed money in the 1968 crop year.
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The Analytical Model and Specific Eypotheses

The Model

The family is of necessity the adopter of the innovations con-

sidered in this study. These innovations are all capable of being

adopted by individual farms, and such farms are owned and operated by

families in Northeastern Thai villages. For this reason, the model of

adoption behavior developed in this study hypothesizes that family

characteristics affect the earliness of family adoption of innovations

(Figure 5). Socioeconomic characteristics of the family, together with

its orientations to various phenomena, are hypothesized to determine

how soon a family adopts an innovation.

Socioeconomic Characteristics

Family Roles
Family Education
Family Wealth
Family Membership in Formal Groups
Family Information Sources
Family Opinion Leadership

Ear],y adoption of an
Agricultural Innovation

Orientations

To the Phenomenal World
To Markets
To Tra~sportation

To Credit
To Risks
To Agricultural Innovations

Figure 5. Model of Adoption Behavior



Economic effectiveness of innovations

Economic effectiveness of a new practice can be measured by

budgeting the practice, comparing its costs and returns with those of

the practice it is designed to replace. In this study, however, it

was felt that such bUdgets would be virtually impossible to construct,

since it was not possible to determine the amount and value of family

labor used in any enterpr.ise without extensive and prolonged observa-

tion of production processes. Furthermore, the likelihood that re-

sources were underutilized by some farmers meant that a bUdget would

not reveal the full economic effect of an innovation.

It was thus decided to develop a measure of the utilization of

the resources held by a family, and to test each innovation by asking

whether that innovation was used to a greater extent and with greater

care in the 1968 crop year by families that utilized their resources

more fully. 1

A family was considered to have utilized its resources more

fully if it produced a greater family income from a given stock of re-

sources. This measure of resource utilization was developed by using

a Cobb-Douglas function to estimate family income as a function of

family equities and family labor units, and subsequently comparing this

estimated income with actual fami~y income:

Utili zation = Actual Income - Estimated Income
Estimated Income

lThe measure described in this section was suggested to the
author by Rufus Hughes, who had developed a similar one in an earlier
stu~ (Hughes, 1960).
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Families that utilized their resources more fully may have simply

worked harder, but if any of the innovations were economically effective,

their use should have contributed more to income than could any amount

of hard work using traditional techniques. Thus, if farmers who used a

certain innovation had higher incomes than other farmers with identical

stocks of resources, it was concluded that the innovation was economi-

cally effective.

Individual characteristics in the model---
Although family characteristics have been hypothesized to affect

family adoption of an innovation, all of the characteristics in the

model are groups of factors, and many of these factors are of necessity

characteristics possessed by individuals within the family. For the

most part these individuals are the influential adults, who in this

study were limited to two people in each family, since the nuclear

family was common. These adults had three important relationships with

each other: sex, land ownership, and age. The man was generally con-

sidered by Ban On farmers to be more important than the woman. 'l'he

maj or landowner, the one who held more of the family land, might be ex-

pected to have had more to s~ abo1A.-t agricultural practices than the

minor landowner. Finally, the elder was traditionally honored by the

younger, and might thus be expected to have wielded more power in the

family. It was therefore hypothesized that those characteristics

possessed by the major influentials, namely the man, the major land-

owner and the elder, would be related to early adoption of an innovation.
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The Hypotheses

It is hypothesized that the characteristics outlined in the

model are groups of factors, each of which is measured by one or more

empirical measures. These factors and their measures are presented

below. The roman numerals indicate the general characteristics shown

in Figure 5, the capital letters indicate the factors, and the arabic

numerals indicate the empirical measures. A plus sign (+) following

a factor or empirical measure indicates that the hypothesized direction

of the relationship with early adoption is positive, while a minus

sign (-) indicates that it is negative. An!. following the sign indi-

cates that this characteristic is possessed by individuals.

Socioeconomic characteris~ics

I. Family Roles
A. Concentration of power in family (+)

1. Pairs of specific roles played by same person (+,i)
B. Age (No hypothesized direction)

1. Absolute age

II. Family Education
A. Family education (+)

1. Formal education (+,i)
2. Special education (+,i)
3. Education beyond 4th grade (+,i)
4. Mean years of education of family members of school

age and older (+)

III. Family Wealth
A. Physical wealth (+)

1. Assets in land (+)
2. Farm equities (+)
3. Total equities (+)

E. Fiuman -w-~Illt,ll ( To )

1. Family labor units (+)
2. Family dependency ratio I (-)
3. Family dependency ratio II (-)



IV. Fami~ Membership in Formal Groups
A. Membership in formal groups (+)

1. Number o:f organizations :fami~ belonged to (+)
2. Received low-cost inputs :from government (+)
3. Received low-interest loans (+)

V. Fami~ In:formation Sources
A. Competence of information sources (+)

1. Index of information source competence (+)
B. Cosmopolitanism of in:formation sources (+)

1. Index of information source cosmopolitanism (+)
C. Specific in:formation sources (+)

1. Consulted specific in:formation sources (+)

VI. Fami~ Opinion Leadership
A. Key communicatorship (+)

1. Number o:f times :fami~ was consulted by other
sample families about innovations (+)

B. Opinion leadership (+)
1. Number o:f times :fami~ was consulted by

adopters of innovations (+)

Orientations

I. Orientation to the Phenomenal World
A. Belief in man's ability to control nature (+)

1. Attitude scale score (+,i)
B• Cosmopolitanism (+)

1. Index of cosmopolitanism of places 11ved (4o, i)
2. Number o:f visits

a) To Chatu in month (+,i)
b) To Roi Et in year (+,i)
c) To Northeastern cities in li:fe (+,i)
d) To Bangkok in life (+,i)

3. Weighted additive index of visits (+,i)
C. Modernity (+)

1. Amount of money earned by fami~ members from
out-of-town work (+)

2. Index of modernity of supplementary occupations
of fami~ members (+)

3. O,nership of a radio (+)
4. Closeness of fami~ house to main road (+)

II. Orientation to ~illrke~s

A. Attitude toward acquisition of wealth (+)
1. Attitude scale score (+,i)
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B. Perception and knowledge of markets (+)
1. Index of perceived ease of selling rice (+,i)
2. Index of perceived fairness of rice price (+,i)
3. Index of knowledge of profitable rice markets (+,i)
4. Index of knowledge of market requirements for

product related to the innovation (+)
C. Commercialization of fami:q agriculture (+)

1. Percent of glutinous rice sold (+)
2. Value of crops and crop products sold (+)
3. Value of livestock and livestock products sold (+)
4. Value of silk thread sold (+)
5. Farm cash expenditures (+)

III. Orientation to Transportation
A. Perception and knowledge of transportation (+ j

1. Index of perceived availability of transportation
a) for rice (+,i)
b) for inputs (+,i)

2. Index of perceived adequacy of transportation
a) for rice (+,i)
b) for inputs (+,i)

3. Index of perceived fairness of the price of
transportation

a) for rice (+,i)
b) for inputs (+,i)

IV. Orientation to Credit
A. Attitude tmrard borrowing money (+)

1. Attitude scale score (+,i)
B. Perception and knowledge of credit sources (+)

1. Number of credit sources known (+,i)
2. Number of low-cost credit sources known (+,i)
3. Knows at least one source which charges what he

considers fair interest rates (+,i)
4. Index of knowledge of types of credit and interest

rates of specific credit sources (+,i)

V. Orientation to Risks
A. Attitude toward risk-taking (+)

1. Attitude scale score (+,i)
B. Risks (-)

1. Per cent of land held without certificate (-)
2. Per cent of glutinous rice not harvested in 1968 (-)
3. Per cent of glutino~ rice crop lost per year to

drolU!ht and floou. (-)
4. Amo~t of rice borrowed in 1968 (-)
5. Per cent of chickens died in 1968 (-)
6. Value of farm equipment stolen in 1968 (-)
7. Value of livestock stolen in 1968 (-)

VI. Orientation to innovations
A. Attitude toward modern agricu.n;ure (+)

1. Attitude scale score (+,i)
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B. General perceptions of innovations (+)
1. Index of awareness of modern methods of

rice-farming (+,i)
2. Index of perceived honesty of input merchants (+,i)
3. Index of perceived fairness of fertilizer prices (+,i)

C. Perceived benefits of innovations (+)
1. Coded as

a) Commercial (+)
b) Production (+)
c) Labor (+)
d) Consumption (+)
e) Social (+)
f) Esthetic (+)

D. Perceived disadvantages of innovations (-)
1. Coded as

a) Commercial (-)
b) Production (-)
c) Labor (-)
d) Consumption (-)
e) Social (-)
f) Esthetic (-)

Summary

All of the matters referred to in this section are discussed

more fully in the following chapters. Chapter II discusses the field

methods and statistical analyses. Chapters III and IV provide an intro-

duction to agriculture and innovations in Ban On. Chapter V discusses

the measurement of earliness and presents the analysis of economic

effectiveness of innovations. Finally, Chapters VI and VIr provide

full discussions of the socioeconomic characteristics and family

orientations.

While the author has reason to believe that most of the

variables in the model of adoption behavior precede the adoption of

an innovation, this assumption was not tested. The measurements of
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variables were necessarily taken after the innovations had been adopted,

and vary in their ability to reflect pre-adoption conditions. These

limitations are common to most survey research, however, and need not

prevent the reader from acquiring insights into the process of adoption

in Ban On.

The analyses presented in this dissertation are preliminary

only, and do not pretend to the status of a complete and exhaustive

treatment of the data. The effort has been rather to consider a

number of possible factors effecting the adoption of innovations, in

the hope that this consideration may provide some understanding of

this complex problem as it exists in Northeastern Thailand.



CHAPTER II

THE RESEARCH DESIGN

A detailed discussion of the criteria for choice of a village,

the reasons for choosing one village, and the virtues of Ban On were

given in Chapter I. Ban On met all of the criter:ta. It was a village

whose farmers had access to markets and credit, it was a well-

established village, it had been exposed to intensive extension of

agricultural innovations, and the weather in 1968 had been good.

The Sample

A random sample was drawn of 100 families that had grown rice

in the 1968 crop year, and whose members had directed that rice-

grovTing, a family being defined as a group of people that ate rice

together regularly, and thus by extension shared expenses and income.

It was assumed that each family lived in a single house. The

universe was limited to rice-growing families because much of the

extension work in the village concerned rice. The sample was large,

comprising almost one-fourth of the houses in the village, because

variability of many of the factors to be studied was unknown and

1likely to be great.

lG~ee~e (1969) irrn;c~t~d thRt his sample of 10 per cent was
unable to reflect the true variation of some variables in his study,
such as the use of tractors.
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Mapping the village

Determining the number of households in the village and the

names of their nominal heads was difficult. Village headmen kept

lists of households, but even they did not consider them accurate,

though they had tried to revise them to provide voter rolls for the

elections held in February 1969. Numbers had been assigned to

houses in 1963 when the village was "developed," but couples had since

moved out of their parents' houses and built new ones. These new

households had never applied for new numbers. Thus, in Village No.5,

the headman's list showed 123 households, whereas there were actually

163 houses in March 1969.

Thus, a map was made of the village (see Figure 3). This

map revealed that Ban On had 417 houses at the end of March 1969.

Determining rice-growing families

Most families in Ban On grew rice, and most rice-growing families

had small raised granaries in their house compounds for storing the rice.

It was thus assumed that any household with a granary had grown rice

the previous year. People in houses without granaries were asked if

they had. Three hundred eighty houses presumed to have grown rice were

isolated in this manner.

Drawing the sample

The rice-growing houses were numbered from 1 to 380. A table

of random numbers was used for the selection. One hundred houses were

initially chosen in this manner.
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Subsequent drawings to replace houses rejected for one reason

or another were made by marking the place at which the original

drawing had stopped, and continuing from that point. At the end of

each drawing, the place in the table was again marked; each drawing

began at the point at which the previous one had stopped. The reasons

for the rejection of various houses are summarized in Table 4.

Table 4. REASONS FOR REJECTING HOUSES DRAWN
Ban On ~ 1969

Houses Replaced Rejected
by Others too Late

Originally Drawn as to be
Reason Drawn Replacement Replaced TOTAL

No rice in 1968 8 3 11

Junior partner in rice-
growing agreement 9 1 2 12

Non-existent house 1 1 2

Two-house family 1 1 1 3

Family dissolved 3 3

Respondent unavailable 1 1

Respondents unreliable 2 2

TOTAL 22 6 6 34

Houses which had not grown rice in 1968 were not part of the

universe as defined in the study. A junior partner in a rice-growing

agreement was a family which joined another family for the purpose of

cultivating rice, and which either was unable to contribute any land or

received a lower share of the harvest than its contribution of labor
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and land seemed to warrant. Such a family probably made few of the

decisions about rice-farming. Two-house families were those in which

people living in s~parate houses shared expenses. If both houses

were drawn in the sample, the merging of the two into one family left

a vacancy in the sample similar to that caused by the rejection of a

house.

Families dissolved were those in which the couple separated

and returned to their parental homes or in which the family migrated

to other places during the period of interviewing. The family in which

a respondent was unavailable was one in which a young man was away at

work and could not be contacted. Young married men were frequently

away from home, but most of them were interviewed when they returned

for a visit. The unreliable respondents in two houses contradicted

each other consistently, and impugned each other's good faith.

Thus, 100 houses were originally drawn, of which 22 were

replaced, either due to rejection or merger. Of those 22, six were

replaced. An additional six were rejected or merged, but could not

be replaced. As a result, 94 families living in 99 houses remained

in the sample. These 99 houses constitute a random sample of 29 per

cent of the estimated 346 houses which grew rice in 1968.

Selecting the influential members of a household

In each family in the sample, two people were selected who

..1-'. _ ___ ., _ .....
vue ~·U..l.CQ

and, usually, owner of the majority of agricultural land. Most

families were either nuclear or had only minor or very old relatives



in the home; in these, the father was considered the head of household

and the first influential, while his wife was considered the second

influential. In nuclear families lacking a father or mother, the re-

maining parent was considered the head of household, and the oldest

child of the opposite sex who was older than twenty-one was considered

the second influential. In two-house families, the two people con-

sidered the heads of each of the households were considered to be the

two influentials, the older of these two being considered the family

head. In the few remaining houses, care was taken to include the

nominal head of household, the leader of rice farming, ~~d the major

riceland owner, provided that the last still took an active interest

in the family agriculture. l

Merchants questioned

Twenty-two merchants in Roi-Et and one in Chatu were questioned

about the buying of agricultural products. The eight which bought rice

were all of those mentioned by farmers in the sample. The others were

named by provincial agricultural officials and by the merchants them-

selves when asked who bought specific commodities. They thus represent

an attempt to interview an exhaustive sample; they most certainly were

those buyers who were responsible for the bulk of the trade in these

commodities in Roi Et. They consisted of 9 kenaf buyers, 5 kapok buyers,

3 silk buyers, and 3 pig buyers. Some buyers bought more than one

commodity.

ISome old landowners left direction of affairs to their children.
In the case of the man wit.h two living wives, both owned an equal amount
of land; thus, the one who seemed to stand in better favor was chosen.
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others ~stioned

The three government extension agents in Chatu were questioned

at length about their recommendations and work, as were officials at

the Silkworm and Mulberry Section of the Roi Et Agricultural Experi

ment Station. Less intensively questioned were the provincial

agricultural and health officials in Roi Et, and numerous people in

Khonkaen connected with agricultural development. Bangkok officials

were also consulted. Official statistics and re~orts were consulted.

Instruments Used

Central Thai is the official language of the Kingdom of Thailand

and is spoken by all officials and most merchants. As the researcher

and his wife had previously spent two years in Thailand as Peace Corps

Volunteers and were fluent speakers of this language, interviews with

officials and merchants presented few problems.

Villagers in the Northe~~t Region, however, speak a number of

dialects loosely known as Isan to Central Thai speakers and as Lao to

the villagers themselves. These dialects are in fact closely related

to those spoken in Laos and in t...~e Northern Region of Thailand; the

people in all three of these regions are sometimes collectively

referred to as Lao. In Laos the language is written in a special

script, but in the Northeast region, few people can write the dialect.

As T·~"o ni Rlects have seven tones~ while Central Thai has only five,

Thai script cannot accurately record the dialect.
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Since many villagers were not comfortable speaking Central

Thai, however, the interview schedules were drafted in the dialect

using Thai script. This approximation permitted an interviewer who

was a native speaker to reproduce the same sentence accurately in

each interview, and. avoided the pitfalls of' the usual system, in

which the native speaker translated a Central ThAi question into the

dialect. As written Central Thai is often very flowery and complex,

such translation was rarely consistent--~ serious drawback in the

administration of instruments such us attitude scales.

The researcher and his wife also took instruction in the

dialect, and learned to speak it well enough to do their own inter

viewing in the final months of the field work.

Structured Interview Schedules

Four interview schedules were developed for administration to

Ban On farmers (see Appendix VI). These were 1) the Family

Information Schedule, 2) the AttitUde, Perception and Knowledge

Schedule (the APK), 3) the Income Schedule, and 4) the Adoption

Schedule. The Family Information Schedule took approximately 15 minutes

to administer, and was given to the family when it was first contacted.

The APK Schedule took about two hours to administer to each of the two

influentials. Most APKs were administered in Arril 1969 by the

Khonke.en University students in their first and second visits, but

others were given to returning husbands throughout the six months of

field work. The attitude scales were always administered by native
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speakers of Lao. The Income Schedule took eight to ten hours to

administer, and was given to various family members by the Khonkaen

University students in M~ 1969. '.L'he Adoption Schedule took approxi

mately three hours to administer, and was given to the two family

influentials jointly by the researcher and his wife in the period

from June through September 1969.

Although the Income Schedule was long, it was never administered

in one sitting, and rarely were all of the questions asked of one family

member. In administering all of the schedules, interviewers were asked

to consider the convenience of the respondents, and to terminate the

sitting if the respondents became weary or bored.

Family Information Schedule

One of these was administered to each family to elicit informa

tion about both of the influential respondents; age, sex, education,

work experience, places lived for more than a month in the past, and

places visited, as well as the ages, education and general health of all

of the family members.

The questions in this questionnaire were direct. One internal

check was provided by having the respondent state both his age and the

animal name of his birth year, which most people knew, better than the

Buddhist Era number. A comparison of the two provided the correct age.

This questionnaire was pretested on three respondents in the

village of Khook Fan Poong in the central district of Khonkean Province.



Attitude, Perception and Knowledge Schedule (APK)

One ArK was administered to each influential member of each

family. This questionnaire was composed of two parts, which were

developed separately.

The first consisted of the attitude scales. l Edwards's Scale

Discrimination Technique (1957: 201-219) was used. Hundreds of state-

ments reflecting various degrees of positive or negative affect with

respect to five psychological objects2 were elicited from Fourth Year

Students at Khonkaen University, borrowed from the appropriate scales

in Beal and Sibley's study in Guatemala (1967), and composed by the

researcher. Of these, 180 were chosen, each as being succinct and un-

ambiguously related to its psychologic~ object.

These 180 statements were then translated into Lao and typed

on cards, with approximately 30 cards for each psychological object.

They were then submitted to each of eight Khonkaen University faculty

members of Northeastern Thai origin for Thurstone judging. In this

process, each judge sorted the statements according to the degree of

positive or negative affect that each statement reflected. The 15 posi-

tive or negative statements in each group about which the judges agreed

the mos+. g~~e chosen for the next stage of the pretest.

~is is a brief description of the development of the attitude
scales. See Appendix III for a full description.

2Man ,s ability to control nature, risk-taking, modern agri
culture, acquisition of wealth, and borrowing money.
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The 90 remaining statements were scrambled to prevent respondents

from divining the nature of the scales and printed in Likert form. In

this form, the respondent is asked to state whether he agrees or dis-

agrees with a given statement; when he does, he is asked whether he does

so strongly or mildly. A neutral space is provided for those who cannot

decide. The statements were administered in this form to 12 men and

12 women in the village of Khook Fan Poong in Khonkaen Province.

Following this pretest, the responses were scoredl and summed

for each scale for each respondent. The scores received for each

statement by the eight respondents who ranked highest in the total

score for the scale of which that statement was a part were compared

with those of the eight respondents who ranked the lowest in that total

score. The six or seven statements in each scale which most consistently

discriminated betw~en high-scoring and low-scoring respondents were

chosen for inclusion in that scale. The Phi Coefficient was used to

test the correlations between individual statement scores and total

scores.

T'ne remainder of the schedule ..las devoted to questions of

knowledge and perception. Triose concerning perception 'were closed

questions adapted from Beal and Sibley (1967), and were quite direct.

Those concerning knOWledge were for the most part open-ended questions,

lAll statements expressing positive affect were scored lowest
for great disagreement and highest for great agreement. Statements
expressing negative affect were given highest scores for great dis
agreement and lowest for great agreement.
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a few (Nos. 34,35,36,37,44,45) adapted from Beal and Sibley (1967),

but others (30,31,32,33,54) developed by the researcher himself.

With respect to credit sources, the two questions asked by Beal and

Sibley (1967) were supplemented by others concerning the interest

rate charged by various sources for various types of credit. Open-

ended questions were used for the purpose of preventing any suggestion

by the researcher of the answer desired.

This second portion of the questionnaire was pretested on three

respondents in the village of Khook Fan Poong. This pretest revealed

that the form, amount and unit of the interest payment were often re-

quired before the interest rate could be determined, and that in many

cases of non-monetary p~ent, the farmer himself did not know the

interest rate. It also revealed that the Thai word kamrai meant either

"prOfit" or "yield" to the farmers, and that the monetary aspect of the

word had to be made explicit.

Income Schedule

This schedule was an adaptation of a Farm Management Schedule

Form suggested by Yang (1965:21-31) as having been successfully used in

some developing countries. l Special problems not considered in Yang's

form but handled successfully in this schedule were that of double-

counting of the value of intermediate products such as that of mulberry

lA complete discussion of the development of this form can be
found in Appendix IV.



No attempt was made to calculate labor income
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fed to silkworms and silk woven into cloth and that of separating in-

come from agriculture, home enterprises and other sources. These

were solved by the use of residual columns for amounts further

processed in the home or provided to some other class of enterprise.

Thus, bran produced in the family rice-mill by milling rice for others

and kept as a fee for this milling, when used to feed the family pigs,

was considered a purchase from the home enterprise sector by the farm

sector. Land ownership was also investigated in this form.

Special problems not provided for in the design of the question-

naire were barter, which was included in the column of produce used in

the home, and the value of land and silk, which had to be adjusted in

some cases, as these were less frequently sold and some farmers inflated

their value.

Family income in a given sector was calculated as Sales +

Value Consumed in Home - Production Expenditures + Change in Inventories,

where Sales includes sales of equipment, and Expenditures includes

h f . t Ipurc ase 0 eqm.pmen.

or return to investment, since both wage rates for labor and interest

rates for money vary greatly and erratically.

This schedule was pretested on the president of the f'i.ce Farmers'

Club in Ban On, who was not draml in the sample. This pretest revealed

lDepreciation is thus calculated as Opening Inventories of
Equipment + Purchases + Repairs - Sales of Equipment - Closing Inventor
ies of Equipment. While this method is not ideal, it has the merit in
this case of making use of data more certain than that of the farmer's
estimate of the life of his implements.



a number of specific names for local fishing equipment and other farm

implements, but also led the investigator to believe that many of the

crops initially listed were not grC"WIl in the village. Su.bsequent "';0

the printing of the schedule, however, the investigator's student

assistants produced detailed lists of crops and animals that might be

raised, grown, gathered, or hunted, as well as of farm implements

that might be used. It was felt that explicit questions would elicit

more information than general ones, particularly since the farmers did

not keep records and also did not consider many of their minor crops

as being worthy of mention.

The pretest also revealed the value of the many checks of

internal consistency built into the form. The first answers of the

Rice Club President were quite inconsistent and presaged the thorough

checking and numerous return visits to farmers that became the

standard procedure in th~ administration of this questionnaire.

This form was administered to the family as a group, those

having the best knowledge of any particular enterprise being questioned

about that enterprise.

Adoption Schedule

The adoption schedule was adapted from schedules used in making

adoption scales in the United States (Rogers, Havens, and cartano, 1962),

in which a farmer was asked when he first used each of a number of

recommended innovations. In the present schedule, the two influentials

were first asked to name innovations which they had heard about, and
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only after they had named them were they asked if they had heard about

specific ones which the investigator knew had come into the community

in the last few decades. For each innovation that the influentials

had heard of, an innovation sheet was administered. This sheet

elicited information about the date they had first heard about an

innovation, how they had heard about it, and sources of information

consulted before they made the decision to use it or not. The date

the innovation was first used, if ever, and the way in which the

family used it in the first and second year, and in 1968 and 1969,

together with reasons for using or rejecting it, and the good and bad

points of the innovation were also elicited.

Also included in this schedule were open-ended questions

asking about the market requirements for various farm products which

either could be produced with innovations or which were innovations

themselves, and a question about the organizations to which the

family influentials have belonged.

This schedule was pretested on one family not drawn in the

sample. As a result of this pretest, the researcher decided that

direct eliciting of opinion leaders was not feasible, and that asking

questions about the adoption of specific types of chemical fertilizer,

insecticide and the like was not practical. The list of innovations

specifically mentioned was reduced to 17 as a result of this pretest.
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Field Work

Acceptance of the researcher and belief in the legitimacy of

his activities was an important problem in Ban On: the villagers and

their headmen were suspicious of strangers and fearful that they might

be communists. The researcher first visited the village in the company

of the local extension agents, and later carried letters to the headmen

from the District Officer requesting their cooperation in the research.

The headmen later called a meeting of the village, in which the re

searcher spoke about his work in general terms, and also passed out

mimeographed leaflets explaining his work, a=..d naming the students

who would come to help him later. During the making of the map, the

researcher and his wife had occasion to talk to groups of people

throughout the village and to give them leaflets. These methods served

well to acquaint the villagers with the researcher, his wife and his

student assistants.

The residence of the researcher and his family and student

assistants in the village was a very important factor in establishing

rapport with the villagers and also enabled the researcher to make

informal observations of agricultural practices.

Training of the student interviewers

Eight second-year students of agriculture at Khonkaen Uni

',rersi"t'J ~-!ere chosen wHh the aid of a psychologist on the basis of rural

background, ability to speak the Northeastern d..:'alect, and the potential

they demonstrated for becoming good interviewers. They spent eight

weeks in Ban On. The first four days were spent in a general
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orientation to the project, while a total of eight days was spent in

specific training in the administration of the various questionnaires.

In addition, there were daily one-hour seminars in which problems en-

countered in interviewing were discussed as well as general concepts of

social research.

Completed interview schedules were examined by the researcher

or his wife and discrepancies and vague answers discussed with the

student interviewer. In most cases, the student was sent back to the

family to get more information.

Sensitive ~ difficult questions

One problem concerning all questions was the tendency to agree

with the interviewer or to what the respondent felt was his opinion.

The researcher and his student interviewers were necessarily identified

with Khonkaen University, with teachers and schools, and with the

government. Initial comments thus occasionally named hi gh government

officials as information sources about innovations, while subsequent

probing of'ten revealed that they were not the immediate sources. A

moderate skepticism about such comments and some gen:~ le probing helped

to correct for this bias. l

Some questions "Tere difficult to answer. The amount of land

owned was difficult to determine, not because farmers were unwilling

to provide this information, for land taxes were very low, but because

IThe attitude scales provided a correction for this tendency by
balancing of positive and negative items: a person who always agreed
would receive a neutral score.



not all land held by the family was listed on the land certificates.

Once the farmer understood that the researcher was interested in all

of his land, he gave more accurate information. Yield of rice was

difficult to calculate for some farmers, because they did not measure

their harvested grain into 20-liter baskets as most f'armers did, but

dumped it directly into the oxcart, which might hold as little as 400

or as much as 700 liters. Attempts were made to have these farmers

remember the size of each oxcart useG, the number of trips each one

made, and the extent to which the last oxcart was full. Crops and

animals grown, gathered or caught for eating but not s~ld were

important components of the farmer's income, but would. not usually

be mentioned in answer to an open-ended question. Use of the lists

prepared by student interviewers! however, elicited even the single

trees of a particular variety grown by farmers. Valuation of assets

is alw~s a problem. Rather than use a preliminary survey to find

the median value of a number of' i terns, a method which would not work

for land or livestock, it was decided to ask J1e farmer himself the

value of his assets. In the case of land, invariab1.y the major portion

of a farmer's agricultural assets, the farmer was asked what he would

pay for it, rathe:- than wha.t he would take for it. Farmers who re-

ported unusual land prices were visited again to determine the basis

for such estimates. Occasionally a farmer had had a high offer for

his land, or observed similar land adjacent to his being sold for such

a price; often he had been asked what he would take for his land.
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other questions were sensitive ones. Liquid assets are easy

to steal, and farmers are reluctant to admit to possession of large

amounts of gold and cash. An attempt was made to interview members

of the immediate family alone, but farmers were not particularly co

operative in this effort. While families were assured that the in

formation was confidential, they were reluctant to give it. Thus

most liquid assets, particularly cash, are underestimated. Debts

are usually considered as hard to determine as liquid assets, but

farmers told of borrowing experiences that were quite unorthodox,

such as borrowing money from a commercial bank in a supervised agri

cultural credit program and using it for consumption purposes. Such

confidences led the investigators to assume that the agricultural

loans made recently by the government and by a commercial bank had

made borrowing money more reputable.

Attitudes are alw8\Ys difficult to determine if one attempts

simply to ask the opinion of the respondent: he will tend to agree

with the interviewer. The use of carefully developed scales solved

this problem.

Merchants

Information was sought from merchants concerning market require

ments and prices offered for the various grades of products which they

bought. Careful identification of the researcher and explicit dissocia

tion from tax-collecting efforts of any sort helped to set these

merchants somewhat at ease. For the most part, however, they were un

,-Tilling to provide any inf.ol'mation that would require examination of
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their books, or which might be construed as an invitation to farmers

to sell items not usually bought.

Officials

Most officials were cooperative. Officials who were happy

with their work and conscientious were often extremely helpfUl. A

good knowledge of Central Thai and urban customs was use±'ul in

approaching officials.

Techniques of Analysis

Two techniques of analysis were used in this study. Linear

regression was used to estimate the Cobb-Douglas function which

described the relationship of capital and labor to income in Ban On

and permitted the construction of the measures of utilization of

resources. Rank order correlation was used to test the relationships

of the other variables in the study. The first technique is a para

metric one, and is thus suited only to variables which are measured

in a ratio scale and have normally distributed error variances.

Capital, labor and income have these characteristics. The second

technique is a non-parametric one, and requires only that the

v-ariables be measured in at least an ordinal scale. As all of the vari

ables in this study can be considered as ordinal scales without dis

tortion, this method was suited to them.
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Estimation of the Cobb-Douglas Function

b cCobb-Douglas function, which is of the form y = ax
l

x2 '

was used to estimate the expected income of Ban On families having

given combinations of labor and capital. This function was chosen

because it often has been used in cross-sectional estimation of in-

come or production as a function of capital and labor, because its

Iproperties conform to what one might expect to be true in Ban On,

and because it is easy to estimate using linear regression techniques.

The function was estimated as a linear relationship in

logarithms,

log Family Income = log a + b log Family Labor + clog

Family Equities

log Y = log a + b log Xl + clog x2

using the BMD03R program, Multiple Regression With Case Combinations,

which provided, in addition to the coefficients of the parameters,

correlation coefficients and tests of significance, a matrix of

correlations between the various variables and a list of estimated

and actual values of the dependent variable for each case (Dixon,

1970:258-275c) •

lThe dependent variable is zero when any independent variable
is, and the curve rises steeply at first, but becomes more gradual as
the values of the independent variables increase. It. i~ I:l.SYliIptot:Lc: tv
a maximum. It is thus very useful in describing Ban On, where labor
and capital are not easily exchanged for one another. Wealthy families
also produce proportionally less income than poor ones in Ban On.
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The antilogs of the estimated and actual values of famiJy

income as used in the estimating equation above were taken, and used

to compute the measure of resource utilization:

actual income - estimated income
estimated income

Kendall's Rank Order Correlation Coefficient

Kendall's Rank Order Correlation Coefficient, Tau, is a

measure of the degree to which two independent variables are correlated

when they are ranked. It is thus suitable for use with variables

measured on at least an ordinal scw.e. It ~ also be used for

dichotomous variables, however, in which case it is equivalent to

(Kendall, 1955:44).

When the number of ~ases is greater than ten, the distribution

1of Tau approximates the normal, and z, the normalized variable, can

be used to test the significance of the relationship.

The calculation of Tau in this study was done by a computer

program written b;y- the researcher, who adapted a subroutine, KRANK,

of the I.B.Me Scientific Subroutine Package.
2

lwith mean equal to zero and a standard deviation equal to one.
In this case, z = Tau/I[2(2n+5)]/[9n(n-l)], or Tau/Standard Deviation
of Tau, i:;il~ IDt:WJ. of tile G.i6t~ib\4ticu bci:lg ~c:-o cl!'ee~r..

2The original subroutine (IBM, 1968: 69) 'Wes inaccurate when
used with data which contained tied ranks. See Appendix V.
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This measure was used both in isolating these innovations

used by more efficient families in 1968 and in determining the degree

and significance of the relationships between the variables in the

model of adoption behavior. It is logical to use it in the first

instance, for the measure of efficiency, while a good ordinal measure,

is not a good cardinal measure. It is sensible in the second instance,

as most of the variables are either ordinal, ordered po~chotomies or

dichotcmies. l Rank correlation methods can make use of the more

complete information provided by the ordinal variables, while still

providing an appropriate statistic for the dichotomies.

A partial rank correlation coefficient is occasionally used in

this study to control for the effects of wealth. This coefficient

is computed from the values of Tau between the three variables:

QR.P = ~QR - ~PRtQP

.; 2 2
(1 - ~ PR) (1 - ~ QP)

This is the correlation of Q with R when the effects of P are controlled.

There is no test of significance for this coefficient (Kendall, 1955:

117-122) •

lSome variables are measured on a ratio scale, but t:ley are
alloT~S compared with those which are not.



CHAPTER III

AGRICULTURE IN BAN ON

Northeast Thailand is a saucer-shaped plateau bordered by

mountains on the south and west and by the Mekong River on the north

and east, tilting from an elevation of about 250 meters above sea

level in the northwest to about 100 meters above sea level in the

southeast. The soils are largely porous and poorly developed,

deriving from highly weathered sandy parent materials, and give low

rice yields with traditional practices (Kawaguchi and Kyuma, 1969:

22-25).

The land is gently rolling, making the construction of rice

fields difficult. The two main rivers of the region, the Mun and the

Chi, which drain into the Mekong after joining at Ubon, have very

narrow alluvial plains, the only one of importance being the flood

plain between Phimai and Sisaket, which has some finer sediment.

Generally, however, these plains are not important since their area

is so small, unlike the Central Plain area bet'·Teen Bangkok and Nakhon

Sa~an, which is, in essence, one large alluvial plain (Kawaguchi and

Kyuma, 1969: 23).

The land around Ban On, most of which "Tas cultivated at one

time or another, was hilly. Even the rice fields in the apparently

1<::""1::1 ::c::-th cf the '!ille.ge e.c"t-lH?_lly 18y 8,t higher and higher

elevations as one traveled away from the road. Both the quality of

the soil and the quantity of water diminished as one climbed,
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justif,ying the farmers' division of rice fields into high fields and

low fields.

Water

The only sources of water for cultivation, other than rain

water, were seasonal ponds, wells about three meters deep dug by

farmers, and, for some, the lake formed by the Huai Kut Daeng irriga

tion tank barrage. This lake bordered some of the village's rice

fields. Since Ban On was above the tank , it di d not get a regular

supply of irrigation "rater, as did some farmers in chatu, but the

water could be used on a few adj acent fields.

Some areas of the Northeast have a problem with saline water.

Ban On's water, however, is good and, except in the very driest

months, can be drawn from a well six meters deep (Wanphirom, 1969).

The Provincial Health Office dug several wells in the village: ti·ro

with hand pumps, one at the school and the other in the temple

grounds, and two open wells on the west side of the highWay. All

four wells were seven meters deep (Wanphirom, 1969). During the re

searcher's stay, the handles of both the hand-pumps broke off, and

later the mechanisms of both these pumps broke • Neither was re

paired, although they gave the best water in the village. During

the rainy season, sufficient rain water for drinking and cooking, and

occasionally even for bathing, could be caught if one had 50 baht

($2.50) to invest iil a large water jar. The last month of the dry

season, however, was apt to be very dry, women and children waiting
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ten minutes with a bucket at the bottom of a well until enough water

seeped in to fill it up.

Climate

Northeastern Thailand's climate is fairly uniform. It is

classified as Tropical Savanna Climate or Aw, which is characterized

by an average monthly temperature above 18 degrees C. (64 degrees F.)

for the coldest month and a distinct dry season. Rainfall is con

centrated in the six months of May through October, though the time

and the amount of rain varies considerably from year to year. The

fluctuations of temperature are greater with greater continentality;

the Northeast thus has greater fluctuations than the Bangkok plain:

the mean monthly temperature in Roi-Et in the years 1956 to 1965

varied from 20.4°C in January to 28.8°C in June. The lowest low

temperature was 7.80 c in January, the highest high was 41.50 C in

April (N.S.O., 1968: 1).

Rainfall is also capricious in Roi Et. Figure 6 shows data

on rainfall in Roi Et (N. S. 0., 1968: 1; Kawaguchi and Kyuma, 1969: 3).

The average figures for the decades show a marked increase in rainfall

in May which continues, possibly with some fluctuations until the peak

month of September, after which it drops drastically. The figures

for the year 1966, however, show a relatively dry period between two

peaks. Thus) May was a very wet month in that ye ar, but J tllie and

July were almost as dry as March, a dry-season month.

Such a pattern is dangerous for the rice crop. As the rains

start in May ~ seedling beds are planted, and the fields are plowed up.
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Near the end of the month, the seedlings are being transplanted.

Suddenly, however, the rain diminishes at the ver~l time when the

transplanted seedlings are at their weakest. Probably the seedlings

are not transplanted in the higher fields, and planting of new

seedling beds must wait until August when the rains start again.

Here, however, only two months are left before the rains will defi

nitely stop. Only a very short-season ri ce variety can be grown.

This pattern seems to be common in the "good" years. During

the 1969 crop year, rain began in M~ and continued through June and

part of July. When it stopped in early July, most of the rice in Ban

On had been transplanted, and much of it had recoevered from the shock

of transplanting. As July wore on, however, people began to wonder

whether the year was going to be a good one indeed, or whether the crop

would be killed. The rice began yellowing. Finally, at the end of

July, the rains began again, and continued through August and September.

In the same year1 however, a village in the Phon district of Khonkaen

Province, south of Ban Phai, got little rain U'-,-,-,', 1 September, 'when

it received so much that the fields were flooded. Seedlings were

planted, but the prospects of a harvest were dim. Other years are

so dry that the farmers barely harvest enough rice for seed; the

1967 crop year was such a one for Ban On.



Land Use

Land available to sample families in April 1968 for growing

various types of crops, together with estimates for the village as a

whole in terms of ral are shown in Table 5.

Table 5. LAND AVAILABLE FOR CULTIVATION
Ban On, April 1968
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Sample Families Whole Villagea

Type (rai) (rai)

Riceland 2507 10,900

Upland 531 2,310

Garden-Orchard 92 500

~anr~le value/.23, on the assumption that the sample of 23% is repre
sentative of the village.

The disposition of riceland and uplsnd is shown in Figure 2.

Ban On rice fields extend north almost to the village of Khum Din,

west to the region of Nong Phuang and east to meet those of Ban Dong

Daeng. Kenaf and mulberry, together with garden crops such as

cucumbers and lettuce are grown directly to the south of the village,

while many garden and orchard crops are grown within the village

itself. Although there is no woodland as such, trees have been left

standing in all of the cleared land, even in the rice fields.
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Land Capability

An understanding of' the capabilities of the land is made

possible by a land capability classif'ication which has just been

completed for Northeast Thailand, and which provides an interpretive

1grouping of soils made primarily for agricultural purposes. Since

rice, the major crop, grows best on nearly level, poorly drained,

f'ine textured soils that hold water on their surface, while upland

crops require good or moderately good drainage, ·"wo systems of

classification have been developed: U for upland ~LUPS and P for rice.

U-I through U-IV are suited f'or upland crops in varying degrees, having

at least enough drainage to mature one upland crop in most years. P-I

through P-IV are suitable f'or rice in varying degrees.

The general capability classifications are further subdivided

into specific limitations. All of the land in the Ban On area has

the follO¥.i~~ limit dion:>:

s (soil limitation in the root zone): shallowness, un
favorable texture, stoniness, or low f'ertility difficult
to correct.

m (lack of' moisture f'or plant growth): inability to hold
sufficient water for plant ~rowth during dry periods, or
lack of water for plants in dry seasons, or both.

2
Figure 7 is a Land Capability Map of the Ban On area, and

Table 6 is a detailed description of each of the classif'ications shown

on the map together with the soils that make them up. All of the

~nless otherwise indicated, all information about Land Capabil
ity is from Gallup, et ale (1967).

2The researcher is indebted to the Land Capability Section,
Department of Land Development, Ministry of National Development for
the La11d Capability Map of Ch~tu Distri{;l,.
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Table 6. LAND CAPABILITY CLASSIFICATION OF BAN ON SOILS

C1assi
fication

U-IIIsm

P-IIIsm

P-·IVsm

Description

Very deep or deep (about 2 meters), well to
somewhat excessively drained, 1Uldulating,
sandy loam or 10anw sand soils with permeable,
sandy loam or sandy clay loam sub-soils.
Available water-holding capacity is low or
moderate--8 to 13 ern. per meter of soil.
Surface soils are infertile and very strongly
to moderately acid--pH 4.5 to 6.c.
Very deep or deep (1 to more than 2 meters),
nearly level, poorly drained, sandy loam or
loam soils that have moderately slowly perme
able sandy clay loam subsoils. Available
water-holding capacity is moderate--12 to 15
ern. per meter of soil. Surface soils are
infertile and very strongly to strongly acid-
pH 4.5 to 5.5. Average rice yields are
minimal.

Very deep or deep (1 to more than 2 meters),
nearly level, somewhat poorly drained, 10anw
sand soils with moderately permeable sandy
loam subsoils. Available water-holding
capacity is low--5 to 7 em. per meter of
soil. Surface soils are infertile and very
strongly to stronglJr acid--pH 4.5 to 5.5.
Average rice yields are low, and crops fail
in dry years.

Ban On Soils in this Class and Comments

Korat Series: Although infertile, gives
good yields of mulberry, kenaf, and
other crops when a complete fertilizer
is used. "Then kenaf is grown without
fertilizer on these soils, yields de
cline rapidly. Abandoned fields grow
back to trees only slowly, and quickly
erode. a

Roi-Et--On Association: An 1Uldulating
layer of laterite 1Ulder1ies this soil
association at depths of from 10 em.
to 1 meter. Vlhen the laterite is less
than 50 cm. deep, the soil is known as
On, with very low yields; otherwise it
is known as Roi Et Series. This soil
association is not suited to irriga
tion, as drainage may cause irreversible
hardening of the laterite.

Ubon Series: Light-colored sandy soils
which dry deeply in the dry season,
being composed almost entirely of sand
to a depth of about 70 em. Rice
varieties which mature in 3 to 4 months
are best for soils in this series, for
its natural fertility is very low.

~e Assistant Provincial Agricultural Officer in Roi Et told the researcher that the upland soil near
Ban On was so sandy that corn had difficulty remaining upright in wet weather.
Sources: Land Capability Section, Department of Land Development, Ministry of National Development;

Gallup, D. L., Srilak Kashemsanta, and Avudh Pimpand, Soil Interpretation Handbook No. 59,
Par~ II, Bangkok, Land Development Program.

~
I-'
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upland is of one capability classification, U-III, or fairly well

suited to upland crops. Riceland is of two classes: that directly

south of the village, more than 500 meters to the east or more than

one kilometer to the north was P-III, soils fairly well suited for

pad~ land, while that within 500 meters to the east, a kilometer to

the north or one to two kilometers to the west is P-IV, or soils

poorly suited for pad~ land.

The management flroblems of the Ban On soils are quite similar.

All of them have low soil fertility, and all of them suffer from

drought during the dry season. The pad~ soils hold water poorly:

a dry period will prevent optimum growth for rice grown in P-IIIsm,

and it may well kill rice grown in P-IVsm. The upland soils tend to

lose organic matter and soil structure when cultivated for a few years.

Differences in fertility and availability of water occur even

within a given rice field, as the varying color of the growing rice

plants indicates. Furthermore, the farmers' distinction between high

and low fields is also import~~t, even if the difference in elevation

is barely visible to the naked eye. Even the differ~nce of elevation

caused by incomplete levelling of a field will have an effect on the

amount of water the plants receive. The differences, however, occur

in a small range. Using traditional methods, yields of both rice and

upland crops are low.
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Crops Grown

Major Crops

The major crops grown were glutinous (sticky) and white (non

sticky) rice, kenaf,l kapok and mUlberry (Table 7). Glutinous rice

was the most important crop, both in terms of production and in terms

of sales, even though only eleven percent of production was sold.

Kenaf, though about one-tenth of rice production was raised almost

solely for sale and brought almost as much money into the village as

. 2
r~ce.

Less important were white rice and mulberry, while kapok was

least important. White rice is eaten on special occasions, used to

make noodles and cakes for festivals, and sold. f4ulberry is used

mostly to feed one's own silkworms, and only occasionally sold to

others. Kapok is sold commercially, but is also used to make

mattresses and pillOWS for the family. Glutinous rice, however, is

the staple, and it is used not only for eating, but also for p~ing

rents or wages and other costs, and as security against the uncertain-

ties of the future. Kenaf, on the other hand, is grown for sale: only

seven families who grew kenaf failed to sell it all.

The three upland crops used approximately two-thirds of the

land available for such crops, while the rice used more than 96 percent

to jute.
IIitiscliS ~.;hich s.. fiber sim; le.r

2Rice sales as a whole slightly exceed the cash income earned
by out-of-town labor, while the latter exceeds kenaf sales somewhat,
vhich in tu-~ slightly exceed professional work and interest on loans
as sources of money income.



Table 7. MAJOR CROPS GROWN IN BAN ON
Sample Families, 1968 Crop Year

Land Production Sales
a a b Value b Value Per centPlanted Harvested Amount Amount

!l;pe of Crop.__ _ __t~~ _( rat t____ _(bahtl ____ (baht) of Productionc

RICELAND (2507 ral available)

Glutinous ri,::e 2333 2250 41,372 thang 330,796 4,495 thang 36,182 10.9
White rice 98 95 1,447 thang 13,924 572 thang 5,962 39.5
Total rice 2431 2345 42,819 thang 344,720 5,067 thang 42,144

UPLAND (623 :rai available)

KE\pok (424 trees) (374 trees) 167,315 pods 4,682 104,000 pods 2,849 60.9
Kenaf 368 254 17,820 kg. 34,469 17,779 kg. 34,371 99.0
Mulberry 31 30 44,234 thang 11,762 696 thang 2,944 14.0
TotaJ. Maj or Upland 399 284 50,913 40,164

TOTAL MAJOR CROPS 2830 2629 395,633 82,308

AI.L CROPS 98,203

a1U1 land is included except that of one family that didn't specify the amount of land upon which it
gre\1 10 thang of mulberry worth 25 baht. Land is in rai except for kapok, which is measured by the
nlImber of trees. The numbers of trees exclude those of three families that specified land area instead.

bIncludes all production except the kenaf of four families that measured production in unweighed field
bll1es. They produced 1100 baht worth of kenaf and sold all of it.

cPercentage of the crop, in physical terms, which was sold. Percentage of kenaf sold is actually
slightly higher than 99 percent because of the unweighed field bales produced and sold by four families.

~
.f:'"
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of the available riceland, which was otherwise left fallow. These

five crops accounted for approximately 84 percent of the sales of crops

and crop products; glutinous rice and kenaf alone account for more

than 70 percent.

Most of them are widely grown (Table 8), although white rice,

which is so important in Central Thailand, was grown by only one-third

of Ban On families, and sold by only one-sixth.

Table 8. FAMILIES GROWING AND SELLING MAJOR CROPS
Ban On, Sample Families, 1968 Crop Year

Families Families
Crop Growing Selling

Sticky Rice 94 37
Kenaf 55 55
White Rice 37 13
Mulberry 77 39
Kapok 81 51

other Crops

other crops grown or gathered in Ban On are shown in Table 9.

As they account for only 16 percent of the sales of crops and crop

products, the number of families growing or gathering each is a. fairly

good indication of the extent to which it was used. Papaya was un-

doubted~· tIlE: most iWl1v:i.-tant feed plo....~t, :::.:::id~ frc~ rice. !t ~E.5

eaten almost daily as a green papaya. salad, made by pounding the

shredded papaya together uith chilis and other condiments. This
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Table 9. MINOR CROPS GROWN OR GATHERED
Ban On, Sample Families, 1968 Crop Year

Name of Crop

Pap~a

Banana
Coconut
Bamboo
Onion

Families
(No.) Remarks

78
72
64
60 Used for both wood and shoots
53

Sugar Apple (Annona squamosa)a 52
Lettuce 46
Corn 43
Aubergine 30
Chili Pepper 30

Garlic 29
Mango 28
Cucumber 23
Tamarind 20
Dish-rag Gourd (Luffa

cylindrica) 20

Thai Parsley
Dok Khae (Sesbania grandiflora)
Mushroom
Sugar Cane
Watermelon

Sago (Metroxylon sagus)
Pineapple
Green Bean
Betel Leaf (Piper betle)
Lime

Hog Plum (Spondias pinnata)
Kha (Alpinia galanga)
Indian Jujube (zizyphus jujuba)
White Gourd
Phak B1.Ulg (Ipomea acquatica)

20
19
18
18
17

16
16
16
16
16

15
14
14
14
13

More pungent than American
An edible flower

Provides a starchy food

Used to seasen curries

An edible semi-aquatic plant

Si~y-t~iC cthe:- crops ~·!ere reported b~r fe'tJe!" the.~ 13 f~milies each

aAll of the scientific names and some of the English names cited here
were found by looking up the Thai or Lao name in McFarland's
Thai-English Dictionary (1941).
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could also be made from other plants, such as green beans. Coconuts

were eaten as is, used in curries, or made into sweets. Bamboo was used

for various building purposes, the most important being the weaving of

walling. Many walls of houses were made of sections of woven split

bamboo, which cost approximately 5 baht per square meter in April 1969.

Two plants were grown by far fewer people than use them. Chili

was an indispensible ingredient in a meal, as the purpose of all side

dishes was to stimulate the appetite for rice. They thus acted as

condiments; food without chili was considered bland and tasteless.

Many families grew less of it than they needed and much chili was

bought and sold. Garlic, too, was indispensible and was grown in

significant amounts by only one-third of the sample families. It,

too, was traded and sold to a considerable extent.

Betel leaves provided one of the ingredients for a pastime

practi ced by many of the older members of the connnunity, "chewing

betel. II Areca nut, the most important ingredient, however, was

grown by only three families in the sample.

The sixty-two minor crops not shown on the table included

vegetables, such as tomatoes and cabbage; legumes, such as peanuts

and mung beans; fruits, such as jackfruit, lichi, and bael fruit;

palmyra palms, providing sugar; and numerous herbs.
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Livestock Raised and Animals Caught

Livestock raised

The most important animals raised were watter buffalo, cattle,

swine, chickens, and silkworms. The first two were used primarily as

draft animals; the second two for meat. Table 10 shows relevant data

about 'Ghese animals and their products which accounted for almost all

of the livestock and livestock products sold.

The most important animals raised commercially were swine.

The gross sales accounted for more than half of those of all livestock

and livestock products. Typically, weanlings were bought and fattened,

then sold. No boars were kept by families in the sample, and few sows.

Boars were kept by specialists in town, and weanlings were often

brought to ,the village by travelling salesmen. Althou;;-l} 40 families

raised swine in 1968, one family alone bought 16 and sold 25 during

the year. This one family had approximately one-fourth of the swine

raised and sold in 1968, for it owned a rice mill, which milled rice

for the villagers in return for all of the bran and one liter of

milled rice for every 20 liters of milled rice produced. It thus had

a good supply of rice bran, the customary feed for swine. Since avail-

ability of rice bran seemed to be one of the major constraints in swine

raising,l mill-owning families were able to raise more swine than

others.

ISwine raisers in Chatu continually came to the village to look
for rice-bran, and usually seemed to be unsuccessfuL Since most of the
rice is milled in the millS, the owners of these mills control most of
the bran available: they naturally look to their own pigs first.



Table 10. r~OR LIVESTOCK AND LIVESTOCK PRODUCTS PRODUCED
Ban On, Sample Families, 1968 Crop Year

Inventory Inventory
April April Amount Value Families Families

Animal or 1968f Borne Bought 1968f Sold :r Sold Died Raising Selling
Product I:No. ) (No. ) (No. ) (No. ) (No. ) (baht) (No. ) (No. ) (No. )

Cattlea 70 1 7 55 21 25,350 0 36 11
b 179 18 11 175 29 24,440 3 87 19Hater Buffalo

S"rinec 71 4 61 40 94 73,810 1 40 35

Chickens d 2425 287ge 130 969 .:23 6,015 3001 89 43

f'
Produced-

Silk Thread 45.7f 92.9 14.2f
~'t151 59 13

TOTAL VALUE OF MAJOR LIVESTOCK AND PRODUCTS SOLD 132,766

TOTAL VALUE OF ALL LIVESTOCK AND PRODUCTS SOLD 138,562

~ot included are two given to a relative.

bNot included is one water buffalo that was stolen.

cOne pig 'waE: eaten.

d673 were e(~en either by the family or by harvesting teams and 174 were stolen.

eOr hatched!, in the case of the chickens.

fKilogrmns ~n the case of silk. .....:J
\D
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While cattle and water buffalo brought in substantial sums of

moneY', theY' were not raised primarily for sale, but for farm work. 1

Good grazing land seemed to be an important constraint in raising

them.. Water was quite scarce in the middle of the dry' season, and some

of the animals become quite thin. Thus, most families had only one or

two oxen and two to three buffalo. No one thought of raising the

animals specifically for meat.

Chickens were in some w~s more a part of the environment than

animals which were carefully raised. While buffaloes, cattle and

swine were caref'ully watched and fed, and almost never consumed bY' the

family, chickens were allowed to scratch where they would, and were

more frequently eaten. Only hatching was watched with some care, but

even so, almost half of the eggs never hatched. Chickens led a pre-

carious life: more died in 1968 than were hatched, JOOst of them of

disease, not a surprising phenomenon when one considers that theY' often

drank the water that l~ under the bathing and cooking areas of the

raised houses. Those that did not die or were not stolen had an equal

2chance of being eaten or sold. Such sales >:ere almost pure profit,

since no expense or effort was expended on the chickens.

Silkworms were counted bY' tr~s. The eggs were rarely bought,

as friends gave them to each other, or received them from the govern-

ment. Silk thread was produced in 59 families in 1968, but only 13

,
~Although no one in the sample raised the animals for profit,

one man in the village kept ten CO",-6 and sold most of the calves theY'
produced.

2Chicken eggs were seldom eaten.
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sold any. If all the silk produced during the year had been sold, it

woul.d have produced approximately 20,000 baht. Most silk thread, how

ever, was woven into cloth in the village, and most of that silk cloth

was used in the village. The beautiful silk sarongs worn by the young

men in their evening strolls, in fact, were the end product of a number

of arduous enterprises (Table 11).

Of the 59 families that raised worms, 52 wove silk, but only

three sold silk cloth. Thus, of So total value of slightly more than

31,000 baht for the three enterprises, only about 7,000 baht worth was

sold, while 24,000 baht worth was consumed in the village. A large

part of the value added was due to labor. The silk enterprise, thus,

while it was not commercially significant, was almost as important as

kenaf in the value of its production.

Cotton was also woven, although only nine families grew the

plant. Cotton cloth was woven by 77 fami1:ies, most of whom bought

their thread. They produced 11,666 baht worth in 1968, 1,331 baht of

which was used to make mattresses and pillows, 12 baht sold, and

10,323 baht used for clothing. Almost all of the work clothing of

the villagers was woven at home. The cloth was coarse and service

able, but not much in demand outside the village.

In addition to the major livestock raised, 17 families also

raised ducks for their eggs. One family raised Ma.18¥ doves, which

they used as lures for catching wild ones whic~h they ate.
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Table 11. THE MULBERRY-SILK ENTERPRISE
Ban On, Sample Families, 1968 Crop Year

Produced Sold Used for Next Stage

Product a
Value a aAmount Amount Value Amount Value

(baht) (baht) (baht)

Mulberry
Leaf 4,234 11,762 696 2,944 3,538 8,818

Silk
20,53l

b
Thread 92,9 14.2 3,151 78.8c 23,704

Silk
Cloth d 25,125 d 600 d 24,435

Total 6,695

~berry is measured in thang baskets, silk thread in kilograms, and
silk cloth in various units which are not comparable.

bEstimated at the mean price of the silk sold, or 221 baht per kilogram.
Actual silk prices are different for the three different grades, and
somewhat l\7"el.' thaIl this; commercial pric~s were used to deflate prices
named by villagers, many of whom had never sold any silk, for the
purposes of individual analysis. The present figures are solely for
the purpose of providing a rough understanding of the enterprise.

cInc1udes .1 kilogram produced in previous years but used for weaving
this year.

dunits are not comparable.
in numbers of sarongs (
sarong) •

Some are in wa (1 'Va = 2 meters), some
men's sarong) or pasins ( woman' B

eExc1udes 90 baht worth of cloth given as wages to a weaver.
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Animals Hunted and Fish Caught

While livestock raised provided either power, money income, or

clothing, but only rarely food, the bulk of the family's meat came

from animals they caught. Table 12 shaws the number of families which

caught each type of a..1'lima.l in the 1968 crop year.

Fish was the most important meat consumed, indeed the most

important food other than rice. Approximately 30,000 baht worth was

caught in the 1968 crop year, of which about 27,000 baht was consumed

in the family. This was 26 per cent of the value of all farm products

other than rice consumed by the family. 1 Fish was consumed in soups

and curries, but much of it was used to make pIa E!, the Northeastern

fermented fish. This gr8¥ish sauce is, together with green papa.Ya

salad and glutinous rice, the traditional diet of the Northeasterner.

Frogs were another important meat, and they were often

pulverized to counterfeit pla ra. As with pla ra, they were made

into a hot sauce into which one could dip balls of glutinous rice.

Shrimp, shellfish, snails and crabs were eaten in curries,

while the rest of the animals were eaten as snacks. The silkworm

chrysalis was often eaten boiled as it came from the pot in which the

cocoons were being unwound, or it might be fried as well. Rats,

rabbits and birds were eaten in curries.

1257 ,820 baht worth of farm products was cons~d i!! 1968, of
which 153,064 baht was rice. 1'(,208 thang ot glutinous rice, ana 'j22
thang of white rice was eaten, or 28.5 thang of glutinous rice and 1.2
thang of white rice per person. Only 4,463 thang were consumed before
harvest however. Many families were forced to borrow or buy rice for
consumption in the months before harvest, due to the poor 1967 harvest.
T"nus, the per-capita consumption or rice was td.ghe:L' than these f'ig-..:.:"cc
indicCi:te.



Table 12. ANIMALS CAUGHT AND ANIMAL PRODUCTS GATHERED
Ban On, Sample Families, 1968 Crop Year

84

Animal or Product

Fisha

Frogs
Shrimp
Snails and Shellfish
Small Green Frogs

Rice Field Crabs
Insectsb

Water Bugsc
Red Ant Eggs
Silkworm Chr,ysales

Rats
Birdsd
Rabbits
Wild Bees' Nests

Families
(No. )

86
77
68
66
65

47
41
23
14
12

11
11

1
1

SUnspecified fish were caught by 62 families; loach by
24; catfish by 23; carp by 23; and ten other varieties
by fewer than seven families each.

bUnspecified insects were caught by 21 families; dung
beetles by 20; king ka insects by two; grasshoppers by
two; red ants by one; and bees by one.

~e1ostama indica, an arthropod but not a true insect.

dunspecified birds were caught by two families; Mala;y
doves by nine; quail by three; ~ahs by one; wild
ducks by one; and nok khod by one.
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Agricultural Calendar

Figure 20 shows the agricultural calendar. The rice crop

depended on the rainy season, since the seedling beds could not be

planted until the rains came, and the rice was harvested in the dry'

weather of October through January, the harvest date depending on

the variety. All other crops were geared to the rice season. Thus,

retting of kenaf halted during rice harvesting, and was resumed after

it. Silkworms could be raised throughout the year, but few people did

so during the rice transplanting and harvesting seasons. Planting

season, however, W813 the same for most crops, depending as they did

on rainwater. The only exceptions were watermelon, Which grew better

in the dry' season on sandy soil, and small irrigated dry' season garden

plots. Mulberry and kapok were both tree crops; mulberry leaves could

be harvested continuously, although tllere were fewer leaves in the dry

season, while kapok pods could be harvested about three times between

March and June.

Labor requirements were thus very high in June, and high in

J~-, August, November and December. .1I.pril end !vf~ were the lightest

months and also the hottest.

The animal enterprises were also affected by the rice season.

Fish were caught for the most part in the rice fields and the seasonal

ponds among them, and thus most of the catching was done in the rainy

season between transplanting and harvest. Weanling pigs were often

bought just after harvest and raised for as long as was convenient

before selling.
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CHAPl'ER IV

AGRICULTURAL INNOVATIONS IN BAN ON

Innovations abounded in Ban On. People were using many goods

and services that had onJy recently been introduced into the community.

Buffaloes were tethered with nylon ropes, sweets and fruits were put

into plastic bags, transistor radios were carried to the fields, rides

were taken on trucks and buses, rice was milled by motorized mills,

movies were shown by sellers of antibiotics, injections were given to

all and sundry by everyone for all ailments, electric generators

provided electricity for several wealthy families and for wat fairs at

which folk opera singers sang through microphones, and young men raced

across the countryside on bounding red moto!"bikes.

Agricultural innovations were also not uncommon. Large-pod

kapok trees, new breeds of swine, kenar, insecticide, chemical ferti

lizer, new breeds of chiCkens, new varieties of mulberry and silkworms,

new types of vegetables, watermelons, vaccination of animals, new

methods of growing rice, new breeds of cattle, tractors, commercial

animal feed, pig laxative and herbicide, not to mention digging fish

ponds to raise fish, and stocking them with improved varieties, all

have entered Ban On at one time or another.

Many of these innovations, however, st~ed but a short time,

or had been adopted by only a few people. others were discovered by

the researcher only after he had proceeded too far with his questioning

to be able to investigate them fully. Still others were perceived by
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some to be new, by others to be old. When all of these had been

eliminated, eleven innovations remained.

Three of these were the essential part of a package of

practices recommended by the Rice Department: new rice varieties,

chemical fertilizer on rice, and insecticide on rice. Although the

Rice Department also recommended straight-row planting and weeding

after transplanting, no one did the first, and few did the second.

Chemical fertilizer and insecticide on plants other than rice were

considered separate innovations, since rice is a crop which has a

tmique status in Thei culture. As these innovations were used most

often on vegetables in kitchen gardens and on watermelons, they might

be considered to be a "vegetable package."

New varieties of mulberry and silkworms made up a package of

practices recommended by the Agriculture Department for the silk enter

prise, anf'l. <:'."e "thus known as the Silk Package.

Otbc-:".' innovations were the growing of kenaf, the raising of

new breeds of swine a."1d chickens, and the vaccination of animals.

Rice

Most of the rice grown in Ban On must be grown in specially

prepared fields surrounded by dykes which permit the holding of water.

The size of the individual fields or hai depends upon the flatness of

the land: in Ban On they were common]y about 10 meters square.

When the first rains had softened the ground sUfficient]y, the

farmer plowed up the sandy soil with his water buffalo and his wooden

single-shared plow. Tne first fields to be prepared were the l~riest
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ones, which became flooded sooner than the higher ones, as they caught

the run-off from the other fields. Some of these were used as nursery'

plots for seedlings: the seeds were sown directly and thickly into

the partially puddled field. Complete puddling was impossible in such

sandy soil.

Transplanting depended upon the continued availability of rain

to permit preparation of the other fields, including the repair of

dykes that had been damaged in the dry season. Ideally, seedlings

should have been pulled when they were about three weeks old, before

they had time to develop much of a root system,1 but villagers often

found themselves forced to wait as much as 60 to 70 da-Ys.

Just prior to transplanting, the field was plowed again, and

the transplanters, usua.lJ.y girls and women, followed the plow

immediately, planting the seedlings in a random pattern. If they

waited too long after the plowing, the ground would become hard again

and the seedlings almost impossible to push into the soil. The women

were careful not to plant the seedlings in rows which would invite

people to lfe.lk through their fields.

The lower fields were transplanted first, as they were more

likely to have water. Since they also retsined water long after the

other fields had dried, they were planted with the varieties that

~e~ Production Manual produced by The International Rice
'n '- T __ .&..: ..........&. .:3 .... l..._ TT_.: ... .: ....... _-P +-\,."'" ~";'';'''''-r'\';Y'\Qft (1""orP,O n-P
.L\.,.b-:;g",.,L"\,;LJ. ..J."LJ,Q.., .... " u.",~ (,W,4,\.4 \1&.1."" v....,... Y "'-'''' u ..... ..,~ v. ........ - .. ...._--J:lJ::'-_ ..... - -----0- --

Agriculture recommends pulling seedlings at the age of twenty to thirty
days~ as older seedlings ,,~ll recover more slOt-rly, end thus "'-ill take
longer to mature, will have fewer tillers, and consequently will give
a lvwer yield of grain. (R.I.C.E., 1967:86-87)
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f'lowered the latest, l while higher fields were planted later with

shorter-growing varieties. The latest flowering were the~ yai,

which were harvested in January. Khao~ was harveste~ in November

and December, and khao ~ was harvested in October.

Water control other than that provided by the dykes was diffi-

cult. Farmers could drain higher fields of' excess water, but they had

no means of replacing it once it had been drained. Thus, high fields

were in danger of' being too dry, while low fields might remain flooded

too long. Even in the 1968 crop year, which was one of plentiful rain-

f'e.ll~ five f'amilies lost some of their glutinous rice due to drought,

and two families lost some due to excessive flooding.

Little was done to the rice for the rest of the season, save

at times of heavy rainfall, when the dykes were inspected and repaired

if necessary, and the fields drained if necessary and possible. Most

farmers felt that their rice plants were adequately protected from weeds

by the standing water in their fields. Insects caused cons~derable

damage. The most prevalent in the Northeast were the gall midge,

various leafhoppers, stemborers and the ~ worm. Traditionally,

however, farmers bore these depredations with patience: it was

normal, they said, for a f'amily to lose a third of' its rice crop to

insects or drought; some f'armers, indeed, did not distinguish between

the two.

L.tdce is or~nar~J.Y a shori;-uts;,}' crOP, :L'luwc:i.'iug vu1;7- '.-h;;u. th~
d8\Ys become short enough. All of' the local and government varieties
were photoperiod sensitive, although the government was eA~erimenting

with some new ones which were not sensitive to the length of day, and
which could thus be planted and harvested at a:ny time of the year.
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Harvesting was carried on from October through January, but

for the most part in November and December, when most of the fields

were ready. Hired harvesters or neighbors working in exchange for a

feast helped the family harvest the rice.

Rice Innovations

New rice varieties were the first of the three rice innovations

to come into Ban en. l San Fa Timg glutinous, a~ boo good for

middle fields, was adopted in 1957 by a teacher-farmer. ~ Nuan

glutinous, a khao S good for high fields, was adopted in 1959 by S.,

2
a well-to-do farmer on the highw~.

Wichian recommended using fertilizer with the new varieties,

planting them in rows, weeding regularly and using insecticide

prophylactically.

Chemical fertilizer was the second of the rice innovations to

make its appearance. In 1959, Mr. S. first used fertilizer on his rice.

The rice extension agent recommended applying 16-20-0 ferti-

lizer immediately after planting, since it was imposs~ble to incorporate

it into the soil. If possible, a second application should be made

about 45 days after transplanting, at which time the panicle is beginning

to form inside the rice stalk. This lrould allow the rice to use the

fertilizer for grain production as well as vegetative growth.

J._.. - . - ""I- I _.. , _ D __ -' .,_.. rrn.... ..... ~_."._
::i'tr~c't.lY spea.K~ng, "'Cine l:Lr::,ni Ul:ll:: (i~l is. btlolll.l:-'.!.C "'QUL"'~. ... ..."" \,L..........

for use of innovations was gathered for sample families alone.

20ther government varieties subsequently adopted were Gampai
glutinous, a Khao bao, NfS~ white, Luang vlhite (~ beo), end
LUang 0

_- __.........::-rv=... __ ••_.;____"'" -2:. 'II.lJ..L Ill;; \~ "Q,J,. I •
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Insecticide was the last o-r the rice innovations to enter

Ban On. Policeman S. used FoUdol on his rice in 1966, but hadn It

used it since. Ten others used it since then, most o-r them only

once or twice during in-restations.

The rice extension agent recommended that insecticide be sprayed

regularly to prevent in-restations o-r insects, but he admitted that

there was not a large enough supply o-r insecticide to permit -rarmers to

do this. 1 He usually responded to farmer requests by going to their

fields to identify pests anQ -providing them with the insecticide they

needed to combat this pest.

One other innovation which was tried on rice was herbicide.

In 1969, Policeman S. put some on a small seedling plot, -rollowing

the directions on the can very care-rully. The weeds and the seedlings

all died. He then transplanted other seedlings into the -rield, which

promptly died. He plowed the -rield up again, and again transplanted

seedlings, which again died. He felt that it might be five years

be-rore he could use the field again. Herbicide was not recommended

by the government.

Vegetables

Traditionally, manure was used on vegetables planted in the

-ramily compound, i-r this manure was readily available, as it usually

was, since the animals lived in pens under the house. Insecticide

lIn the past the Rice Department preferred to have farmers call
in government sprayers -ror help in widespread infestations, rather
than attempt to control insects themselves. The government sprayers,
however, were often una-ble to come to the assistance or all the fa..~rs

who needed them.
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was not used, though insect pests which were observed on the plants

were plucked off and destroyed.

Vegetable Innovations

Insecticide was the first item in the package to come into

Ban On. One family started using it in 1950 on its vegetables,

after seeing people spraying in Korat province. Many people used it

since, including almost every grower of watermelons.

The eil.-tension agent recommended that insecticide be used

prophylactically on most non-rice plants, but particularly on water

melon, which could not survive without such protection.

Chemical fertilizer was first used on non-rice plants in Ban On

in 1963, when Mr. S. put some on one-quarter rai of Kenaf at the re

quest of a Roi Et seed store. It was first used on vegetables in 1965.

The extention agent recommended that 14-14-14 fertilizer be

used for all plants. If this was not available, he considered l5-l5-l5,

l3-l3-l3, or 13-13-20 to be satisfactory. Rice fertilizer, l6-20-0, he

considered the least useful.

Kenaf

Kenaf was traditionally grown in Ban On in small amounts to

provide ropes for buffalo and cattle, and for other household needs •

..[hen matUl"e it was cut and stripped of its outer 1e¥er, which was beaten

until pliable, and woven into ropes. Some of it is still processed in

this fashion.
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Kenaf Innovations

Kenaf processed by retting was first grown in Ban On in 1938.

Ban On villagers call this crop E.2 Krachao or "jute," while they refer

to the old crop as .E.2. Kaeo or "kenaf." Both are kenaf, however: jute

cannot grow in the sandy upland soils of Ban On. It is a fiber crop

which has a growing season of about four months; it is a short-~

plant that flowered in mid-October in the Northeast. Shortly after

flowering, the stalks were cut, tied into bundles, and retted for

approximately two weeks, after which the fiber was stripped off, washed,

dried, and made into field bales. These were bought by middlemen or

kenaf balers who graded the fiber, removed tangles and compressed it

into export bales.

The government had never actively promoted kenaf. The

extension agent, however, recommended planting in rows, spr~illg

insecticide after the first two weeks, and applying fertilizer between

the rows. Sholton (1968), in a report on kenaf in Thailand done for

A.I.D., recommended thinning of plants, retting in running water, and

careful washing of retted kenaf in addition. Few of these recommenda

tions were followed by farmers, who were for the most part content to

sow the seed, return later to cut the kenaf, ret it, and sell it.

Silk

Sericulture was an old enterprise in Ban On, possibly second

only to rice. Mulberry bushes were traditionally planted at random

interva.ls in the dooryard or compound from cuttings obtained from

:friends and neigh-oors. T"ne leaves were gathered pei.'iodica.lly to feed

silkworms.
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Silkworm eggs were likewise obtained from friends or from one's

own silk-moths. The life cycle of the silkworm was about 40 to 45 d~s.

During the latter part of the cycle when the worms were large and ate

ravenously, they required a great many mulberry leaves. At about the

thirtieth ~, they stopped eating and spun their cocoons. Five or

six d~s later, those that were to be used for silk were put into boiling

water and the silk spun off, the strands from several cocoons being

combined into a single thread. The final qUali.ty and grade of the

thread depended on the type of silkworm and on the skill and care of

the person doing the spinning.

Silk Innovations

New mulberry varieties

New mulberry varieties with larger leaves were the first of the

silk innovations to come into Ban On. In 1965, a teacher-farmer, who

had seen them at the Roi Et Experiment Station, planted a ha.lf-rai. plot,

which he maintained since then. In 1965, Headman M. heard about these

varieties from agricUltural officials in a meeting in Chatu, and in

1966, he and two other families planted the new varieties. In 1966,

there was a series of meetings in Ban On concerning the proposed mul

berry project, at which Headman M., other headmen not in the sample,

and agricultural and other officials spoke. In 1967, 44 families in

the sample began growing the new varieties, and by 1969, 76 sample

families ha.d planted the new varieties, only one of which had given

up its plot.
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Those who were introduced to the new varieties through the mul-

berry project, as were the vast majority, were given the use of a

quarter-rai of government land each in e:change for following the

extension agent' s recommendations: he had the power to take the 1.and

awtq from a family if he felt members were not working diligently.

Thus, the plants were planted in rows, spaced evenly, and manure was

used on all of them. Other recommendations, however, were not so care-

fully followed: while some of the plants were pruned as suggested,

others were allowed to deve1.op the long, ch~-

acterized most of the original varieties grown in the village, and

which causes the leaves to be smaller, thinner and of lower quality.

Most followed the recommendation of leaving four or five leaves at

the end of each branch when gathering leaves but a f~w stripped the

branches clean. Fertilizer and insecticide were used by" fe,"T.

New silkworm varieties which could eat more mulberry leaves

and produce more and finer silk followed soon after the new mu1.berry

varieties. Although several families had seen them as early as 1962

at the Roi Et Experiment Station, Headman M. Was the first to raise

them, beginning in 1966, after hearing about them in the same 1.965

meeting in Chatu where he heard about the new mulberry varieties.

The 1966 meetings also concerned the new si~kworm varieties, and five

other families who heard about them either from Headman M. or in one

of the meetings, and who received eggs from one of the sources, began

raising them later in 1966. By" 1969, 33 people had raised the new

varietY" of silkworms.
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Most of the women raising the worms were aware of the dangers

of too great heat and fumes such as of tobacco. They also tried very

hard to prevent flies from attacking the worms, keeping the trays

covered wi.th cloth most of the time. Some of them fed the worms only

at night, as they felt that there were fewer flies then. They were

mistaken. Flies were plentiful at night.

SYine

The traditional breed of swine raised was the Hainan Pig which

produced a large amount of fat with its meat. It was fed on left

over food, greens, boiled rice and rice bran, kept in a pen under the

house, and slaughtered when it had reached a weight of several hundred

kilograms. It was subject to plague and hog cholera.

Swine Innovations

Two new breeds of swine were recognized by farmers: white and

red, which were distinguished from black, the Hainan Pig. The white

was usually the Large vlhite, and the red, the Duroc Jersey, these

being the two improved breeds most often available in the past. They

were noticeably different from the Hainan Pig, having leaner bodies

of decidedly red or white color, and were usually sold at a much lower

weight.

The first white pigs were bought in 1939 by a farmer who had

heard about them from a pig merchant in Roi Et. He bought a pair of

them, and a pair of red ones in 1940. The second family to do so

bought new pigs in 1950.



The veterinarian said that he had not promoted the new breeds,

but he recommended feeding the pigs commercially prepared feed in

addition to rice bran and greens. Only four families did so in 1968.

Chickens
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Chickens were traditionally allowed to scrabble in the yard

and in the immediate neighborhood for their food. They usually had no

particular pen, though hens were given nests in which to lay their

eggs.

Chicken Innovations

New breeds of chickens came into Ban On in 1954, when one

family bought some chickens of the fighting cock breed to raise for

meat. The next family bought a pair of Plymouth Rocks in 1963, and

the third bought five Leghorns in 1966.

The veterinarian reccIlll1l~nded penning the chickens and feeding

them commercially prepared food. Various district officers had

promoted the new breeds.

Animal Disease Protection

The researcher was not aware of any traditional protection

against animal disease.

Vaccination of animals first came into Ban On in 1949 when the

District Veterinarian came to innoculate buffalo during an epidemic.

In 1957, a man who had learned to give injections in the army returned

to the village and began innoculating pigs and cattle for other

farmers, as well as the f~-mers the~e1ves. He had no refrigerator
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for the vaccine, but he did a good business in injections, for many

people felt injections were particularly efficacious medicine.

Chickens were first innoculated in 1963.

The veterinarian recommended prophylactic injections for hog

cholera, and for chicken cholera and smallpox. When there were

epidemics of Hemorhagic Septicemia or Foot and Mouth Disease among

water buffalo and cattle, he innoculated all well animals at no cost

to the farmers. other diseases, such as colds and Pullorum in chickens,

had no vaccines.



CHAPTER V

EARLINESS, CORRECTNESS AND EFFECTS OF ADOPTION OF INNOVATIONS

At what time is an innovation actually adopted? Studies of Amer-

ican farmers cited in Rogers (1962:175) indicate that American farmers

make a trial of an innovation before deciding whether or not to adopt it

permanently. Farmers in Ban On, however, did not seem to do \;his. In-

stead, they often began using an innovation immediately, and did not seem

to understand the idea of making a trial. Rather, they abandoned the

innovation when troubles arose, possibly to pick it up again at some

later date (see Table 13). Thus, many families did not grow kene.f' in

1968, possibly because the 1967 price was bad; many also did not raise

new breeds of pigs in 1968, possibly because they were short of money

and could buy no pigs at all. Only four families vaccinated animals,

possibly because there was no epidemic. In Ban On, therefore, first use

~~d adoption were one and the same.

Table 13. ADOPTION OF INNOVATIONS AND USE IN 1968
Ban On, Sample Families

Families
Innovation Adopted

New Rice Varieties 90
Chemical Fertilizer on Rice 94
Insecticide on Rice 10

Chemical Fertilizer on Non-Rice 38
Insecticide on Non-Rice 48
Kenaf 89
New Mulberry Varieties 76
New Silkworm Varieties 33

New Swine Breeds 53
New Chicken Breeds 8
Vaccination of Ani rnn1 s 15

Families Using
in 1968

89
88

7

34
41
56

75
24

31
6
4
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Earliness .2! Adoption

Identification of early adopters of an innovation is useful,

for it permits one to predict whiCh farmers in a similar community

would be most likely to adopt that innovation first. Such improved

predictability would increase the effectiveness of agricultural develop

ment efforts in such a community.

If one wishes to measure the propensity to adopt the innovation

early, however, one must account for those families whose oldest

influential began farming after the innovation came into the community,

and who could not have adopted the innovation immediately even if he

had been inclined to do so. The simplest solution is to eliminate

those families from the sample when considering that particular innova

tion. That solution has been used in this study. While it results in

a biased sample, the blas is less than it would be if no families were

eliminated, or if, as Howell (1968) suggested, families that started

farming later were given compensatory weighting. If no families are

eliminated, families with younger influentials are often credited with

less than their true propensity to adopt early, while if Howell's

measure is used, they are often credited with more than their share.

It has been common in past studies of the adoption of innovations

to attempt to measure a general propensity to try and to use new and

novel ideas. This general propensity is usually referred to as

i~~cv~tive~ess (cf. P~esse~. 1969:514). If such a qUality could be

isolated, one could predict which families in a community would adopt

allY new idea first, which might be even more helpful to extension workers

than prediction about single i~novations.
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The existence of' such a general quality of inno'V'ativeness

would necessarily impJ.y that f'amilies which adopted one innovation

early should also adopt other innovations early. This does not seem

to have been so f'or all of' the eleven innovations in this study.

Table 14, which shows the rank correlations of' earliness of' adoption

f'or these innovations, reveals instead a clustering of innovations.

Three logical groupings emerge: the rice, vegetable, and silk

packages. This indicates that farmers did indeed use these innova

tions as packages. The correlations with early adoption or new breeds

of' swine are harder to understand. Swine and kenaf were two innova

tions that were not introduced or promoted by government extension

agents, and this suggests that families which adopted non-recommended

innovations may have been a separate category of innovators. The

correlation between swine and mulberry, however, does not support this

idea.

These correlations do not indicate the existence of any general

propensity to adopt agricultural innovations. For this reason, no

attempt has been made to construct an additive scale of innovativeness,

and each innovation or package of innovations has been considered

separately.

Earliness of adoption can be represented by cumulative adoption

curves, as in Figures 9 and 10. These curves represent the percentage

year ,Thich had adopted the innovation by the end of that year. Thus,

in 1938 there were fifteen families whose oldest influential was



Table 14. EARLINESS OF ADOPTION: MATRIX OF CORRELATIONS

Kendall's Tau, Ban On, Sample Families
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Earliness of Earliness of Ado~tion of Innovation Number
Adoption of 2 3 4 5 7 8 9 10 11

I. New Rice Varieties ** ** N N N * N * it N

2. Rice Fertilizer * N N N ** N N N N

3. Rice Insecticide N N N N N N N N

4. Non-rice Fertilizer ** N N N N ~ N

5. Non-rice Insecticide N N N N N *
6. Kenaf .. N ** N *

7. New Mulberry Varieties ** ** N *
8. New Silkworm Varieties N N *

9. New Swine Breeds N N

10. Vaccination N

II. New Chicken Breeds

* - correlation significant at .05 level

** = correlation significant at .01 level

N = non-significant correlation
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farming, while in 1948 there were forty-three. The first family to

adopt kenaf did so in 1938, but the second one did not do so until

1949. The cumulative percentage of sample families adopting kenaf

thus fell from seven per cent in 1938 to two per cent in 1948, as more

and IOOre present decision-makers began farming lJut did not adopt kenaf.

Adoption curves for new rice varieties and chemical fertilizer

on rice steepened sharply in 1965 with the formation of the Rice

Farmers' Club and the introduction of law-cost fertilizer and intensive

extension about these two innovations. The adoption rate of mulberry

increased sharply a:f'ter 1966 w"ith the formation of the mulberry group.

In fact, the use of all of the officially recommended innovations in

creased sharply after 1965, when both the rice and agriculture exten

sion agents first began working in Chatu. Some innovations, such as

new silkworm varieties, were adopted by few families because they were

difficult to use, while ethers, such as insecticide on rice, were

recommended only as a cure for specific disasters. Vaccination of

animalS, which was encouraged sporadically by the government in

response to epidemics, followed a correspondingly step-like curve

in which one could almost identify the epidemic years. Kenaf and

swine, two innovations not promoted by the government, followed much

more gradual adoption curves; the increased rate of adoption of kenaf

after the mid-fifties seems to be due to the opening of markets for

the crop at that time. New breeds of chickens, while not actively

extended by agricultural officials, were demonstrated by numerous

non-agricultural officials. They were adopted by few people, possibly

because the local chicken, meager thOUgh it ;;as, rz~mrec1 ~lmost no cere.
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Use of Innovations

Earliness of adoption measures the venturesomeness of the

family with respect to a particular innovation. When one wishes to

measure the effects of using an innovation during a particular

period of time, different measures are necessary. At the very

least, it is necessary to know whether the innovation was used during

that time, in this case the crop year of 1968. Another thing that

is important to know for many innovations is the correctness with

which they llere used. An innovation used incorrectly might be no

than the practice it replaced. Finally, in evaluating the effect of

an innovation, it is often necessary to know how much the irUlcvation

was used. A practice used perfectly in token amounts could still have

only token effects, if any.

Table 15 shows the measure used for each i:nnO'"...~tion. Extent

was the most difficult to measure. A simple measure of the amount

used 'Would be hopelessly contaminated by wealth. A proportion between

the amount used and the amount the farmer could or should have used

depends on the possibility of measuring this potential amount. In the

case of livestock this is not possible. It is also not possible in the

case of innovations connected with field and garden crops because the

land may easily be changed from one crop to another, and additional

land is often acquired through purchase or borrowing if the farmer sees

a potential profit in increasing the amount of a particular crop. 'l'his

leaves rice, which is suitable for such a measure because paddy land

is expensive to acquire and is not ordinarily converted to other purposes.
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Table 15. MEASURES OF USE APPROPRIATE TO
DIFFERENT INNOVATIONS
Ban On, 1968 Crop Year

Innovation Measure

1. New Rice Varieties Correctness, correctness x extent

2. Chemical Fertilizer on Rice Extent

3. Insecticide on Rice Correctness

5. Chemical Fertilizer on
Non-rice Plants Correctness

6. Insecticide on Non-Rice
Plants Correctness

7. Kenaf Use

9. New Mulberry Varieties Use

10. New Silkworm Varieties Correctness

11. New Swine Breeds Use

12. New Chicken Breeds Correctness

13. Vaccination of Animals Correctness

Two measures of extent, then, were used. One was the amol.mt of land

planted in new rice varieties as a proportion of the total amount of

rice planted in that year. The other was the mean amount of

fertilizer, excluding that on seedlings, used on all of the land

planted in glutinous rice. This was calculated by dividing the

number of 50-kilogram bags of fertilizer by the number of rai planted

in glutinous rice.

Correctness o~ use was measured ror most innovations. For new

rice varieties, the measure used was correctness multiplied by exi;t::uii

of use. The measure of correctness was based on the farmer's answer to

the question, "How do you use it?" and to subsequent questions about
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rate of usage in each year, which were asked about each innovation.

The interviewer had a list of the points on which each innovation was

to be judged and asker. specifically about any point that was not

mentioned. Of course, the score was modified by a:ny other information

which indicated that the farmer's practice in 1968 was different from

his answer to this question. Correctness of use of each innovation

was judged according to the recommendations of the local extension

agents. While these agents were not always aware of the latest re-

search on the innovations they recommended, they did receive periodic

information from the Ministry of Agriculture, and they knew the local

agricultural situation well. Table 16 shows how correctness was

scored for each innovation.

A few cases were discovered in which a family could not reason-

ably have been expected to use certain innovations in 1968. Two

families grew no vegetables or upland crops and therefore could not

use fertilizer or insecticide on non-rice plants. Four families had

no women and so were not able to produce any silk with either old or

new varieties of silkworm, since silk production was a woman's job.

These families were eliminated when use of the particular innovations

that were inapplicable to them was being considered.

Simple use, rather than correctness of use, was considered the

best measure to use for three innovations, namely, kenaf, new mulberry

varieties, ana. new breecis of t:;ioi:i.i:i:~.

not been introduced or promoted by the eA~ension agents, and almost

no one followed the extension agents' recommendations concerning them.
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Table 16. CRITERIA FOR EVALUATING CORRECTNESS OF USE
Selected Innovations, Ban On, 1968 Crop Year

Innovation

New Rice Vari~ties

Insecticide on Rice

Fertilizer on
non-rice plants

Insecticide on
non-rice plants

New Varieties
of silkworms

New Breeds of
chickens

Vaccination of
animals

Recommended Methods

Use fertilizer
Use insecticide
Weed after transplanting

TOTAL

Use prophylactically
Recommended type
(Folido1 or unspecified type: 8)b

TOTAL

Applied correctlya
Correct type (14-14-14) b
(15-15-15, 13-13-13, 13-13-20:8)
(16-20-0 5)
(Ammonium sulfate, other 3)
Correct amounta

TOTAL

Correct typea
(type not recommended
Applied correctlya

TOTAL

Chop leaves fine
Protect from heat
Protect from cold
Protect from insects
Protect from geckos and rats
Protect from smoke and strong odors

TOTAL

Feed prepared food
Feed differently at different ages
Keep in pen

TOTAL

Cattle and water buffalo
Hemorrhagic septicemia
Foot and mouth disease

Swine
Cholera
Plague

Chickens
Cholera
Newcastle disease
Smallpox

TOTAL

Score

10
10
10
30

15
15

30

10
10

10
30

15

15
30

5
5
5
5
5

...2.
30

10
10
10
30

3c

3
3
3
3
3

3
3

..l.
30

~ifferent recommendations for different plants. If used on more than
one~ the one used most correctly is counted.
bpartial credit for a type not completely correct, but somewhat useful.
c3 points given for each correct animal named; 3 more points for each
correct disease named and attributed to the correct animal.
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New mulberry varieties, on the other hand, had been introduced in a

well-planned program, and most o'f the mulberry had been planted at one

time, on government land, under the close supervision of the extension

agent. It is thus likely that dif'ferences in reported planting

practices re'flected the memory o'f the respondent more than the actual

occurrence. All three innovations were capable of producine good re

sults when used with traditional methods.

Effects of the Use o'f Innovations

If innovations are to be useful to the farmer, they must have

effects. Such effects might be quantitative ones, such as greater

yields, or qualitative ones re'flected in higher prices. Yields were

often di'fficult to determine because farmers had only a vague idea of

how much they had planted or harvested. The only crops for which it

was possible to compute yields with any degree of confidence were rice

and mulberry. Prices for different grades of most products did not

differ greatly, but those for pigs did. Few fB.-T'!!1ers in Ban On knew the

weight of the pigs they SOld, but it can be assumed that the price paid

per pig by the village buyers reflected the grades of Roi Et buyers.

The yield of glutinous rice varied from nine to 35 thang per

rai (Table 17), with a median of 17.65, and a mean of 19.04, eight

thang higher than the 1962 mean yield of glutinous rice in Roi Et

Province, whi ch was 11 thang per rai (N. S.0., 1963b).

The yield of mulberry ranged from 0 to 700 thang per rai per

year (Table 18), the media.'1 being 80. Some mulberry plants had been

planted too recently to give any leaves.
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Tab:"e 1.7. YIELD OF GLUTINOUS RICE
Ban On, Sample Families, 1968 Crop Year

Yie1.d Families
(Thang/rai ) (No.)

9 1.

10-1.4 21

15-19 40

20-24 21

25-29 8

30-34 2

35 1

Table 18. YIELD OF MULBERRY
Ban On, .Sample. Families, 1968 Crop Year

Yield
(Tha:ng/rai/year)

o to 99

1.00 to 1.99

200 to 299

300 and eboye

Families
(No. )

40

13

12

10

The pri ce ];ler pig sold varied from 273 to 1500 baht (Table 19),

with a median of 800 baht. The very low prices represent pigs that

were sold soon after they were bought, probably because the farmer

needed money quickly.
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Table 19. PRICE PER PIG SOLD
Ban On, Sample Families t 1968 Crop Year

Price per Pig Families
(baht) (No. )

250-499 8

500-749 6

750-999 10

1000-1249 6

1250-1499 1

1500 1

Higher yields or higher prices are of little use to the farmer

if they do not result in higher income. Farm Income, or that gained

from agriculture alone, ranged from 601 baht to 15,003 baht in the 1968

crop year (Table 20), with a mean of 4693 and a standard devi3.tion of

2690.

Table 20. FARM INCOME IN THE 1968 CROP YEAR
Ban On, Sample Families

Farm Income Families
(baht) (No. )

Under 2,000 9

2,000-3,999 33

4,000-5,999 26

6,000-7,999 18

8,000-9,999 I...,

10,000 and over 4
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Since higher income, however, can be expected to be partially

the result o~ higher equities and a larger ~amily labor ~orcc, one would

expect the e~~ect o~ innovation use upon income to be more clearly

re~lected in a measure which abstracted the e~~ects o~ these two

~actors. Such a measure is that o~ the utilization o~ ~amily resorces.

This measure requires some explanation. It is essentially a

measure o~ the skill with which a ~amily uses its available resources

o~ capital and labor to produce ~amily income, and not a measure o~ the

degree to which the ~amily approaches optimality o~ ~actor proportions

in any particular production process.

Cobb-Doublas fUnctions were used to estimate ~&rm income as a

function o~ available ~amily labor units and ~arm equities, and total

~amily income as a function of available family labor units and total

't. 1eqw. J.es. The Farm Utilization Quotient was the extent to which the

family's farm income exceeded or fell short of the income estimated

for a ~amily with its particular amount of farm equities and labor

units. The Total Utilization Quotient wa.q computed similarly:

Utilization
Actual Income-Estimated Income

==-==:....-=::::;:.;;..;;;~..;;..,-~~=~.;;;;....=.;;..:;.;~

Estimated Income

~ese equations were, respectively,

Farm Income = 44.142 Farm Equities2 •458Labor Units3.8765(R2=.3974)

4 6 . . 2.632 . 3.2624(R2 1663)Total Income = 3. 2 Total EqUJ.tJ.es Labor UnJ.ts =.

'l:ney 'W~rt: 'bo"till t:6tiiUateG. iii Ivg~ith=. The =~tiple cC!'~El~-tion co
efficient (R) and F ratio for both equations were signi~icant at the 1%
level of probability. In neither equation ,.,ere the independent vari
ables signi~icantly correlated with each other. In both, the t-values
of each independent variable with the dependent variable were signifi
cant at the 1% level.
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This measure assumes a homogeneity of labor and capital that

would be extremely crude in a production function, but which here im-

plies only that the various components of capital. are freely exchanged

with money at their reported val.ue. The stock of family labor is diffi-

cult to measure by val.ue, since a price is not put on men--it is thus

1measured in labor units. In spite of these customary limitations, the

Utilization Quotient is a measure of income which is less contaminated

by the effects of labor and equities than is the raw income figure.

2
The Farm Utilization Quotient ranged from -75 to 125, while

the Total Efficiency Quotient ranged from -100 to 239 (Table 21).

Table 21. lJI'ILIZATION QUOTIENTS
Ban On, Sample Families, 1968 Crop Year

Number of Families
Value of Quotient Farm U.Q. Total. U.Q.

Less than -40 15 9

-40 to -1 23 33

a to 39 34 29

40 to 79 13 14

80 and over 9 11

lLabor Units are discussed in Chapter VI.

2The ratio was multiplied by 100 to eliminate decimals. 'Ynus
a quotient of 100 means that income is exactly twice the estimated
income--it exceeds it by 100 percent.
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One reason for the greater spread in total utilization of resources

is the lack of measures of assets relevant to procurement of lucra

tive non-farm positions. Thus, intelligence and urbanity, as well as

good connections, are important factors in the attainment of pro

fessional positions, but they are not easily amenable to measurement.

The assumption of the homogeneity of labor, modified as it is in our

labor units only by the state of health, age and availability of family

members for farm work, is not particularly valid for non-farm employ

ment. Another reason, however, may well be that farming is not the

best wEq to make money. A pedicab driver in one of the big North

eastern towns may well make more additional income than he could by

growing supplementary crops on a small holding.

Findings

Table 22 shows the relevant correlations. Families that

applied more chemical fertilizer per rai of glutinous rice or that

used new varieties of mulberry got significantly higher yields, while

those that raised new breeds of pigs received significantly higher

prices per pig. Income also differed. While individual rice innova

tions were not related to farm income, families that used the rice

package with greater correctness had significantly higher farm incomes.

Use of all the remaining innovations except new chicken breeds was

significant~y and positively correlated with farm income.

When farm income was aostracted from equities and labor units,

however, and measured as the Farm Utilization Quotient (FUQ), only a

few innovations were related. Families that used kenaf ha.d the
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Table 22. EFFECTS OF INNOVATION USE
Ban On, Sample Families, 1968 Crop Year

Kendall Rank Order Correlations

Innovation Yie1db Farm Income c cFarm U.Q. Total U.Q.

New Rice (E)a .0744 -.0646 -.1028 -.0676
New Rice (E x C) .0586 -.0387 -.0890 -.0740
Rice Fertilizer (E) .2563** -.0145 -.0412 -.1062
Rice Insecticide (C) 0.0 .0497 .0273 .0085
Rice Package (C) .0068 .1195* .0952 .0017

Non-rice
Fertilizer (C) .1656** .0175 .0155

Non-rice
Insecticide (C) .1577* .1623* .1076

Kenaf (U) .2294** .3028** .2178**

New Mulberry (U) .4115** .1794** .0688 .1549*
New Silkworms (C) .311.5** .1318* .1106
Silk Package (C) .2098*~ .0198 .0848

New Pigs (U) .4644** .2507** .0549 .1494~

Vaccination (C) •1275it .1541~ .1214*
New Chickens (C) .0698 -.1392*2 -.0223

* Significant at .05 level
** Significant at .01 level
*2 Significant at .05 level with two tailed test

**2 Significant at .01 level with two-tailed test

~se was measured in different ways for different innovations as
indicated by the letter in parentheses: U = use, E =Extent,
C = correctness.

bYie1d includes thang/rai for rice and mulberry; price/pig sold for
pigs.

cU•Q• = utilization quotient.
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highef'lt FUQ, while families that used insecticide on non-rice plants,

new silkworm varieties, and animal vaccination also had higher FUQ's.

New chicken breeds were used by families with significantlY lower

FUQ's.

Correlations with the Total Efficiency Quotient which are not

reflections of those with FEQ m~ indicate the importance of an out-

side source of income. Families whose total income was higher than

expected used new mulberry varieties and new breeds of swine in the 1968

crop year. The connection between new breeds of swine and non-farm in-

come may lie in their requirements for large amounts of rice bran.

Bran was usually kept by the miller as part of his fee, so the owner of

a rice mill was in a very favorable position to raise swine. If one

was not a miller, the best situation for swine raising would be to have

a steady cash income with which to buy bran. New mulberry varieties,

on the other hand, required no cash expenditure. Their relationship

to non-farm income may be connected with the expansion of the silk

weaving enterprise which they permitted.

In summary, the innovations fell into three groups:

Economically Effective
Insecticide on non-rice plants
Kenaf
New Silkworm varieties
Vaccination of livestock
Chemical fertilizer on rice
New mulberry varieties
New Pig breeds

Economically N~ut~&l &S CUI~~utly U~cd

New Rice varieties
Insecticide on rice
Chemical fertilizer on non-rice plants

Economically Detrimental as Currently Used
New Chicken breeds



CHAPTER VI

SOCIOECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS AND

ADOPTION OF INNOVATIONS

A number of characteristics of families or individnals that

can be loosely described by the term "socioeconomic" have been

hypothesized to be related to innoye.tiye behavior. This chapter

deals with the findings in Ban On concerning such socioeconomic

characteristics as distribution of power within the family, education,

wealth, group membership, information sources, and opinion leadership.

Decision-Making Power Wi thin the Family

Before discussing the decision-making power wielded by various

family members, it is necessary to discuss briefly the composition of

the sample families. The most common family type (see Table 23) was

the nuclear family, consisting of a couple and their children in their

own house. The essential character of such a nuclear family was little

altered if, as often happened, the couple took in one or more younger

relatives, either to help a poor relative who had too many children

or to acquire needed labor.

The second basic family type, that containing three generations,

is best thought of as transitional, since it resulted from the practi-

cal needs of y OUl1g couplt::s to find a home and of aged parents to be

cared for, ra\jht::r Ulwl :ll'OUi Eu:lY

particularly desirable. It was customary for a ne,·rly married couple to

live with their parents, more often the wife's parents, for a few years.
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Table 23. FAMILY TYPES IN BAN ON
Sample Families, 1968 Crop Year

Family Type

Nuclear Family

Families with 1 to 3 subordinate relatives in housea

Incomplete Families
b

Houses with 3 or More Active Adults

Two-house FamiliesC

Number of
Families

57

25

2

6

5

~ubordinate relatives included those under 21 a.ld those older rela
tives who indicated that they had retired from active farming.

bOne was a 21-year-old woman living alone. The other was a group of
recently orphaned children, headed by their 20-year-old brother, who
owned the land and managed the farming. The house also contained an
uncle and his mistress, but they did not act as :family heads or take
part in :farming.

cThree o:f these were families in which a married son or daughter had
moved to a separate house but continued to eat and farm with his parents
and siblings. The other two resulted from men who had two wives, each
o:f whom had her o·.m house.

Eventually all moved out except the youngest daughter who, with her

family, remained with her parents until their death and inherited their

house. If the family owned sufficient land, the older daughters might

build houses near the parental house, and they might continue to farm

and eat together '\-lith their parents and siblings for a few years after

they moved out. The sample contained families in all stages of transi-

tion. It included those with an older married daughter in the house,

those with the older married child in her own house but eating with the

parents, those with only the youngest married daughter still at home with
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the still-active parents, and those in which the parents had divided

up their land and retired from farming.

A peculiar problem in decision-making occasionallY existed in

the familY of a man with two wives. FortunatelY for the investigator,

there was onlY one such family in the sample with both wives still

living, and it was easy to tell which wife was more influential.

Land Ownership

One factor that might determine the reJ.ative influence of the

adults in a family is land ownership. Usually onlY daughters in-

herited land in Ban On, but land bought af'ter marriage was usuallY in

the name of the husband. In the sample, men owned 1738 rai and women

owned 1189 rai. Men mmed the larger amount of riceland in 52 families,

women in 36 families, and the husband and wife jointlY in one familY.

Thus, a family's land might be held by either a man or a woman, and

its decisions influenced accordinglY.

Relative Age

Another important factor determining relative influence is

relative age. People in Thailand are careful to find out who is older

and who is younger than themselves and to show deference to those who

are older. Even twins know which one of them is older. Likewise,

parents are to be respected and their wishes considered, no matter how

old the children may be. Parents in Ban On remained in nominal control

of the familY (that is those still eating and farming with them) until

they formally relinquished i t ~ usually at about the age of 60 to 65.
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Sex

The third important factor determining the relative influence

of individuals within a family was their sex. It was general~r agreed

that a wife should defer to her husband and look upon him as her "elder

brother" whether or not he was actually older. The man of the family,

unless very young and inexperienced, was considered to be in charge of

growing rice and kenaf, the two maJ or crops. In addition, men often

traveled during the slack season in search of jobs, and so could claim

that their way should be followed because of their greater knowledge of

the world. Despite the formal deference given to men, women were not

in a completely subordinate position. Weaving, spinning, and raising

silkworms were entirely in their control. They were usually responsible

for the vegetables and fruits growing in the dooryard and for the

chickens. In addition, it was customary for the wife to handle the

family finances, so any large expenditure would need her consent.

Enforcing Decisions

Although the oldest man in a family usually felt that he had

the authority to make most decisions concerning the family, in practice

family members often disobeyed orders or refused to cooperate. One

farmer, who wished to rent out a portion of a house that he owned,

was unable to do so because his daughter, who lived in the adjacent

portion, refused to permit it. Questions about the amount of ferti

lizer used often brought to light the fact that the head of the family

had decided to use a certain amount, but that the person who actually

applied it had decided to use a. different amount. Thus , it appears
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that a decision to use a new farming practice ~ be the result of a

highly complex process, involving those who feel they ha.ve a right to

decide because of age, ownership or traditional role, but also necessar-

ily involving the individual who will actually carry out the practice.

Concentration of Leadership Roles

Since the three most important leadership roles in the family

are usually held by one or two people, it is inevitable that many

individuals will combine two or IOOre roles. Table 24 shows the ex-

tent of this concentration of roles.

Table 24. HOUSES IN WHICH ONE PERSON PLAYED TWO ROLES
Ban On, Sample Families, 1968 Crop Year

Who Was Also
Landowner

Houses with Male Female Major Minor Elder Younger

Male 86 0
Female 0 88

Me.j or Landowner 57 32 93 0
Minor Landowner 28 55 0 87

Elder 55 24 56 26 83 0
Younger 24 55 26 56 0 83

It is conceivable that such concentrations of leadership roles

might be related to the earliness of adoption of innovations. For

example, a landowner who is also the important male in the family

might be able to persuade his family to adopt an innovation more quickly

than one who is not
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Concentration of roles and earliness of adoption

Very few combinations of roles were related to earliness of

adoption. Table 25 shows the correlations between concentrations of

leadership roles and earliness of adoption of various innovations.

Families in which the male was the major landowner adopted vaccination

of animals significantly earlier, and new breeds of chickens signifi

cantly later than other families. Those in which the male was the

younger adopted fertilizer on non-rice plants, new silkworms, and the

silk package earlier.

The few significant correlations seem to reflect the tradi

tional sex-linked working patterns of the family. Thus, while

families with male landowners may appear to have made a rational

decision in favor of an effective innovation, vaccination, and

against an ineffective one, chickens, they may simply have adopted

an innovation related to the man's task of caring for the work

stock and rejected or ignored one related to the woman's task of

caring for chickens. Similarly, those families in which the woman

was older, probably an active widow with a groln1 son or son-in-law

in the house, adopted fertilizer for the garden crops tended by the

woman, and ir~ovations connected with the silk enterprise managed

by the woman.

Attempts to correlate present family situations with past

family actious, of cc~se, lead to some obscLtrine of the true relation-

ships, and this may provide some explanation for the conspicuous lack

of significant correlations.
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* Significant at .05 level
** Significant at .01 level
*2 Significant at .05 level with two-tailed test

**2 Significant at .01 level with two-tailed test (indicating a correla
tion in the direction opposite to the one predicted)
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Absolute age and earliness of adoption

Although absolute age is not, properly speaking, a family

role, it is nevertheless related to relative age. Thus, if the

older of two persons is deferred to, it follows that the older a

person is, the more people in the family are likely to defer to him.

Thus, one might expect absolute age to be related to the power to

influence a family decision. On the other hand, it is also assumed,

quite sensibly, that younger people are more likely to be open to

new ideas. One might expect, then, that the younger the elder

influential was, the earlier the family would adopt an innovation.

Ban On results show little relation between age and earli-

ness except in the case of the silk package. Table 26 sho'l.1S the relevant

correlations. The older an influential was, whether he be man or woman,

major or minor landowner, or the elder or younger of the two, the

earlier the family adopted new mulberry varieties. The same is true

for new breeds of silkworms, except in the case of the minor landowner,

and for any element of the silk package, except for the male and the

minor landowner. The younf!:!. the woman was, the earlier the family

adopted new breeds of s~nne.

Education

One would expect education to be directly related to earliness

of adoption of innovations. Studies of such adoption in the United

States have generally found this to be true for the individual identi-

fied as the head of household. Education creates possibilities for
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Table 26. AGES OF FAMILY INFLUENTIALS AND EARLINESS OF ADOPTION
Ban On, Sample Families

Kendall Rank Order Correlations

Landowners
Innovation Men Women Major Minor Elder Younger

New Rice
Varieties -.0120 -.0786 -.1028 .0193 -.1065 0.0

Rice Fertilizer -.0036 .0946 .0043 .0405 .0395 -.0208

Rice
Insecticide .0549 -.0752 -.0568 -.0297 -.0317 .0333

Rice Package -.0283 .0326 -.0529 .0149 -.0371 -.0454

Non-rice
Fertilizer -.0345 -.0623 -.1055 -.0658 -.1016 -.0884

Non-rice
Insecticide .0579 -.0144 -.0312 .0240 .0383 -.0240

Kenaf -.2883 .1755 -.2193 .0696 .0796 -.2184

New Mulberry
Varieties -.2057**2 -.2048**2 -.1903**2 -.1972**2 -.2406**2 -.2280**2

New Silkworm
Varieties -.1574*2 -.2243**2 -.2162**2 -.1400 -.3161**2 -.1748*2

Silk Package -.1370 -.2358**2 -.2250**2 -.1199 -.3051**2 -.1720*2

New Swine
Breeds -.2709 .2967* -.0635 0.0 .1534 -.1679

Vaccination -.1239 .1056 -.0469 -.0537 -.0090 -.0781

New Chicken
Breeds .0194 .0640 .0621 .0241 .0568 -.0105

* Significant at .05 level
** Significant at .01 level
*2 Significant at .05 level with two-tailed test

**2 Significant at .01 level with two-tailed test
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vicarious experience broader than one's personal experience and intro

duces one to rational explanations for phenomena that differ from the

traditional world view. It makes one aware of many new possibilities,

among them agricultural innovations.

Two types of education were considered in this study: formal

education, including the regular graded school system, and special

education, including any organized teaching effort outside of the

regular school system, such as seminars or classes in vocational skills.

Formal Education

Ban On had a school containing grades one through four.

Attendance through the fourth grade was compulsory. A student who

completed the fourth grade might continue through the ~eventh by

going three kilometers to the government school in Chatu. Secondary

education could be obtained at a private school in Chatu, which was

poorly thought of and in danger of losing accreditation, or at any

of a number of government or private secondary schools in Roi Et.

Even the government schools were not free at the secondary level,

so this degree of education required some school fees and usually

some expense for travel or for boarding in town. In addition, the

secondary school student's labor was almost completely lost to his

family, since the school vacation coincided with the slack season in

farming. Elementary schools, on the other hand, scheduled vacations

so that pupils could help with planting and harvesting.



Formal education of influentials

Table 27 shows the amount of schooling completed by the 182

influentials in the sample. It is evident that four years of
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education was the norm and that men had slightly more education than

women. It was predicted that the number of years of schooling

completed by an influential would be positively correlated with that

family's adoption of innovations.

Table 27. YEARS OF SCHOOLING COMPLETED BY INFLUENTIALS
Ban On, Sample Families, 1968 Crop Year

Years
Grade Level Completed Men Women

None 0 5 13

Some Elementary 1-3 11 16

Basic Elementary 4 67 61

Higher Elementary 5-7 5 2

Lower Secondary 8-10 2 0

Mean family education

The decision to adopt innovations might be affected by the

education of family members other than the two influentials inter-

viewed. The mean education of family members above seven years of

age was chosen as a measure of this influence. Table 28 shows the

distribution of this measure. It was expected that this education

would be positively correlated with adoption of innovations.
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Table 28. MEAN EDUCATION OF FAMILY MEMBERS
OF SCHOOL AGE AND OLDER

Ban On, Sample Families, 1968 Crop Year

Mean Years of Education No. of Families

Less than 3.0 19

3.0 to 3.9 47
4.0 to 4.9 22

5.0 to 5.9 5

6.0 or greater 1

Special Education

Special education was available to villagers from several

sources. Private schools in nearby towns taught skills such as dress-

making, typing and mechanics. Some young men received special train-

ing while in the army (basic training did not count). Others became

monks and, while in the monkhood, pursued a course of study to prepare

them for one of the religious examinations (no special education was

credited to men who became monks but took no examination). Finally,

the government sometimes held seminars and training sessions for

village leaders on village problems. In all, seventeen influentials

in the sample had received some special education.

No attempt was made to rank different kinds of special educa-

tic!!. e.s to d.ifficvJ.ty or ~.s t.o relevance to agriculture. Possession

of any special education was expected to be positively correlated with

early adoption of innovations.
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Farmers who had special education were like those who had

gone beyond the fourth grade in school. Both groups had acquired

education that was not compulsory, and both groups had more educa-

tion than the majority of farmers. It was therefore hypothesized

that possession of any education, formal or special, beyond the

fourth grade was positively correlated with earliness of adoption.

Wealth and Education

It is reasonable to surmise that wealthier families in Ban On

might have had greater access to education, and that they might there-

fore have attained higher levels of education. This does not appear

to have been so. Table 29 shows the correlations between total family

equiti.es and educational level attained.

Table 29. EDUCATION AND TOTAL FAMILY EQUITIES
Ban On, Sample Families, 1968 Crop Year

Kendall Rank Order Correlations

Landowners
Type of Education Men Women MaJor. Minor Elder Younger

Formal -.0191 -.0394 -.1025 .1161 -.1608*2 .1258*

Special .0127 .1508* .0287 .0746 -.0707 .1678*

Any above
4th Grade -.0274 .1306* -.0190 .0845 -.1239 .1684*

Mean Family Education: .0547

* Significant at the .05 level
** Significant at the .01 level
*2 Significant at the .05 level with two-tailed test

**2 Significant. -+ +'\.,~ .01 level with two-tailed testO·I~ ~jl~
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There was little significant correlation between wealth and

formal education. Wealth was negatively related to the formal educa

tion of the elder influential, and positively related to that of the

younger influential. Special education and any education over the

fourth grade of the woman influential and the younger influential

were both positively related to family wealth. These correlations,

however, may mean little, since only one woman had special education,

and only two had education over the fourth grade. Only four younger

influentials had special education, and only five education over the

fourth grade.

The important measure of the education of the family, however,

is the mean education of its family members of school a~e ~nd over.

If a wealthy family provided more education for its members, it would

be evident in this measure. The correlation, however, was not sig

nificant. Thus, while some wealthy families, often headed by teachers,

provided good educations for most of their children, others did not.

Some relatively poor families, on the other hand, had high aspirations

for their children, and encouraged them to continue their education.

Education and Earliness of Adoption

The correlations of earliness of adoption with formal and

special education, and with education beyond the fourth grade are

presented in Tables 30, 31 and 32.

The man's formal education was positively related to early

family adoption of new mulberry and, to a lesser extent, the rice

package. No other education of the man ~as related to earliness of
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Table 30. FORMAL EDUCATION AND EARLINESS OF ADOPTION
Ban On, Sample Families

Kendall Rank Order Correlations

Landowners
Innovation Men Women Major Minor Elder Younger

New Rice
Varieties .0865 .0586 -.0315 .1931** -.0421 .2490**

Rice Fertilizer .0289 .0915 .0035 .0635 .0401 .0886

Rice
Insecticide .0102 -.0351 -.0253 .0272 -.0677 .0495

Rice Package .1603* .0714 .0398 .1435* .0526 .1729*

Non-rice
Fertilizer -.0502 .1266* -.0528 .1408* -.0961 .2330**

Non-rice
Insecticide -.0584 .2406** .0256 .1458* -.0284 .3007**

Kenaf 0.0 .3305* .2111 .2161 .2924 .1320

New Mulberry
Varieties .1935** -.0193 .1858** -.0248 .1484* -.0028

New Silkworm
Varieties -.1084 -.1051 -.1026 -.0740 -.2373**2 -.0020

Silk Package .1909** -.0813 .1041 -.0026 .0672 .0157

New Swine
Breeds .0187 .3132* .3481* .1651 .3005* .1794

Vaccination .0816 .2149* .0650 .0712 .1066 .0185

New Chicken
Breeds -.0490 .1783* .0308 .1118 .1341 .1005

* Significant at .05 leyel
** Significa!lt at .01 level
*2 Significant at .05 level with two-tailed test

**2 Significant at .01 level with two-tailed test
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Table 31. SPECIAL EDUCATION AND EARLINESS OF ADOPTION
Ban On, Sample Families

Kendall Rank Order Correlations

Landowners
Innovation Men Homen Major Minor Elder Younger

New Rice
Varieties .0652 .1947** .0330 .2226** .2232** .0918

Rice Fertilizer .0464 .0027 -,0106 .0670 .1662* -.1289
Rice

Insecticide -.0487 -.0382 -.1146 .0611 -.0123 -.0782
Rice Package .0309 .1899** .0009 .1902** .1900* .0500

Non-rice
Fertilizer .0197 .1503* .1531* -.0463 .0507 .1550*

Non-rice
Insecticide -.0054 .1939* .0388 .0742 .0737 .1371

Kenaf -.3329 .1464 -.3329 .1464 -.1429 -.1429
New Mulberry

Varieties .0774 .1821** .0777 .1157 .1014 .0360

New Silkworm
Varieties -.0411 -.0765 0.0 -.0480 -.0332 -.0345

Silk Package .0583 .1725** .0715 .0839 .0964 .0180

New Swine
Breeds -.0675 .1838 -.0416 .1899 .1047 -.0415

Vaccination .0846 -.0452 .1524 -.1191 .1073 -.0922

New Chicken
Breeds .1341 -.0362 -.0768 .1428 .1619* -.0571

* Significant at .05 level
** Significant at .01 level
*2 Significant at .05 level with two-tail~u t~st

**2 Significant at .01 level with two-tailed test
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Table 32. ANY EDUCATION ABOVE FOURTH GRADE AND EARLINESS OF ADOPTION
Ban On, Sample Families

Kendall Rank Order Correlations

Landowners
Innovation Men Women Major Minor Elder Younger

New Rice
Varieties .0053 .2194** -.0271 .2505** .0947 .1313

Rice Fertilizer -.0341 .0774 -.0919 .1021 .1197 -.0710

Rice
Insecticide -.0747 -.0543 -.1332 .0448 -.0346 -.0879

Rice Package .0228 .1981** -.0053 .2081** .1338 .0795
Non-rice

Fertilizer .0020 .2325** .1189 .0218 .0488 .2210**

Non-rice
Insecticide -.0593 .2580** -.0226 .1393 -.0147 .2014*

Kenaf -.3329 .1464 -.3329 .1464 -.1429 -.1429

New Mulberry
Varieties .0879. .1844** .0879 .1376* .1426* .0691

New Silkworm
Varieties -.0970 .0526 -.0663 .0125 -.0766 .0422

Silk Package .0597 .1657* .0705 .1023 .1296* .0464

New Swine Breeds
-.Oh75 .1838 -.0416 .1899 .1047 -.0415

Vaccination .0426 -.0647 .0862 -.1321 .0508 -.1078

New Chicken
Breeds .0277 -.0517 -.0998 .1162 .1186 -.0666

* Significant at .05 level
** Significant at .01 level
*2 Significant at .05 level with two-tailed test

**2 Significant at .01 level vnth two-tailed test
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adoption. The woman's formal education, on the other hand, was

related to fertilizer and insecticide on non-rice plants, kenaf,

vaccination, and new breeds of swine and chickens. Some of these

items reflect the traditional responsibility of the woman for the

vegetable garden and the chickens; however, the relationship to

kenaf and vaccination, two matters that would usually be handled by

the man, supports the idea that family decisions were made in a

complex way with no one person having complete responsibility or

complete decision-making power in a particular matter.

Women who had special education or any education beyond the

fourth grade lived in families that adopted a number of innovations

early, but the importance of these types of education is hard to

determine because only one woman had special education and only two

had formal education beyond the fourth grade. All three of them

lived in wealthy families.

The major landowner's formal education was positively related

to family adoption of new breeds of mulberry and swine, while his

special education lfaS related to the adoption of fertilizer on non

rice plants. All types of education of the minor landowner were

related to the adoption of new rice varieties and the rice package.

In addition, the minor landowner's formal education was correlated

with fertilizer and insecticide on nOD-rice plants, while his educa

tion beyond the fourth ~rade was related to new mulberry.

Formal education of the elder influential in a family was

positively related to early adoption of new mulberry and swine, but

negatively related to new silkworms. Early adontion of new mulberry
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was also related to the elder influential's education above the fourth

grade. His special education was positively related to every rice

innovation except insecticide and also, surprisingly, to new chickens.

The younger influential's formal education was positively related to

new rice varieties, the rice package, and insecticide on non-rice

plants. His special education was related to one innovation and

his education above the fourth grade to two, but the small number of

influentials possessing such education makes it probable that such

correlations were accidental.

Mean family education was not related to the earliness of

adoption of any innovation.

In summary, formal education of those influentials playing

major roles in the family seemed to be most important in the adoption

of new breeds of mulberry and swine, while that of those playing

minor roles was important for innovations related to rice and vege

tables. Special education seemed to be important only for elders

among major influentials. Among minor influentials it occurred so

seldom that its influence was hard to assess. It seemed to be

related to early adoption of new rice varieties and the rice package.

Education beyond the fourth grade was important in the adoption of

new rice varieties, the rice package, new mulberry, and the silk

package.

ID partial ~xplanrrtioTI of the lack of a clear pattern in the

relationship between education and innovative behavior, it must be

remembered that education formed a very small part of the experience

of most of these farmers. Most of them completed the compulsory
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four years, and few were able to go beyond that, even if they were

academically talented. Thus, the amount of education would not

necessarily reflect a person's capacity for or interest in learning.

Wealth

Land

The most valuable asset of almost every family was its agri-

cultural land. While there were a few landless families in the

village, all of the sample families owned some land, although five

of them owned no riceland (Table 33).

Table 33 . AVERAGE LAND OWNED
Ban On, Sample Families, 1968 Crop Year

Land Owned Total Land Riceland
(rai) (families) (families)

Under 10 7 11

10 to 19.9 23 26
20 to 29.9 31 29
30 to 39.9 6 10

40 to 49.9 12 8
50 to 59.9 3 5
60 to 69.9 6 2

70 and above 3 3

The mean yield of glutinous rice in Ban On in 1968 was 18

thang or 180 kilograms of unhulled rice per rai. This produced

90 kilograms of milled rice,l which could feed one person for

lThe shrinkage was two-thirds by volume and one-half by weight.
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1
204 d~s. A family with six members would thus have needed almost

11 rai of riceland simply to provide the rice for family consumption.

The 36 sample families that owned less than 20 rai of riceland thus

found it difficult to live on the rice they produced on their own

land.

Those who owned insufficient land were not thereby deprived

of the means of raising crops. It was often possible for a family

with plenty of labor to form a cooperative farming arrangement with

a family that had more land and less labor. Failing this, land could

be rented.

Riceland was rented by 14 sample families. Ten of them paid

their rent in rice, in amounts ranging from eight to 69 per cent of

the crop. Three paid a cash rent and one waived interest on a loan

of 2000 baht in return for the use of the land. 2 There was no dis-

cernible relationship between the amount or type of rent and char-

acteristics of either the landlord or tenant, such as wealth, sex, or

other land owned. Seven other families made cooperative !'9X!I1ing

arrangements. Two families borrowed a total of five rai.

lper capita consumption of rice in a sample of Thai villages
in 1960 was 440 grams per d~ (I.C.N.N.D., 1962).

2Since interest rates in the village are normally from 60 to
120 per cent per year, the rent would be at least 1200 baht, an ex
tremely high rent for eight ral of riceland. On the other hand, it
i~ likely that the iute~c~t ~uz ~~~llcctible ~~~ the c~edito~ w~s

taking the use of the land in lieu of money which he could not get in
any case.
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Borrowing upland or garden-orchard land was much commoner than

borrowing riceland. More than half of the sample families made use of

a quarter of a rai loaned by the government to those in the mulberry

program. In addition, 33 families planted kenaf or garden crops

either on unused government land or on land borrowed from friends or

relatives. Five families rented land on which to grow kenaf.

From the foregoing d.i~c~zion of the land situation it can be

seen that in most cases a person who owned land that would more than

meet his family I S need for food was in a much more secure position

than one who did not. Even though innovations intended to increase

yields might eventually prove to be of great benefit to those with

little land, it could be expected that the first to try them would

be those who had so much land that they could afford to use some of it

for an innovation that might be unproductive. It was therefore

hypothesized that assets in land would be positively correlated with

early adoption of innovations.

Equities

Farm Equities were skewed to the right (Table 34) , with a modal

group of 15 to 20 thousand baht, but a mean of 26,670 baht for the 94

families in the sample. One family had as much as 150,000 baht of farm

equities. Assets in land represented the maj or portion of any family I S

equity.

Total equities differed but slightly from farm equities, both

because few other occupations required such large amounts of aS6ets~
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Table 34. FARM EQUITIES

Ban On, Sample Families, 1968 Crop Year

Equities (baht)

a to 4,999
5,000 to 9,999
10,000 to 14,999
15,000 to 19,999

20,000 to 24,999
25,000 to 29,999
30,000 to 34,999
35,000 to 39,999

40,000 to 44,999
45,000 to 49,999
50,000 to 54,999
55,000 and above

No. of Families

1
10
15
22

10
5
7
8

6
2
2
6

and because such liquid assets as cash and gold were probably under-

reported.

Possession of a larger amount of equities facilitates adoption

of innovations because it lessens the impact of an unfavorable outcome

and because it makes it easier for the farmer to find money to purchase

innovations such as fertilizer. It was therefore hypothesized that

farm equities and total equities would be positively related to early

adoption.

Family Labor

Families in the sample differed in the amount of family labor

available for work on the farm. Since all individuals are not

equally able to do farm work, adjustments were made for the age and

sex of family members, following a table used by Arb Nakajud

(Nakajud: 1968). This table is reproduced in Table 35.
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Table 35. TABLE FOR COMPUTING MAN-EQUIVALENTS

Male

Female

Age: 10-15

.40

.35

16-20

.80

.65

21-50

1.00

.80

51-60 61-70 71 and over

.80 .65 .45

.65 .50 .30

Source: Arb Nakajud, "Thai Agricultural Labor: Supply and Demand,"
paper presented to the Seminar on Human Resources in Thailand.
Bangkok, 1968.

If any family member was awa:y from home or otherwise prevented from

working during part of the year, this was taken into account. One

group that was able to do less than a normal amount of work was that

of students. Elementary students, who lived at home and who had

vacations during the busiest farming seasons, were considered to per-

form half as much labor as non-students of the same age. Secondary

students, who usually lived awa:y from home and had their chief vacation

in the slack season, were considered to perform one-sixth the farm

labor of their non-student contemporaries. Several men became monks

for one-fourth of the year, so the man-equivalents appropriate to

their ages had to be multiplied by three-fourths. Others were away

from home or totally incapacitated for part of the yee.r, e..'!d these

were handled in the same wa:y. People who had been partially in-

capacitated were asked to estimate how much work they could do, compared

to a person or 'the same age and sex, and ·~ht:i:r wOi'k cq"I.li-v-a.leiltc ....,;; ....,;;

modified accordingly, depending on the length of time they were ill.



This resulted in a measure of the number of healthy man-year

equivalents in each family. Table 36 shows ·the number of families in

the sample having different amounts of labor.

Table 36. FAMILY LABOR UNITS
Ban On, Sample Families, 1968 Crop Year

Labor Units Number of Families

0-.99 2

1-1.99 20

2-2.99 30

3-3.99 24

4-4.99 11

5-5.99 6

6 and above 1

It was hypothesized that family labor units would be posi-

tively correlated with early adoption of innovations because many of

these innovations required complementary labor, and the adoption of

any new practice requires additional labor in the initial phases.

Family Dependency

The standard dependency ratio is the ratio of economically

dependent to economically active people in a population, usually that

of a nation or region. Of the 603 people in the sample families, 316

were in the working age group (ages 15 to 59) and 287 were in the

dependent ege groups (under 15 or over 59) giving the sample a ratio
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of .91 as measw:ed by Dependency Ratio I. According to the 1960

census, Thailand as a whole had a dependency ratio of .98 (Gille and

Chalothorn, Tables 1 and 2). A slightly different definition, which

considers the working age group to be 15 to 65, would give Thailand

a dependency ratio of .91 in 1960. This may be compared with other

1countries as follows:

Philippines.......... .93
India................ .79
United States.. • • • • • . .67
JapaIl. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .51

The burden of dependency was not shared equally among all families.

The value of Dependency Ratio I in the sample ranged from zero (an

adult with no dependents) to 4.0, that is, four dependents for every

worker.

An alternate measure of dependency is one which does not

assume that all economically active people are equally active and all

dependent people equally dependent. Rather, it assumes a fairly

equal demand on the resources of the family from each member, but

credits each of them with the amount of labor he can provide to the

family, as reflected in the family labor units. That measure,

Dependency Ratio II, is computed as follows:

Number of people in family - Family labor units
Family labor units

l(Keyfitz and Flieger, 1968) Figures for the Philippines,
Japan, and India were based on the most recent census. That for
the United States was based on the estimated population in 1965.



This dependency ratio for the whole sample was 1.15. Ratios for

individual families ranged from 0 to 3.51.

It is easy to see that a large proportion of dependents places

a heavy burden on both the individual family and on the community.

For the family, it means that such adult energy goes into child

bearing and rearing and that whatever is earned must be shared by

more people, reducing the chance of accumulating a surplus for invest

ment. The more dependents a farmer had, the less willing he might be

to try a new practice that might involve some risk. For this reason,

a negative relationship was hypothesized between both dependency

ratios and earliness of adoption.

Wealth and Earliness of Adoption

Table 37 shows that wealth was related to adoption of innova

tions. Land, farm equities, and total equities were all positively

related to early adoption of new rice varieties, insecticide on rice,

fertilizer on non-rice plants, and the silk innovations. Both

equity measures were also related to the early adoption of new swine

breeds.

The first three innovations were probably of little worth in

increasing farmers' incomes, but the silk package had already shown

increases in yield and computed income. Nevertheless, it is possible

that none of these innovations appeared to be immediately commercially

useful, since it was difficult to find a market for silk.
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Table 37. WEALTH AND EARLINESS OF ADOPTION
Ban On, Sample Families

Kendall Rank Order Correlations

Assets Farm Total Labor
Innovation in Land Equities Equitip.s Units

New Rice Varieties .1649* .1561* .1415* -.0147

Rice Fertilizer -.0077 -.0249 -.0433 -.0304

Rice Insecticide .2301** .1992** .1960** .0906

Rice Package .0754 .0515 -.0190

Non-rice Fertilizer .1307* .1453* .1191* .1716**

Non-rice Insecticide .1061 .1114 .0899 .2069**

Kenaf .0173 .0690 -.0173

New Mulberry Varieties .1517* .1768** .1953** .1498*

New Silkworm Varieties .2295** .2775** .3001** .0831

Silk Package .1989*x .2218** .2323** .1038

New Swine Breeds .2711 .3451* .3204* -.0370

Vaccination 0.0 .0500 .0269 .0405

New Chicken Breeds .0418 .0417 .0596 .0958



Thus, richer families, wishing to be pyogressive, adopted

innovations whose worth was not immediately apparent. In the case

of mulberry, of course, the formation of the mulberry group later made

that innovation more appealing, as tracts of land were made available

rent-free, and many people subsequently adopted it.

Land, of course, would not be relevant to the raising of

swine, but the initial cost of buying the swine and the difficulty of

feeding him adequately with rice bran made the new breed more acces-

sible to wealthy families. In many cases, the choice may have been

between raisin~ swine or raising none. Those who could best afford

to raise swine, however, seem to have also chosen to adopt the new

breeds earlier than their neighbors.

Family labor units were positively related to ear" - adoption

of fertilizer and insecticide on non-rice plants, and new varieties

of mulberry. The non-rice plants were usually vegetables, and pos-

sibly mulberry: all of these were considered peripheral enterprises

which were often managed by the woman, and which had to compete for

labor with rice, since all were planted at approximately the same

time. Thus, families with a large family labor force were more likely

to adopt innovations used in these enterprises.

One might suppose that families with greater physical wealth

could compensate for a lack of family labor by hiring labor. If this

_ ..._-- -- __ ~ ...._" .. 1 ~ r.lt."""-o,,,+ 0
WCJ.c CJv, VoL"'''''' nvI"A...- ........ -- ....r'-_<w ...... f~~ly to be even more likely to ado~t the

labor-using innovations earlier than other families with the same

equities but smaller family labor forces than it would be to adopt

them earlier than all other smaller families. This was not
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the case, however. The correlation of family labor units with the

earliness of adoption of fertilizer on non-rice plants decreased

from .1716 to .581 wheu the effect of total equities was controlled,

while that of labor with mulberry decreased from .1498 to .1270.

Actually, wealthy families also tended to have larger labor forces,

as is demonstrated by the correlation of labor units with total

.t. 1equl les.

Family dependency ratios were not significantly related to the

earliness of adoption of any innovation. In this instance, too, it

might be thought that dependency would be less of a burden for

wealthier families, and thus less of an impediment to adoption. The

correlations of total equities with the dependency ratios, however,

were not significant; richer families had neither greater nor smaller

dependency ratios than did poorer families. Furthermore, when total

equities were controlled, the correlations of dependency with the

earliness of adoption of insecticide on non-rice showed almost no

change, while those with the silk package changed in opposite direc-

tions, but still did not become significant. Since insecticide was

not correlated with total equities, while the silk package was, these

lKendall's Tau = .1350, z = 1.93, which indicates a probability
of less than 1 in 20 that the observed relationship is the result of a
random occurrence.



cases seem to indicate that there was no demonstrable relation between

family dependency and early adoption of innovations in Ban On. l

In summary, assets in land and both types of equities were

related to the earliness of adoption of innovations with neutral

effects, and of the silk package, indicating that wealthier families

adopted innovations whose worth was not obvious earlier than other

families. Equities were related to the earliness of adoption of new

swine breeds, probably because wealthier families were better able to

raise swine, and thus learn about the better prices offered for the

new breeds.

Labor units were related to the earliness of adoption of

innovations used on enterprises requiring much labor, namely ferti-

lizer and insecticide on non-rice plants, and new mulberry varieties.

Family wealth did not affect the relationship.

Family dependency ratios were not related to earliness of

adoption of any innovation. Family wealth did not affect the relation-

ships.

lThe substantial though not statistically significant positive
correlations of Dependency Ratio II with the adoption of fertilizer
on rice (significant at 13.6% level, two-tail test) and of vaccination
of animals (significant at 17.1% level, two-tail test), which were
greater than any in the predicted direction, imply that the adoption
of these innovations may have seemed more advantageous to families
burdened with many dependents than it did to others. Certainly, many
people in the Village looked upon fer~ilizer ~~ pa~ticulaYly useful
for farmers who formerly could not support their families on their
small plot of land, but who could now grow enough rice to feed all of
their dependents.
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Participation in Groups

Many students of economic development and technical change

feel that group action is an important vehicle for change in village

societies. Action programs are thus often based on groups. In

community development programs, a "change agent ll attempts to act as

a catalyst, encouraging villagers, together with their leaders, to

identify their common problems and work together to solve them. In

political programs, concepts such as gotong rojong ("mutual cooperation")

in Indonesia are declared to be the basis of a new form of democracy.

Even agricultural extension agents work through groups of villagers

rather than approaching them individually.

The premise underlying this interest in groups is that co

operation rather than competition is the basic mode of organization

of economic activity in many village societies. ~fuen anthropological

evidence reveals highly competitive societies, such as the Guatemalan

Indians studied by Sol Tax (1963), the proponents of group work remark

that Southeast Asians are particularly cooperative.

In another situation, membership in formal groups is often

considered by rural sociologists studying American farmers to be an

indic~tion of social participation. The premise underlying this

practice is that such formal groups are open to those who are inter

ested in joining them. Membership in such groups thus indicates the

interest a farmer has in joining groups of fellow farmers to discuss

matters of common interest.
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In Ban On, however, co-operation was not the basic mode of

organizing economic activity, and membership in formal groups was

evidence not of social participation but rather of privilege.

There was little co-operation in the village. vfuile young

people would often help each other perform minor tasks in order to

have time to talk together, and adults would occasionally do the same,

such work was considered amusement. Certain traditional tasks such

as house-raisings, funerals, ordinations, and rice-harvesting were

performed by groups of neighbors who gathered together for the

purpose and were recompensed by a feast. Many villagers, however,

had come to prefer hiring labor even for these tasks. A few pairs

of families pooled their riceland and family labor and cultivated

their rice together, sharing the crop. Only seven sample families

participated in such arrangements, however, while 22 preferred to solve

their problems by renting land or hiring labor. Finally, the abbot

of the wat could request people to work on projects connected with the

wat; as long as such work could be construed as making merit which

would improve one's karma, people were quite willing to do it. In

1969, the monks canvassed the village and assembled a group of young

girls and oxcarts to carry discarded asphalt to the wat and pave the

paths inside the walls.

A number of opportunities for co-operation were ignored by

everyone. nanUles (nooke off sa-iii ta-:L'Y ---"', .... '\.. ....+--
WC.J...LD 5 u ,"",v .U.V v~ ........

them. Public wells were scarce, but no one dug new ones. Village

lanes became bogs in rainy weather, but no one tried to improve them,
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though laterite was readily available. Water for retting kenaf was

often unavailable, but no one tried to build retting tanks. Credit

was expensive, but no one formed groups to pool resources and lend

to members.

Most formal groups had been formed at the suggestion of out

siders. Only the wat committee was traditional. This committee,

whose members were chosen by the abbot from among men who showed an

interest in religion, helped arrange wat fairs and festivals and handled

the business affairs of the wat, such as disposition of the right to

use the village ponds for various purposes. It was thus probably the

most open group in the village, as any man over thirty who had attended

the wat regularly had a good chance of being chosen to join it.

The other groups were closed. The Large Plot Demonstration

group was largely limited to members of the Rice Farmers' Club. The

Rice Farmers' Club itself had not admitted any members since its

founding; instead, it had expelled some. The Bangkok Bank Farmers'

Club admitted only farmers whose surety would be pledged by all other

members of the group. The Mulberry Growers' and Silkworm Raisers'

Club would retain only those members which the extension agent thought

to be good workers.

In all of these groups, a few men made the decisions about

membership. The abbot determined the membership of the wat committee,

the club president and the extension agent that of the Rice Farmers;

Club, a bank officer that of the Bangkok Bank Farmers' Club, and the

extension agent that of the 11ulberry Growers' and Silkworm Raisers'

Club.
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Since all of these formal groups except the wat committee

provided privileges, and since membership in each of them was closed

and tended to be acquired by powerful men and their families, unless

they refused the honor, such membership in Ban On was more a

reflection of status and material privilege than of social partici

pation. Traditional cooperation was becoming rarer in the village,

and new forms of cooperation were not in evidence. Only the special

advantages offered by the various formal groups induced people to

join them, and they could join them only if they were acceptable to

the powerful men who ran them.

Privileges of Group Membership

Members of the formal agricultural groups received low-cost

inputs and low-interest money loans. The Rice Farmers' Club and the

Large Plot Demonstration group provided members with chemical ferti

lizer at 100 baht for a 50-kilogram bag in the 1968 crop year. As

the money was not collected until after the harvest, members were

able to use fertilizer without having cash on hand to buy it. Further

more, since the interest on the fertilizer was less than that charged

by merchants in Roi Et, members were able to resell their fertilizer

at higher rates of interest to their neighbors, despite attempts by

the club to prevent this practice. Club members also received free

insecticide from the club~ and Large Plot Demonstration members re

ceived free spraying in addition.
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The Bangkok Bank Farmers' Club provided one-year production

loans to its members at an interest rate of 12 per cent per annum.

The amount of the loans could increase from 2,000 baht in the first

year to 4,000 or even 6,000 baht in later years if the farmer could

provide some sort of land certificate as collateral for the loan.

These loans were ostensibly supervised by the bank, but most of the

members used the money for living expenses and as initial capital

for trading enterprises.

These privileges, together with the number of formal groups

the family had belonged to, were expected to be related to early

adoption of innovations. Receipt of low-cost inputs in the 1968

crop year was expected to be related to early adoption of the rice

innovations, since the inputs were intended for use in rice cultiva

tion. Receipt of low-interest money loans was expected to be posi

tively related to early adoption of most innovations, since the

loans were not supervised carefully, and thus merely served to in

crease the liquid assets controlled by the families who borrowed.

The number of the formal groups mentioned above which the family had

joined was expected to be positively related to early adoption of

most innovations, since both advice and privileges accrued to the

family. Only the mulberry club was excluded, since it was impossible

to determine its exact membership.
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Privileges and Earliness of Adoption

The correlations of membership in formal groups with the

earliness of adoption are shown in Table 38. The number of organiza-

tions belonged to was directly correlated with all of the innovations

in the rice package and with the two component innovations of the

silk package. Thus, the more groups a family was permitted to join,

the earlier it adopted the innovations extended the most vigorously

by the extension agents, because such a family had the advantages of

subsidized inputs and better information. It is interesting to note

that kenaf and insecticide on non-rice plants, though quite profit-

able innovations, were not related to group membership. These

innovations were not subsidi~ed or promoted by the agricultural

groups, so group members had no material or informational advantages

over non-members.

Although total equities was directly but not significantly

related to membership in or~anizations,l controlling its effect caused

the correlation with fertilizer on rice to increase from .2579 to

.2641, while that with new silkworms decreased from .2515 to .2317,

indicating that the priVilege of membership in organizations was

more important for the adoption of fertilizer than it was for silkworms.

Receipt of low-cost inputs from the government was highly

correlated with the rice innovations, as .ras expected. Low-interest

1Tau = .1058, z = 1.51, probability of random occurrence less
than 6.55%.
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Table 38. PRIVILEGES AND K~LINESS OF ADOPTION
Ban On, Sample Families

Kendall Rank Order Correlations

Innovation

New Rice Varieties

Rice Fertilizer

Rice Insecticide

Rice Package

Non-rice Fertilizer

Non-rice Insecticide

Kenaf

New Mulberry Varieties

New Silkworm Varieties

Silk Package

New Swine Breeds

Vaccination

New Chicken

No. of
Organizations

.2425**

.2579**

.2202**

.2788**

.0416

.0013

.0764

.1246*

.2515**

.1001

.0845

.1134

-.0689

LOvT-cost
Inputs

.2161**

•3528**

.2760**

.2842**

.0748

-.0389

a

Low
Interest
Loans

.1312 .

.0155

-.0450

.1490

.1992**

.0349

.2118

.0570

.0252

.0375

.1352

.2184*

-.1204

aCorrelations were not run in these cases where no relationship was
predicted, since the low-cost inputs were for use on rice.
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loans, however, were related to fertilizer on non-rice and vaccination

of animals. As these innovations: required little money, and as the

loans were rarely spent on agricultural enterprises, such correlations

probably reflect the dual membership of many families in the Bangkok

Bank and Rice Farmers' Clubs. Such families often used some of their

rice fertilizer on other crops. Many of them had numerous buffaloes

and cattle which they would have vaccinated during an epidemic, for

they were prominent men and well-known to the veterinarian.

Thus, the number of organizations of which the familJ' was a

member was related to the adoption of the intensively extended innova

tions, while receipt of low-cost inputs from the government was re

lated to the adoption of the rice innovations. Low-interest loans

were not related to the adoption of innovations.

Information Sources

The information sources the family uses in learning about an

innovation are likely to affect its decision to adopt or reject that

innovation. Studies in the United States (Rogers, 1962:178-182)

indicated that early adopters of innovations used more impersonal

sources, more cosmopolitan sources and sources in closer contact

wit~ the origin of new ideas than did later adopters. A study in

Guatemala (Beal and Sibley, 1967) showed that competence of informa-

tio!! sot'-!"ces 'tJRS positively related tothe use of innovations in the

study year, as was the use of radio and newspapers as information

sources.
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Individual Sources

Family influentials interviewed in Ban On named a variety of

sources in answer to open-ended questions about the source of their

first information about each innovation, and about other sources

consulted before the decision to adopt or reject the innovation was

made. Table 39 shows the number of people consulting each source.

The first column for each innovations shows the number of adopters

(A) of that innovation consulting a given source while the second column

shoWS the number of non-adopters (N). It was predicted that each

category of information sources would be positively related to earli-

ness of adoption, but correlations were computed only for sources

that were consulted by at least four adopters for any particular

innovation.

Cosmopolitanism

Each information source was rated for cosmopolitanism

according to the residence of the person consulted, the location of

the demonstration seen, or the origin of the mass media communication

seen or heard. The sources were grouped geographically according to

the following code:

Code Area Included

a Ban On
1 Chatu District except Ban On
2 nu.rtl.L Roi Et Province exe:ept Cl1atu. Distl'ie:t
3 Urban Roi Et
4 Rural Northeast Thailand except Roi Et Province
5 Small cities in Northeast Thailand
6 Major cities in Northeast Thailand
1 Rural Thailand and Laos e~cept Northeast Thailand
8 Cities in Thailand and Laos excent Northeast Thailand
9 Bangkok-Thonburi



Table 39. INFORMATION SOURCES CONSULTED ABOUT INNOVATIONS
Ban On, Sample Families
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This code is arranged in ascending order of cosmopolitaoism. Table 40

shows the number of families consulting sources in each category of

this code about various innovations. It was predicted that the

cosmopolitanism of the most cosmopolitan source consulted about an

innovation would be positively related to earliness of adoption of

that innovation. This prediction, as shall be seen, was accurate for

some innovations.

Table 40. COSMOPOLITANISM OF INFORMATION SOURCES USED
Ban On, Sample Families, 1968 Crop Year

Number of Families Using Each Category
Innovation 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

New Rice Varieties 71 14 0 4 0 0 3 1 0 1
Rice Fertilizer 64 16 1 6 1 0 4 0 0 2
Rice Insecticide 36 11 5 6 1 0 8 0 0 3

Non-rice Fertilizer 55 15 4 8 0 1 2 1 0 2
Non-rice Insecticide 38 10 1 5 2 1 7 1 0 4
Kenaf 54 4 16 5 10 1 2 1 0 0

New Mulberry Varieties 44 29 3 7 0 0 0 0 0 3
New Silkworm Varieties 37 11 1 9 0 0 0 0 0 1

New Swine Breeds 43 20 ':> 11 3 0 1 a a 2.J

Vaccination 23 13 a 2 3 2 7 a 0 1
New Chicken Breeds 19 9 a 12 1 2 3 1 0 4

COW!Jetence

The competence of information sources consulted about an inno-

vation might well be related to the earliness of adoption of that

innovation, since the information would be explicit and authoritative

enough to permit the falnily to begin using the innova.tion with
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confidence. This confidence in the information source seems to be

particular]y important in Ban On because most of the farmers do not

scc::: to make trials, but begin to use an innovation on a fair]y large

scale.

Table 41 shows the competence scores of information sources

used by the sample families for various innovations. The categoriza-

tion of the sources into those of highest, moderate, and lowest

competence is explained in the following sections.

Table 41- COMPETENCE OF INFORMATION SOURCES USED
Ban On, Sample Families, 1968 Crop Year

Scores Received.

(Number of Families)
Innovation 0 1 2 3 4 5

New Rice Varieties 0 30 23 27 8 6
Rice Fertilizer 0 41 20 21 7 5
Rice Insecticide 24 22 7 21 4 6

Non-rice Fertilizer 6 54 8 23 3 0
Non-rice Insecticide 25 39 7 18 2 3
Kenaf 1 77 3 12 1 0

New Mulberry Varieties 8 11 10 41 11 13
New Silkworm Varieties

35 17 3 24 2 13

New Swine Breeds 11 43 5 28 4 3
Vaccination 43 13 5 22 2 9
New Chicken Breeds 43 17 5 24 4 1

Code: 0 = never heard of innovation
1 = used on]y sources of lowest competence
2 = used sources of lowest and medium competence
3 = used on]y sources of medium competence
4 - used sources of highest competence and

other sources
5 = used on]y sources of highest competence
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Most competent sources

The most competent sources of information were agricultural

scientists and extension agents. They might be employed by an experi

ment station, the local or provincial government, or the Bangkok

Bank in connection with its program of supervised credit to farmers.

Moderately cOmpetent sources

Many people were included in this category because they had

advanced education or special access to agricultural information

without having any specific expertise in agriculture.

The three headmen of Ban On were very important sources in

this category. The headman of a Thai administrative Village, of

which Ban On contained three, is elected by his fellow villagers

to serve as the administrative link between the village and the

district government. He reports vital statistics, collects the land

tax, tries to maintain order, and reports village problems to the

appropriate district officials. He adjudicates disputes within the

village and interprets government to the people. He also acts as a

liaison between the villagers and any outside person entering the

village. For this part-time job, he receives 125 baht a month.

Extension agents often chose to work through headmen, since their

popular election indicated that they had influence, and they were

used to working with governmeni:. officials.

The president of the Rice Farmers· Club was another villager

with particularly good access to agricultural information. He was a

teacher in the village school, as well as being a prosperous farmer.
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He took his responsibilities as farm club president seriously, seeking

out farmers to talk to them about the rice innovations and making them

welcome in his house.

The district officer and his assistant were also very in

fluential in agricultural matters, although their specific responsi

bility was in other areas. The district officer was the administrator

in charge of overseeing all the government programs in the district.

Other government officials, laborers at the experiment

station, and merchants were other people who had access to more than

the usual amount of information about innovations, without having

particular training in agriculture.

Various kinds of mass media or impersonal sources of informa

tion were also classed as moderately competent, not because of any

assumption that the information they contained was inaccurate, but

because the one-way nature of the communication increased the proba

bility that the farmer would receive a message other than the one

intended. These sources included radio programs~ either produced

specifically to provide farm information or commercial programs

containing advertisements for agricultural inputs. Written materials

were available, including farm magazines and extension pamphlets,

as well as labels on agricultural inputs such as insecticide.

Demonstration plots existed~ both in the village and at the experi

~e~t stations, Dis~lays of new products and inputs could also be

seen in government offices and at the winter fair.
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Least competent sources

There were many information sources whose competence would

be no greater than that of the average farmer. These included

employers, parents, relatives, friends, fellow farm club members,

and strangers. The few farmers who insisted that they had thought

of an idea by themselves with no outside source of information were

also put in this category. The "parent" category was used only when

the person learned of the innovation as a child. Parents who in

formed their adult, independent children of an innovation were

classed with relatives. The category of "fellow farm club members"

was used only when the information was received in a group discussion

at or after a meeting and the respondent could not remember the names

of any specific informants.

Information Sources and Earliness of Adoption

The correlations of information sources and earliness of

adoption are shown in Tables 42 and 43. Both competence and cos

mopolitanism of information sources were important for the early

adoption of both types of fertilizer and the two silk innovations.

In the case of non-rice fertilizer, friends, who would ordinarly be

the least competent and cosmopolitan sources, were negatively related

to early adoption. The positive correlation for relatives on the

same innovation is more difficult to explain. For the silk innova

tions, several individual sources had positive correlations, including



Table 42. INFORMATION SOURCES AND EARLINESS OF ADOPTION: PART I
Ban On, Sample Families

Kendall Rank Order Correlations

Information Sources
Innovations Competence Cosmopolitanism Friends Relatives Ag. Radio District Officers

NeH Rice Variet:~es .0087 .0937 -.0972 .0574

Rice Fertilizer .2870** .2900** -.0143 .0626

Rice Insecticide .1752* .1278 a N.S.N.S.

Non-rice Fertil:izer .1692** .1421* -.2207**2 .1608*

Non-rice Insecticide .1131 -.0375 N.S. N.S. N.S.

Kellaf .0244 .0311 .3333* -.1059

New ~lulberry Varieties .3326** .3611** -.0331 -.0499 .1695**

New Silkworm Varieties .3246** .3334** N.S. N.S. .2530**

New Swine Breeds .0838 .2637 .3225* -.0691

Vacdnation .3759** •0912 N.S. N.S •

New (~icken Breeds .2376-- •1325 N.S • N.S.

*2
**2

* Significant at
** Significant at

Significant at
Significant at

.05 level

.01 level

.05 level with two-tailed test

.01 level wi.th two-tailed test

~.S. = non-sig~ificant. After the original correlations were run, an error was discovered in the
program which produced correlati.ons higher than the real ones for rice insecticide, non-rice
insecticide, new si~Torrns, vaccination, and new chickens. Since the direction and approximate magnitude
of the error could be estimated~ it was not considered necessary to run new correlations for factors
whose previous correlation had been non-significant in a positive direction. These are designated by
N.S.

......
G\
Vl



Table 43. INFO~ffiTION SOURCES AND EARLINESS OF ADOPTION: PART II
Ban On, Samnle Families

Kendall Rank Order Correlations

Innovations Headman
Fa.rm Club
PresiQent

Non-ag.
Officials

Information Sources
Non-a.g. Ag. Demon-
Mass Media strations

Extension Agents
Provincial Local

New Rice Varieties

Rice Fertilizer

Rice Insecticide

Non-rice FertiJ.izer

Non-rice Insecticide

Kenaf

-.0557

-.1198

.0566
N.S. a

.0950

.0243 .0856 -.0749

.0320

.1135

.1794*

New Mulberry V~rieties

New Silkworm Verieties

New Swine Breeds

Vaccination

New Chicken Breeds

.0771

.0455

.1250

.1512

.1757** .1947**
.2465**

.1497*

.0967

.2765*

* Significant at .05 level
** Significant at .01 level
*2 Significant at .05 level with two-tailed test

*u2 Significant at .01 level with two-tailed test

aN. S. = non-significant. See footnote on preceding page.

~
0"\
0"\



local and provincial extension agents, agricultur~l demonstrations,

and district officers.

Other innovations were influenced by competence but not by

cosmopolitanism. These included rice insecticide, vaccination, and

new breeds of chickens. The only specific source related to any of

these was local extension agents with respect to vaccination. This

would indeed be a source that was highly competent, but not

cosmopolitan.

Two innovations for which local influences predominated were

new swine breeds and kenaf. For both of these, the only significant

correlation was with friends. Early adoption of new rice varieties

was not related to any information source. Non-rice insecticide was un

related to competence and cosmopolitanism, but was related to using the

provincial extension agents as a source of information.

In analyzing these results, it appears that competence and,

to a lesser extent, cosmopolitanism were important for innovations

that were introduced by the government, while friends were important

information sources for two innovations that were introduced without

government programs. The close relationship between competent

information sources and government programs was almost inevitable,

since villagers had ve~J few ~hances to come in contact with highly

competent information sources that were not connected with the govern

ment.

Almost as interesting as the significant results were some of

the non-significant ones. Mass media, either government-sponsored or

commercial, were ineffective in inducing early adoption. They were
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seldom cited by an adopter as his only information source, but seemed

to supplement information learned in other ways. Another interesting

result was the lack of influence on early adopters of the headmen and

the farm club president, although they were consulted by large numbers

of later adopters. These results are consonant with what others have

discovered about the two-step flow of information (Rogers, 1962)

in which some individuals seek new information from sources their

fellows do not use. They try these innovations, while their less

venturesome fellows wait to get their information from these leaders.

Opinion Leadership

Key communicators are individuals who serve as information

sources for many people in the community. Such people are often

called gate-keepers (Lewin, 1947:330-333) because they form a link

between sources of information outside the community and inter

personal communication networks within the community. A man who

travels often to the Provincial Capital, or a vi11a~e headman who

attends meetings which other villagers may not attend is a gatekeeper.

Opinion leaders, on the other hand, are individuals who

influence the opinions and actions of others. Opinion leaders may

influence people about many thin~s, about one special matter such as

agriculture, or perhaps even about single innovations. Katz and

Lazarsfe1d (1966:332-334) found that opinion leaders for different

matters among women in Decatur, Illinois, were rarely the same people.
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Others (Rogers, 1962:208) have speculated that opinion leaders in tradi-

tional communities will be more likely to be general opinion leaders

such as village headmen who are expected to give advice on all subjects.

Many studies subsequent to the Decatur study assumed that

opinion leadership was never fragmented at a level lower than that

of a subject area, and they accordingly abandoned the careful pro-

cedure followed in that study. Katz and Lazarsfeld had interviewed

each woman about a specific change in behavior in the recent past,

asking her who had most influenced her decision to make the change.

Subsequently, they questioned the supposed opinion lead~r about the

conversation in which she had influenced the respondent. Later

studies often used general questions about a subj ect area: whose

advice do you seek most often about new agricultural methods? Such

1 t - d . 1 di 1genera ques ~ons can pro uce very ms ea ng answers. In a

traditional community, one does not have occasion to request informa-

tion about new agricultural methods regularly, nor would one neces-

sarily go to the same person each time. Pressed for an answer, a

Thai farmer would most definitely give one, wishing to be polite.

The probability that he would choose a headman or some other important

man is very great. They are the first people he would think of.

lOne recent study reports using the following question to
determine opinion leadership in farm credit: "If you needed credit to
buy land, which other farmer would you ask about how to obtain it?"
(Roge~s7 1969:22h), Such a ~uestion might be answered by giving the
interv~ewer the n~~e of the local moneylender. Furthermore, if the
farmer had never borrowed money to buy land, he may not have the
vaguest idea who he would approach. In many cultures, he will not
admit that he does not YJlOW; he simply will give a plausible answer.
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For this reason, it was decided to follow the method employed

in the Decatur study in some respects. Each group of family in-

fluentials was asked what person had influenced their decision to

adopt or to reject each innovation that they had heard about.

Opinion leaders were not contacted, however, unless they were not

in the original sample, as it was decided that many people might

influence others without remembering a specific instance, particu-

larly if the opinion leader talked to many people.

Hishing to avoid the troublesome general word "influence,"

ithiphon,l the researcher chose to ask the question, "Who helped

you the most to decide whether or not to use ?"

The question was written in the Northeastern dialect. A pretest re-

vealed, however, that the word "help" was interpreted by the

respondents as referring to physical or financial aid. Thus, the

common response was, "No one helped me, I bought it myself." It was

therefore decided to ask about all of the information sources con-

sulted before the decision was made to use the innovation. Those

used by a family which later adopted the innovation were credited

with one degree of opinion leadership for that innovation, unless it

lA study in progress in Thailand used the question, "Who in the
village has the most influence on your decisions about agricultural
matters?" The word ithiphon used in the question specifically refers
tc ger.e~~l pove~ ~~d i~flue~ce, 8nd is not generally modified in
ordinary usage. Thus, the farmer answering the question would pay
little attention to the qualification, and tend to name a headman or
other powerful man of high status. Informal communication with the
researcher in that project indicated that the "opinion leaders" dis
covered in this fashion numbered but one or two in each village.
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was obvious that the information source had provided a negative opinion

of the innovation, in which case rejection would result in one addi

1tional degree of opinion leadership for that source.

Opinion leadership in this study was thus considered to be a

continuum, a quality which could be quantified, if only ordinally.

Thus, a family which was consulted only twice about a given innova-

tion had less opinion leadership than one which was consulted twelve

times about that innovation. Key communicatorship was similar to

opinion leadership, but differed from it in that no account was taken

of the subsequent action of the families which consulted a given

source. Thus, to use an example from Table 39, The Rice Farmers'

Club President's opinion leadership score for new rice was 22, but

his key communicatorship score was 26. He was a very persuasive

informant.

From this information, we may determine whether there were

indeed ~ene~al opinion leaders for agriculture in Ban On. Table 44

shows the rank correlations between opinion leadership for the various

innovations. The zero correlations for insecticide on rice and new

chicken breeds indicate that there were no village opinion leaders

for either of these innovations. The correlations between all of the

other innovations except new swine breeds were positive and highly

significant. Even opinion leadership for new swine breeds was highly

correlated with that for new rice varieties and rice fertilizer, new

lIn fact only one information source for one innovation, Police
man S. for herbicide on rice, was such a negative opinion leader.
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Table 44. OPINION LEADERSHIP: MATRIX OF CORRELATIONS
Ban On, Sample Families

Kendall Rank Order Correlations

Innovation Numbers
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

I. New Rice Varieties
2. Rice Fertilizer **
3. Rice Insecticide 0 0

4. Non-rice
Fertilizer ** w* 0

5. Non-rice
Insecticide ** ** 0 **

6. Kenaf ** ** 0 ** **

7. New Mulberry Varieties ** ** 0 ~* ** **
8. New Silkworm Varieties ** ** 0 ** ** ** **

9. New Swine Breeds ** ** 0 N N N ** N
10. Vaccination 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
II. New Chicken Breeds ** ** 0 ** ** ** .~* ** N 0

** = Correlation significant at .01 level
N ::: non-significant correlation
0 = correlation equal to zero. This occurs because

rice insecticide and vaccination had no opinion leaders
in the village.
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mulberry varieties, and livestock vaccination. General opinion leaders

for agriculture, then, did exist in Ban On.

General opinion leadership scores were computed by adding the

opinion leadership scores for each innovation. l Thus, using the

example of the farm club president in Table 39 again, his scores of

22 for new rice varieties, 21 for rice fertilizer, three for rice

insecticide, one for non-rice fertilizer, four for kenaf, two for

new mulberry varieties, one for new silkworm varieties, one for new

swine breeds, and one for new chicken breeds were all added together

to produce a general opinion leadership score of 56.

Opinion Leadership and Earliness of Adoption

A family that has a key connnunicator is likely to try innova-

tions earlier than other families simply because it can learn about

such innovations earlier. A family with greater opinion leadership is

likely to try innovations earlier if its opinion leadership is posi-

tive, that is, if it has a favorable opinion of innovations. As only

one instance of negative opinion leadership was noted in the village,

and as this same opinion leader was very pleased with a number of other

lIncluded in the measure of general 0p1n10n leadership were
herbicide on rice, and sweet corn, innovations eliminated from con
sideration in this study. The only opinion leader for the first was
Policeman S., who was also an opinion leader for a number of other
i!'_"!o'!etions, The most important opinion leader for corn was also an
opinion leader for other innovations. Of the other four corn
leaders, one was consulted by two families, and the remaining three
by one each,
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innovations, it was hypothesized tha~ general opinion leadership

would be positively related to the earliness of adoption of innova

tions in Ban On. Table 45 shows the correlations of key communicator

ship and opinion leadership with the earliness of adoption of the

various innovations.

Key communicators were early adopters of all of the rice

innovations and all of the silk package innovations.

Opinion Leaders were early adopters of all of the innovations

in the rice and silk packages, and of animal vaccination as well.

Thus, the families which influenced others in their adoption

of innovations were early adopters of those innovations promoted by

the government, but did not adopt other innovations, even such profit

able ones as insecticide, kenaf and new swine breeds, any earlier

then other families.

It is possible that these men served as mediators between the

government and various groups of people within the community. ~{hen

these men approved a government program, people responded. On the

other hand, kenaf and new swine breeds which were not introduced by the

government, had few opinion leaders within the village. They were,

as it were, re-introduced time after time by various people returning

from other places, or by an outsider like Mr. Si who directly in

fluenced many people by growing kenaf near the village.
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Table 45. OPINION LEADERSHIP AND EARLINESS OF ADOPTION
Ban On, Sample Families

Kendall Rank Order Correlations

No. of Times Family was Consulted about Innovations
By Anyone By Adopters

Innovation (Key Communicator) (Opinion Leader)

New Rice Varieties .1381* .2034**
Rice Fertilizer .1509* .1743*
Rice Insecticide .2427** .2479**
Rice Package .1876** .2276**

Non-rice Fertilizer .0526 .1036
Non-rice Insecticide .0842 .0861
Kenaf 0.0 .0341

New Mulberry Varieties .1963** .1802**
New Silkworm Varieties .2005** .1353*
Silk Package .1840** .1293*

New Swine Breeds .0641 .1152
Vaccination .1133 .1749*
New Chicken Breeds .0126 .0241

* Sip;nificant at
** Significant at
*2 Significant at

**2 Significant at

.05 level

.01 level

.05 level with two-tailed test

.01 level with two-tailed test
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Comparisons ~~th Other Studies

Table 46 compares the findings of this chapter with those of

six other studies made in developing countries. A brief description

of each of these studies can be found in Appendix I. The plus sign

(+) indicates a positive correlation with the adoption measure used,

the negative sign (-) a negative correlation. N.S. indicates a non

significant correlation. A blank space indicates that the variable

was not considered in a given study.

Wealth and competence of information sources were the most

generally related socioeconomic characteristics. They were considered

by most of the studies, and were significantly related to adoption

behavior in all of these. The India study used a level-of-living

scale which was more a measure of consumption than of wealth, and

the Thailand I study used a measure of exposure to movies and radio

rather than of competence of information sources. Despite these

differences, however, the general importance of wealth and competence

of information sources is clear.

Opinion leadership was also generally important in adoption

behavior, thQugh only two of the studies considered it. Education or

literacy was positively related to adoption of innovations in five

of the six studies which considered it.

Age, however, shows no consistent pattern. Older people

adopted silk innovations in this study, but younger heads of house

holds in Guatemala used more innovations in the study year, while age

was not related to present or past use of innovations in the Thai

land I study in Central Thailand.
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Table 46. SOCIOECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS AND ADOPTION OF INNOVATIONS
Seven Studies in Developing Countries

Study
Character- This Thailand Thailand Thailand Guate-
istic Study I II III mala India Colombia

Age a N.S.+

Education + +b + + + N.S.

HealthC + + + + +d +

Information
+fSourcese + + + + +

Opinion
Leadership + +

aSilk innovations only

bLiteracy measure

cAssets and Equities

dLevel-of-living scale

eCompetence of sources used to learn about innovations

f Exposure to movies and radio
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The variety of measure of adoption of innovations used in these

different studies prevents a more detailed comparison of the findings.

It seems likely that wealth, education and oompetent information

sources are generally related to the adoption of innovations. As

has been seen in this study, however, age and education of family

members other than the head of the family may be important determi

nants of adoption of some innovations. If innovations are not aggre

gated into scales, and if families are not considered to be indivisible

atoms, one can acquire a better understanding of the process of adop

tion, for it necessarily involves family decision-making with respect

to specific innovations.



CHAPTER VII

ORIENTATIONS AND EARLINESS OF ADOPTION OF INNOVATIONS

Orientations are groups of factors which reflect the family's

orientation to various phenomena. Fatalism and cosmopolitanism, for

example, reflect the family's orientation to the phenomenal world in

general. This orientation may affect the adoption of agricultural

innovations because these innovations are designed to manipulate the

environment. Other factors which may affect the family's adoption of

innovations are those groups of factors reflecting family orientations

to markets, to transportation, to credit, to risks and to innovations.

Fatalism

Fatalism is the belief that man cannot affect his future.

Foster (1962:44-47) characterizes the traditional rural community as

nurturing fatalism. Peasants, he points out, have very little control

over the forces affecting their lives--weather, laws, taxes, and

market conditions cannot be influenced by the farmer. Peasants'

efforts to improve their life often fail. Frequently, in fact,

government agencies and others who attempt to help them fail to do

so (Niehoff, 1966).

There are many evidences of a fatalistic viewpoint in Ban On.

Ghosts and spirits of various sorts were feared and propitiated.

Suggestions that people take health or safety precautions were often

met with the remark, "If it's your time to die, J'OU die."



On the other hand, there was evidence that, at least in the

realm of agriculture, men relied considerably on their own practical

efforts to influence events. Traditional agricultural rituals were

conspicuous by their absence. One day a man cut rice leaves to feed

his horse. Other villagers said that the proper thing was to leave

the rice intact until harvest time, when the first leaves would be

offered to the rice spirit, but they added that most of the younger

people did not follow these customs.

The one important agricultural festival celebrated in the

area was Bun Bqng Fai, at which rockets are fired to bring rain.

Several years before, some people in Ban On had been killed by a

falling rocket and since then the district officer had forbidden

rockets to be fired there. No one in Ban On exoressed the opinion

that the village would thereby lose its rainfall. Some villagers

organized a large ordination ceremony, and some built a rocket to

take to another village, but both activities seemed to be motivated

as much by a desire to participate in the festive season as by a

~~of~~gM.

In answer to a question about a rice disease, although many

interesting and varied answers were given, no one named spirits or

gods or any non-natural force as the reason for the disease. Most

people named insects of various sorts. The cure most often named

~as insecticide. This seems quite different from their approach to
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human disease, which was often felt to be caused by spirits.

In general, the villagers did not seem to find any conflicts

between their religion and beliefs about spirits on the one hand, and
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the practice of modern agriculture and other participation in the

modern world, on the other. In fact, they tended to have a positive

belief in the ability of man to control his environment. The follow-

ing attitude scale was developed to measure this belief.

1. If we don't have water we can correct this by irri~ation. (+)
2. There's no way at all to control diseases and inse~ts. (-)
3. Grasshoppers are natural--let them alone, you shouldn't

kill them. (-)
4. Our future will be brighter if we learn new methods of

farming. (+)
5. I don't have any way at all to increase my rice yield. (-)
6. Success in rice-farming, for the most part, depends on

luck--there's no way a farmer can change his luck. (-)

Statements followed by (+) were scored as follows:

Strongly disagree •.•••• 1
Disagree. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
No opinion•.•••••.•.••• 4
Agree. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5
Strongly agree .••••••.• 7

For statements followed by (-) the scoring was reversed with one

point given for "strongly agree" and seven points for 11 strongly

disagree." The scores were then added, so that the maximum for this

scale ~as 42 and the minimum was six. Table 47 shows the scores re-

ceived by influentials.

Table 47. SCORES ON ATTITUDE SCALE "MAN'S
CONTROL OVER NATURE"

Ban On, Sample Family Influentials, April 1969

Score

Less than 12
12-15
16-19
20-23
24-27
28-31
32-35
36-39
40-42

Total

Number of People

a
5

14
12
27
36
20
57
11

182
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It was predicted that a high score on this scale would be positively

correlated with early adoption of innovations.

Fatalism and Earliness of Adoption

Table 48 shows that belief in the mutability of nature was

important for only a few innovations, and primarily for influentials

playing minor roles. Of those playing major roles, the man's belief

was related to the earliness of family adoption of the efficient

rice fertilizer and the inefficient new chickens, while the elder's

belief was related to adoption of only the new chickens. Among minor

influentials, the woman's belief was positively related to the earli

ness of adoption of several rice innovatious and insecticide on

non-rice plants. That of the minor landowner was related to the same

rice innovations and to new chickens. That of the younger influential

was related to only the rice package and new rice varieties.

While fatalism did not seem to be the general outlook in Ban

On, women tended to be more fatalistic than men, and minor landowners

more so than major landowners, possibly because they had less control

over 'That happened to them. Families with less fatalistic wives or

minor landowners tended to adopt the rice innovations earlier than

those with more fatalistic ones. Hopeful wives used insecticide in

their gardens.

A st~cn~ belief in ~~n's ~bility to tame nRture may thus have

led a family to adopt an inefficient innovation. Only eight families

adopted new breeds of chickens, though 62 started farmin~ before they
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Table 48. ATTITUDE TOWARD MAN'S CONTROL OVER NATURE
AND EARLINESS OF ADOPTION

Ban On, Sample Families
Kendall Rank Order Correlations

Landowners
Innovation Men Homen Major Minor Elder Younger

New Rice Varieties .0994 .1930** .0183 .2625** .1074 .2280**

Rice Fertilizer .1425* .1348* -.0077 .1904** .1078 .1210

Rice Insecticide -.0034 -.0256 .0060 -.0295 -.0424 .0126

Rice Package .0669 .1494* -.0692 .2046** .0408 .1502*

Non-rice
Fertilizer .0214 .0582 .0036 .0464 -.0152 .0755

Non-rice
Insecticide -.0722 .1464* -.0648 .1165 .0503 .0764

Kenaf -.1936 -.0448 -.0357 -.0371 .0901 -.2038

Ne'! Mulberry
Varieties .0825 -.0463 .0818 -.0555 .0953 .0574

New Silkworm
Varieties .0569 -.1272 -.0710 -.0107 -.0498 -.0068

Silk Package .0866 -.0983 .0051 -.0214 .0232 -.0243

New Swine Breeds -.0148 .0783 .0841 .0667 .1842 -.0261

Vaccination .0572 .0833 .0020 .0336 .0046 .0764

New Chicken
Breeds .1708* .1276 .0205 .2365** .1793* .1346

* Significant at .05 level
** Significant at .01 level
*2 Significant at .05 level with two-tailed test

**2 Significant at .01 level with two-tailed test
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were introduced. It seems that the adopting families had men and

elders who had a much greater faith in man's ability to overcome

natural obstacles than their neighbors, a faith they needed, in view

of the lamentable record of the chickens.

Cosmopolitanism

Cosmopolitanism is the degree to whi ch an individual's orienta

tion is external to a particular social system (Rogers, 1962:182-183).1

One of the indices of cosmopolitanism is the amount of traveling the

individual does, and the places he goes.

Northeastern farmers are quite mobile, and those of Roi Et

province are especially so. More fertile provinces of the Northeast

have numerous immigrants from Roi Et, some of whom go ~ masse to set

up new villages. The province regularly loses more people than it

gains in these migrations.

Ban On was no different in this respect. Of the 182 influentials

interviewed, only 41 were born outside the province. Twenty-one of them

had come to Ban On as bridegrooms.

Seventy-four influentials, however, had made at least one

trip to one of the four maj or Northeastern towns,
2

while 59 had made

at least one trip to Bangkok. Many families went to Ranong in South-

east Thailand in the off-season every year to work in sawmills and on

~ogers and others refer to this characteristic as
cosmopoliteness.

2Khonkaen, Udorn, Korat and Ubon.
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farms, while many men went into the Northeastern towns to work as pedi-

cab drivers, and into other provinces to do farm labor or to plant

kenaf. Some of these men returned only at the most crucial times of

rice-growing, such as planting and harvesting.

Cosmopolitanism and earliness of adoption

Cosmopolitans are likely to adopt innovations earlier than

others. Studies reviewed by Rogers (1962:182-3) indicate that this

is so for the United States. Certainly, a person whose orientation

is external to the village is likely to be more aware of and receptive

to innovations than one whose interests are more local.

This study includes measures of the cosmopolitanism of places

lived, which was scored in the same manner as the cosmopolitanism of

info~ation sources, the number of trips per month to Chatu, the

number of trips per year to Roi Et, the number of trips in one's life

to the major Northeastern towns, the number of trips in one's life to

Bangkok, and a weighted additive score of visits, in which the number

of trips to each place is weighted by the distance of that place in

1kilometers from Ban On. It was predicted that each of these measures

would be positively correlated with earliness of adoption.

Tables 49 through 54 show the relevant correlations.

lAs the four major Northeastern towns were different distances
from Ban On, they were given the arbitrary weighting of 125 kilometers.
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Table 49. COSMOPOLITANISM OF PLACES LIVED AND
EARLINESS OF ADOPTION

Ban On, Sample Families
Kendall Rank Order Correlations

Landowner
Innovation Men Women Major Minor Elder Younger

New Rice
Varieties .1358 .1026 .1030 .1555* .1194 .1647*

Rice Fertilizer .0767 .1503* -.0144 .1466* .0866 .0667

Rice
Insecticide .0479 -.1021 -.0779 .0623 .0510 .0564

Rice Package .0278 .1288 -.0168 .1311 .0532 .0735

Non-rice
Fertilizer .0184 .0567 -.0256 .0923 .0511 -.0010

Non-rice
Insecticide .0541 .1538* .0173 .1512* -.0390 .1164*

Kenaf -.1318 .1328 -.2066 .0951 .0357 -.1043

New MUlberry
Varieties -.1104 -.0400 -.2182**2 .0738 -.1540*2 .0156

New Silkworm
Varieties -.1869*2 -.2445**2-.1987**2 -.1806*2 -.1794*2 -.1973**2

Silk Package -.1132 -.0937 -.2667**2 .0772 -.2002**2 .0019

New Swine Breeds
-.1347 .1833 .0114 .0152 -.0415 .0150

Vaccination -.1173 -.1346 .0134 -.2707**2 -.1772 -.1478

New Chicken
Breeds .1527* .0391 -.0023 .2013* .0365 .0204

* Significant at .05 level

** Significant at .01 level

*2 Significant at .05 level with two-tailed test

**2 Significant at .01 level with two-tailed test
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Table 50. FREQUENTY OF VISITS TO CRATU AND
EARLINESS OF ADOPTION

Ban On, Sample Families
Kendall Rank Order Correlations

Landowners
Innovation Men Women Major Minor Elder Younger

New Rice
Varieties .0983 -.0521 -.0494 .0956 -.0774 .2002**

Rice Fertilizer .0564 -.0410 -.0814 .0717 -.0317 .0609

Rice
Insecticide .0674 .1801** .0567 .1785** .0536 .2135**

Rice Package .0887 -.0358 -.0638 .0901 -.0642 .1373*

Non-rice
Fertilizer -.1771*2-.0497 -.0616 -.2242**2 -.1475 -.1065

Non-rice
Insecticide .0402 .1098 .0939 .0074 .0194 .1474*

Kenaf .4753** .0887 .3857* .0191 .2637 .0559

New Mulberry
Varieties .0832 -.1347 .0590 -.1687*2 -.0050 -.0478

New Silkworm
Varieties -.0513 -.0693 -.0132 -.1307 -.0129 -.1222

Silk Package .0025 -.1372 -.0003 -.2013**2 -.0423 -.0944

New Swine Breeds .0565 -.1853 .1470 -.1226 .1111 -.1801

Vaccination .0609 .0295 .0939 -.0223 .0193 .1090

New Chicken
Breeds .2054* .1351 .0769 .2050* .1759* .0190

;< Significant at .05 level

** Significant at ,01 leVf~l

*2 Significant at .05 level with two-tailed test

**2 Significant at .01 level with two-tailed test
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Table 51. FREQUENCY OF VISITS TO ROI ET AND
EARLINESS OF ADOPTION

Ban On, Sample Families
Kendall Rank Order Correlations

Landowners
Innovation Men Women Major Minor Elder Younger

New Rice
Varieties -.0517 -.1054 -.1421 .0300 -.0921 .0381

Rice Fertilizer .0679 -.1655*2 -.0959 -.0564 -.0641 -.0718

Rice Insecticide -.0118 .0806 -.0739 .1325* -.0641 .1419*

Rice Package -.0147 -.1913*2 -.1533*2 -.0347 -.0880 -.0455

Non-rice
Fertilizer .0607 .0674 .0672 .0347 -.0374 .1703*

Non-rice
Insecticide -.0054 .1623* .0910 .0359 -.0252 .2178**

Kenaf .2649 .0985 .2351 .0559 .1827 .1497

New Mulberry
Varieties .1261* -.1122 .0694 -.0650 .0172 -.0289

New Silkworm
Varieties .1105 -.0658 .0513 -.0186 -.0623 .0922

Silk Package .0428 -.1797 -.0274 -.0794 -.0623 -.0468

New Swine Breeds .0648 -.0467 .2082 -.1289 .1765 -.0755

Vaccination .1703* -.0246 .1561 -.1741 .0955 -.0955

New Chicken
Breeds .1860* .1306 0.0 .2540** .1990* .0206

* Significant at .05 level

** Significant at .01 level

*2 Significant at .05 level with two-tailed test

**2 Significant at .01 level with two-tailed test
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Table 52. NUMBER OF VISITS TO MAJOR NORTHEASTERN
CITIES AND EARLINESS OF ADOPTION

Ban On, Swmple Families
Kendall Rank Order Correlations

Landowners
Innovation Men Women Major Minor Elder Younger

New Rice
Varieties .0502 .0643 -.0276 .1387* .0385 .1043

Rice Fertilizer .1441* -.0402 .0407 .0232 .0544 -.0006

Rice
Insecticide .1013 .0760 -.0040 .2367** .0780 .0759

Rice Package .0596 .0444 -.0256 .0868 .0685 .0197

Non-rice
Fertilizer .0965 .3211** .0917 .2344** .0296 .2632**

Non-rice
Insecticide .0243 .3830** .0525 .2282** .1352 .1462*

Kenaf .1964 .2187 .2195 .1208 .2480 .1019

New Mulberry
Varieties .1727* -.1601*2 .1335'); ~.1060 .0775 -.0501

Silk Package .1471* -.1835;~·2 .0548 -.0842 .0140 -.0239

New Swine Breeds .3777* .1725 .4703** .1429 .4377** .0882

Vaccination .1320 .1724* .1232 .0492 .2223* -.0825

New Chicken
Breeds .1548* .0341 -.0890 .2902** .1313 .0151

* Significant at .05 level

** Significant at .01 level
*2 Significant at .05 level with two-tailed test

**2 Significant at .01 level with two-tailed test
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Table 53. NUMBER OF VISITS TO BANGKOK AND
EARLINESS OF ADOPTION

Ban On, Sample Families
Kendall Rank Order Correlations

Landowners
Innovation Men Women Ma"or Minor Elder Younger

New Rice
Varieties .0983 .0522 -.0973 . 0973 .1036 .0302

Rice Fertilizer .0197 -.0688 -.0021 -.0184 .0752 -.0628

Rice
Insecticide .0469 .1817** -.0776 .2529** .1302* .0802

Rice Package .0838 -.0009 -.0312 .0345 .1029 -.0647

Non-rice
Fertilizer -.0492 .2954** -.0416 .1236 -.0632 .1776**

Non-rice
Insecticide .0168 .2672** .0349 .1210 .1015 .0548

Kenaf -.0291 0.0 .0334 -.0910 .2596 -.2460

New Mulberry
Varieties .1594* .0246 .0124 .1045 .0774 .0046

New Silkworm
Varieties -.0751 -.0689 -.0823 -.0894 -.0991 -.0911

Silk Package .1601* .0127 -.0380 .1763** .0308 .0989

New Swine Breeds .2383 .0983 .2620 .1240 .3483* .0540

Vaccination -.0848 .0536 -.0431 -.0967 .0612 -.1967

Ne'l>T Chicken
Breeds .1659* -.1070 -.1811*2 .2955** .0082 .0597

* Significant at .05 level

** Significant at .01 level

*2 Significant at .05 level with two-tailed test

**2 Significant at .01 level with two-tailed test
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Table 54. ADDITIVE SCORE OF VISITS AND EARLINESS OF ADOPTION
Ban On, Sample Families

Kendall Rank Order Correlations

Landowners
Innovation Men Women Major Minor Elder Younger

New Rice
Varieties .0611 -.0567 -.0562 .0641 -.0076 .0499

Rice Fertilizer .0982 -.1219 -.0418 -.0508 -.0262 -.0642

Rice
Insecticide .0334 .1814** -.0506 .2231** .0436 .1267*

Rice Package .0384 -.1174 -.0945 .0009 -.0050 -.0404

Non-rice
Fertilizer .0232 .1390* .0301 .0974 -.0194 .1995**

Non-rice
Insecticide .0204 .2307** .0612 .1395 .1075 .1413

Kenaf .0690 .1156 .1126 .0885 .2436 -.0262

New Mulberry
Varieties .1809** -.1205 .0604 -.0304 .0553 -.0641

New Silkworm
Varieties .0489 -.0488 .0321 -.0506 -.0879 .0641

Silk Package .1513* -.1657*2 -.0400 .0011 -.0195 .0060

New Swine Breeds .4017** -.0140 .3028* .0941 .2611 .1306

Vaccination .0585 .0653 .0695 -.0709 .1552 -.1725

New Chicken
Breeds .1672* .1406 -.1001 .2887** .1202 .1018

* Significant at .05 level

** Significant at .01 l~vel

*2 Significant at .05 level with two-tailed test

**2 Significant at .01 level with two-tailed test
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New rice varieties and rice fertilizer were adopted earlier

by families whose minor influentials had come from other places,

particularly if the man of the family had made many trips to large

Northeastern towns. Rice insecticide, though, was adopted by

families whose minor influentials went to Chatu frequently.

Non-rice fertilizer and insecticide were adopted by families

whose minor influentials made many trips to large Northeastern towns.

As the vegetable enterprise was usually managed by minor influentials,

this relationship is easy to understand.

Kenaf was adopted earlier by families whose men and major

landlords went to Chatu frequently, and thus were more aware of the

local experiences with the crop.

The silk package innovations were generally adopted earlier

by families whose influentials had been born in the village, but

whose men traveled outside of Chatu district and thus were able to

learn more about these innovations.

New breeds of swine were adopted earlier by families whose major

influentials had traveled to the major Northeastern towns, while

vaccination of animals was adopted by those families whose men traveled

often to Roi Et. Information about livestock was best available in

other provinces, while information abo~G vaccination was locally ob

tainable.

New breeds of chickens were adopted earlier by families whose

men and minor landowners traveled to any of these places more.

Generally, families in which the woman and sometimes other

minor influentials traveled more adopted rice insecticide and non-rice

. ,.-
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fertilizer and insecticide earlier. Those families in which the men

traveled more adopted new !!!Ulberry varieties, the silk package, new

breeds of swine, vaccination and new breeds of chickens earlier.

Different places were important for different innovations.

Thus, travel to Chatu was related to early adoption of rice insecticide,

while travel to maj or Northeastern towns was most important for non

rice fertilizer and insecticide, as well as new breeds of swine.

Travel to places outside Chatu District was important for the silk

package and animal vaccination.

It can be seen that while place of birth and cosmopolitanism

were related to the early adoption of innovations in Ban On, they

were related differently to different innovations. For some innova

tions, the women's cosmopolitanism was important; for others, the

men's was. Acquaintance with Bangkok was not as important as acquaint

ance with the wider Northeastern Region in most instances. In some

cases, acquaintance with Chatu was the only important factor.

other Indications of Modernity

Occupations

Although Ban On was primarily a rice-growing village, many of

the farmers derived some income from non-agricultural sources.

Table 55 shows the sources of income for the sample as a whole.

Approximately 73 percent of the total income of the sample

families during the 1968 crop year was from entrepreneurial activities.

TIle other 27 percent was primarily from ~agcs end fees (Teble 56).



Table 55. INCOME FROM VARIOUS SOURCES
Ban On~ Sample Families ~ 1968 Crop Year

Source Amount (baht) Per Cent

Agriculturea
441~410 69

Home Enterprisesb
45~706 7

Miscellaneous c 146,466 24

TOTAL 633~282 100

~nc1udes raising crops and livestock; hunting; fishing;
gathering herbs and wild vegetables; and raising silk
worms, together with spinning the silk.

bInc1udes weaving silk and cotton cloth; making pillows
and mattresses; weaving baskets and bamboo wa1ling~

making farm implements and fishing equipment for sale;
milling rice; buying farm produce for resale in Roi Et;
selling sundries; making clothing for sale; makind and
selling sweets and fermented fish; and carpentry.
Does not include income derived from the manufacture----of' liquor. This occupation, 1egal:Is" reserved to the
government~ is followed by many villagers, but no
direct questions were asked about it.

CIncludes income from lending money or rice, wages for
work done outside the village, professional salaries~

money from fami:Is" members away from home, gifts~ and
winnings from legal or illegal lotteries.

194
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Table 56. INCOME EARNED FROM WAGES AND FEES
Ban On, Sample Families, 1968 Crop Year

Type of Work

Agriculture
Wages for Farm Labor

Home Enterprise
Labor and Services in
village for others

Miscellaneous
Out-of-village labor
Professional work
Interest on loans
Gifts
Illegal lottery

Total Miscellaneous

TOTAL

41,840
33,930
32,400
22,423

4,475

Amount (baht)

7,849

18,605

135,068

171,522

The most important of these sources was wage labor outside of the

village. In fact, 44 families received such income, ranging from 300

to 3000 baht. Professional income was large, but was divided among

three families only, one of which, with two school principals, took

the bulk. The other two had a policeman and a village headman.

Interest on loans was received by 18 families, but one family re-

ceived 40 percent of the amount. Gifts, which included bride prices,

begging and gifts from boyfriends as well as from relatives, were

received by 20 families. Approximately 60 percent of the amount,

however, was received by one family as a bride price for a daughter

betrothed in the 1968 crop year.

Labor and services in the village provided money for 31

families, the largest amount any single family received being but 1500

baht, all others being under 1000 baht. Wages for farm labor were
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received by 20 families, three of which received 57 percent of the

1total amount. Winnings from illegal lotteries were reported by

ten families.

Many of the categories seem to be exclusive, or nearly so.

Thus, none of the families receiving professional salaries received

any money from out-of-village labor, and only seven of the 18

interest-receiving families did. Wage labor, in and out of the

village, seemed to be the most important source of supplementary

income for most families, while professional salaries and interest

p8\)llI1ents were important in a few families. In fact, professional

salaries provided the basis of the wealth of some of the leading

families in the village, being a sure source of income which never

decreased, and thus an island of stability in the midst of the wildly

fluctuating agricultural fortunes of the village. Even in a good

year, they provided a third or more of the income of such families.

There were thus two categories of 'Work which might reflect

external contact and modernity, namely out-of-village labor and pro-

fessional work. Professional work was carried on by too fe.... families

to justif'y us:i.ng it as a measure, but out-of-village work was engaged

in by people in almost half of the sample families. It is reasonable

to suppose that most of them did much the same sort of work, such as

pedicab driving or common labor, and that the wages they earned were

village work would be a reflection of the e.mO'l!.'1t of time spent in

outside of the village.

lOne of these three families dug 65 wells for others during
the 1968 crop year.
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Another indication of the modernity of a family is the

modernity of its supplementary occupations, or the extent to which

they require involvement with some aspect of the modern world. All

families in the sample grew rice and practiced some other agriculture,

and made farm implements and fishing equipment. Most wove cotton and

silk. Any other occupations carried on by family members were supple

mentary ones. Table 57 shows the supplementary occupations of Ban On

Sample families, and the number of families whose most modern supple

mentary occupation was in each category. Two-thirds of the sample

families had supplementary occupations.

Radio and Proximity to Roads

Radios and roads are links to the outside world. Those

families that own radios or are near to main roads are thus in closer

contact with the outside world, and might be expected to be more

open to new ideas. Ownership of radios and proximity of the family

house to one of the two main roads in Ban On were thus considered

measures of family modernity. One-half of the sample families owned

radios.

Modernity and Earliness of Adoption

Modernity was hypothesized to be related to earliness of adop

tion. Families which were more modern and in -Detter coni:;aci:; wHh tilt:

outside world would naturally be exposed to more new ideas, and would

also be more inclined to accept them.



Table 57. MODERNITY OF SUPPLEMENTARY OCCUPATIONS
Ban On, Sample Families, 1968 Crop Year
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Most Modern
Supplementary Occupation

No supplementary occupation

Traditional labora

Traditional professionb

Traditional labor or profession
with modern aspects c

Modern service or labord

Moderu Profession
e

Number of
Families

33

4

16

24
14

3

SWork involving few special skills, including
digging, cutting trees, making sweets and fermented
fish, quilting mattresses, and weaving bamboo
'Walling.

b
Includes money lenders, rice lenders, practitioners

of traditional medicine, carpenters, coffin-carvers,
salt makers, and traders in salt, betel (areca nut),
tobacco, and chili.

clncludes soldiers, barbers, headmen, folk opera singers,
storekeepers, seamstresses, road workers, construction
'Workers, and traders in pigs, kenaf, kapok, cattle,
buffalo, and lac.

~ncludes occupations that did not exist until re
cently, namely, rice mill laborer, saw!lli.ll laborer,
tapioca mill laborer, movie theater 'Worker, pedicab
driver, and ice cream seller.

elncludes rice mill operator, policeman, teacher, and
injection doctor.
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Table 58 shows the relevant correlations for Ban On. Neither

out-of-town labor nor modern supplementary occupations was related

to the adoption of more than one innovation. Each of these innova-

tions, however, was an effective one which had not been promoted by

any of the agricultural groups. It is thus possible that people

with such occupations adopted these innovations earlier because they

sought them out, unlike the people who adopted government innovations

earlier.

Radio ownership was related to early adoption of many innova-

t ions, but most of these innovations were also related to tot.al

equities. Crude partial correlationsl indicate that the correlations

of radio ownership with early adoption of new mulberry and silk de-

crease when the effect of total equities is controlled. It is thus

much more likely that ownership of radios is a sign of affluence than

that it is one of greater use of radio. The insi,gnificance of radio as

an information source for early adopters seems to corroborate this

interpretation. Such a lack of a relationship for past adopters of

innovations does not indicate that radio is not a potentially effective

source of information, however, Owners of radios do listen to them

constantly and could be taught about innovations if the programs were

interesting.

People who were closer to the main roads adopted mulberry and

:::ill~ p:.cl~:::.t;e e2:1ie!', p!'obe.bly bec8.u..!3e they were more accessible

to the extension agents and because they could see what was happening

lusing Tau values rounded to the nearest tenth.
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Table 58. MODERNITY AND EARLINESS OF ADOPTION
Ban On, Sample Families

Kendall Rank Order Correlations

Out-of-town Modern Closeness to
Innovation Work Occupation Radio Main Road

New Rice Varieties -.0729 .0565 .1937** -.0050

Rice Fertilizer .0039 .0232 .0760 .0355

Rice Insecticide .0500 .0097 .1557* .0573

Rice Package -.1197 .0405 .0347 -.0367

Non-rice
Fertilizer .0587 .0501 -.0288 -.1259

Non-rice
Insecticide .1937** .0006 -.0690 -.2467**2

Kenaf -.1260 .3527* .3819* .0541

New Mulberry Varieties .0621 .0727 .3470** .1701**

New Silkworm Varieties .1162 -.0901 .3040** .1124

Silk Package .1171 -.0154 .2870** .1326*

New Swine Breeds -.1935 .0721 .1642 -.0898

Vaccination .0511 .0338 -.2061*2 -.2363*2

New Chicken Breeds .0091 .0690 -.0165 -.1968

* Significant at .05 level

** Significant at .01 level

*2 Significant at .05 level with two-tailed test

**2 Significant at .01 level with two-tailed test
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at the site of the new mulberry plots. On the other hand, people who

were farther from the main roads adopted non-rice insecticide and

vaccination earlier, probably because they had less to fear from

thieves than did those close to the road.

Orientation to Markets

Orientation to markets is a cluster of factors which consists

of the attitude toward acquisition of wealth, perceptions of the rice

market, knowledge of market requirements for various products~ and

commercialization of family agricultural enterprises.

Attitude Toward Acquisition of Wealth

Desire for economic gain varies from individual to individual,

and, possibly, from culture to culture. Studies of modern peasant

communities reveal that many peasants have very limited aspirations

for wealth (Lewis, 1964).

The rice-farming people in Ban On were quite interested in

economic gain. Of the 182 family influentials interviewed, only ten

scored less than 30 on the following scale measuring their attitude

toward acquisition of wealth, though the maximum possible score was

42, and the minimum possible was six:

1. It's good to seek a large profit. (+)

2. If we have a large income from selling rice, we're
afraid robbers will come and steal it. (-)

3. Farmers should try to farm so that they get a
large income and seek a larger profit. (+)

4. Having a large income is important: we can then
buy many things besides food. (+)
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5. The most important thing in rice-farming is seeking
a profit. (+)

6. I want to get the same amount of rice I harvest every
year. I don't think I' 11 look for a wa:y to get more
than that. (-)

Attitude toward acquisition of wealth and earliness of adoption

When attitudes toward acquisition of wealth differ greatly

among individuals, as one might expect them to in a village in which

an earlier view of social and economic status as stable and permanent

was being challenged, one might expect an individual who has a more

favorable attitude toward economic gain to urge his family to adopt

innovations earlier, particularly if those innovations seem to him to

be economically effective.

In Ban On, however, most people agreed that economic gain was

good. As a result, adoption of innovations was affected very little

by family influentials' attitudes toward acquisition of wealth. (See

Table 59.) Both early and late adopters believed in piling up treasure

on earth, but they used different means of seeking it.

Perception and KnOWledge of Markets

A person's perceptions of an object are his interpretations of

the various stimuli which his sensory organs receive from that object.

His knowledge or awareness of the object can be determined, albeit
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Table 59. ATTITUDE TOWARD ACQUISITION OF
WEALTH AND EARLINESS OF ADOPTION

Ban On, Sample Families
Kendall Rank Order Correlations

Landowners
Innovation Men Women ~or Minor Elder Younger

New Rice
Varieties -.1307 .1327 -.2074**2 .2079** -.1095 .0871

Rice Fertilizer -.0427 .1018 -.1378 .1271 .0233 -.0160

Rice
Insecticide -.0564 .0411 -.0845 .0992 -.0911 .0769

Rice Package -.1354 .1050 -.1755*2 .1053 -.0850 .0127

Non-rice
Fertilizer -.0645 .0955 -.0118 .0113 -.0578 .0833

Non-rice
Insecticide -.0227 .0988 .0593 .0019 .0254 .0520

Kenaf .0101 .0278 -.0896 .0969 .1417 -.1410

New Mulberry
Varieties .0913 .0402 .0529 .0820 .0367 .1139

New Silkworm
Varieties -.0430 .0649 -.0765 .1274* -.1163 .2149**

Silk Package .0889 .0843 .0605 .1171 .0641 .1508*

New Swine
Breeds -.0615 .1861 .2656 .0424 .3895** .1017

Vaccination -.0735 .0212 -.0776 -.1114 -.1783 .0200

New Chicken
Breeds .0719 .1311 .0288 .1556* .2467** .0924

* Significant at .05 level

** Significant at .01 level

*2 Significant at .05 level with two-tailed test

**2 Significant at .01 level with two-tailed test
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crudely, by comparing his perceptions with those of one who has expert

1knowledge of the object.

The Rice Market

There were no marketing co-operatives in the village, although

some villagers acted as buyers of various pl'oducts. Each ftwdly thus

bought and sold individually.

Rice could be sold in the village to rice-poor families, to

village middlemen, or to the family of the two school principals, which

owned the largest rice mill in the village and bought some rice for

milling and resale. It could also be sold to shopkeepers in Chatu or

Roi Et for resale to the large Roi Et mills. Finally, it could be

sold to the large mills directly. The prices offered by the mills

were somewhat better than those offered by the various middlemen.

Most of the rice-growing people in Ban On felt that rice was

easy to sell, for 149 of the 182 family influentials interviewed said

that it was "easy" rather than "hard" or "very hard." They were less

sanguine about the price of rice: 81 found it "low," 82 found it

"fair," but only 19 found it"good. "

Many of the family influentials in the sample knew about

profitable rice markets. Eighty-one said they would sell an increased

harvest of rice to a Roi Et middleman but did not mention any better

~owledge end perception have been variously defined; psycholo
gists are far from agreement on this subject. Rather than provide a
lengthy review of the various opinions~ which would be out of place
in this work. the author has merely stated the definitions which he
used in this study.
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market, while 54 mentioned selling it to a Roi Et mill, the best pos-

sible market. Ban On's location on a highway linking two provincial

capitals made it possible for villagers to ship their rice in trucks

provided by the mills, and many families availed themselves of this

possibility.

Market requirements

Prices offered for some products were higher for products of

better quality, though usually the difference in price was small at

the farm level. l In this study, villagers' knowledge of the qualities

buyers desired in rice, silk and swine were considered as possible

factors in the adoption of innovations. 2

Glutinous rice.--Although three of the shops which bought rice

had no criteria for grading it, the remaining two shops and four mills

named a number of qualities they preferred. These qualities, in order

of the number of buyers mentioning them, were large grains, good weight,

long grains , unadulterated rice, rice that mills white, rice that mills

unbroken, rounded grains, and San Pa Tong government variety. Ban On

farmers had a very poor knowledge of these requirements, receiving a

median score of only three on an additive scale weighted by the number

IA report on marketing margins and channels for agricultural
products in the Northeast (Ministry of Agriculture, 1968:24-25) indi
cates that gra<iing of pi"od:u.cts beccw.cs ~ore precise 80S they move up
through the different levels. It is least precise at the farm level.

2Rice was an important crop, and. "tne price differentials were
large for silk and pigs. Although kenaf was also an important crop,
most farmers gre...- it in the s e.me way.. and used no improved practices.
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of shops mentioning each qualHy, 'though the possible total score was

15. This ignorance might be explained by the impressionistic grc.d.ing

of some of the shops, and by the reluctance of buyers to explain

grades to the farmers. They often preferred the simpler practice of

tampering with the scales when weighing inferior rice.

Silk thread.--Few Ban On families sold silk threat, but those

who did sold it in Roi Et. The two Roi Et shops and the weaving mill

all agreed that fine thread was preferable, while two of them also

specified few lumps, and one shop preferred a light color. While 87

Ban On families were aware that fine thread was desired, none of them

knew that the weaving mill required a finer thread than the Ban

Phai market but paid less for it. A few women had tried to sell silk

to this mill and had been so annoyed at the low price offered that they

had brOUght their silk home again, but they did not understand why the

price was low.

Swine.--Ban On families who raised swine sold all but one in

1968, most of them to buyers in the village. These buyers bought

swine by the head, and resold them to one of the three Roi Et buyers.

While villagf: buyers ifere not questioned, the Roi Et buyers were. They

explained that they paid a standard price per kilogram of adjusted

weight, which they calculated by deducting weight for various faults.

All three deducted 15 to 20 per cent for sows and local breeds of gilts,

30 per cent for boars, 10 per cent for barrows that were either thin

or of local breedS, and 5 per cent for barrows of new breeds that

weighed more than 150 kilograms.
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Fifty-five Ban On families knew at least one of the qualities

preferred by all three of the buyers, but few were aware of more. This

lack of knowledge can be explained by the probable ignorance of village

buyers, the reluctance of the Roi Et buyers to explain their deductions

to farmers for fear of angering them, and the confusion among the Roi Et

buyers about the requirements of the Bangkok market. Since the market

system did not provide clear information at any stage, buyers offered

lower prices in order to cover unpredictable losses caused by myster

ious deductions of weight by the people to whom they sold.

Perception and knowledge of markets and earliness of adoption

One might expect fa70rable perceptions of markets to induce

families to enter them, and good knowledge of those markets to help

them benefit from such an action. If the families in the village had

differing perceptions and knowledge of such markets, one might expect

those who entered the markets and learned to thrive in them to adopt

innovations earlier as an aid to success. It was thus hypothesized

that perceptions of rice-selling and knowledge of market requirements

and profitable markets for rice were positively related to the adoption

of ri ce innovations, and that knowledge of market requirements for silk

thread and swine were related to adoption of the silk innovations and

new breeds of swine respectively.

In Ban On~ perceived ease of selling rice was not related to

adoption of the rice innovations, for most people thought rice was easy

to sell, but landowners and elders who thought the price of rice was

fair did live in families that adopted rice innovations early (Table 60).
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Table 60. PERCEPTIONS OF SELLING RICE AND
EARLINESS OF ADOPTION

Ban On, Sample Families
Kendall Rank Order Correlations

Landowners
Innovations Men Women Major Minor Elder Younger

Ease of Selling:

New Rice Varieties .0131 -.0723 -.0724 -.0228 -.1274 .0692

Rice Fertilizer -.0552 -.0552 -.1920*2 .0699 -.1496 .0476

Rice Insecticide .0721 .1527* .1647* .0323 .1742* .0618

Rice Package -.0430 -.0539 -.1844*2 .0542 -.1869*2 .0446

Fairness of Price:

New Rice Varieties .0478 .0569 .0753 .0076 .1784* -.0456

Rice Fertilizer .0878 .0864 .1890** .0286 .1865* .0248

Rice Insecticide -.0411 .0067 -.0551 .0622 .0447 -.0379

Rice Package .0604 .0665 .1188 .0054 .1392 .0214

* Significant at .05 level

** Significant at .01 level

*2 Significant at .05 level with two-tailed test

**2 Significant ~t .01 level with two-tailed test
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Similarly, minor influentials' knowledge of profitable rice markets

was related to early adoptions of rice innovations (Table 61).

Knowledge of market requirements, however, was not related to

early adoption of relevant innovations (Table 62). Most influentials

in Ban On sample families had the same amount of knowledge of market

requirements. They knew the basic grades of silk thread, but very

little requirements for rice and pigs. Thus, this knowledge did not

affect their relative earliness of adoption.

Commercialization of Family Agriculture

The best available measure of the commercialization of family

agriculture was the amount of glutinous rice sold as a percentage

of the amount produced. All the families in the sample grew gluti-

nous rice, as it was the staple crop, and ventures into market usually

started with the sale of surplus rice. In addition, rice was also the

most important commercial crop. While, as might be expected, this

measure was related to total family equities, the relationship was

barely significant at the 5% level.

Other measures of commercialization were sales of crops and

crop products, sales of livestock and livestock products, and farm

cash expenditures. Most of these were highly correlated with total

equities. 1

~ile the correlation of total equities with percentage of
glutinous rice sold was .1156, it was .1830 with livestock sales and
.2880 with farm cash expenditures. The last two were significant at
the 1% level.



Table 61. KNOWLEDGE OF PROFITABLE RICE MARKETS
AND EARLINESS OF ADOPTION
Ban On, Sample Families

Kendall Rank Order Correlations
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Landowners
Innovations Men Women Major Minor Elder Younger

New Rice Varieties .0672 .1408~ .0314 .1657* .0077 .2411**

Rice Fertilizer .0049 .0804 -.0409 .1230 -.0588 .1679*

Rice Insecticide .0574 .0955 .0736 .1528* -.0079 .1622*

Rice Package .0397 .1040 .0147 .1098 -.0407 .1885*

Table 62. KNOWLEDGE OF MARKET REQUIREMENTS
AND EARLINESS OF ADOPTION

Ban On, Sample Families
Kendall Rank Order Correlations

Innovations

New Rice Varieties
Rice Fertilizer
Rice Insecticide
Rice Package

Non-rice Fertilizer
Non-rice Insecticide
Kenaf

New Mulberry Varieties
New Silkworm Varieties
Silk Package

New Swine Breeds
Vaccination
New Chicken Breeds

Glutinous Rice Silk

-.1352
-.0191
-.0214
-.0835

-.0087
-.0105
-.0185

Pigs

.0668

Total Score

.0009

.1760*

.0411

.1196

.0629
-.0683
-.0804

.0149
-.0416

.0096

.1019
-.1249

.1472*

* Significant at .05 level
** Significant at .01 level
*2 Significant at .05 level with two-tailed test

**2 Significant at .01 level with two-tailed test
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Most Ban On families sold very little, though they spent

some money on inputs. Sixty-six sample families sold less than ten

per cent of their glutinous rice crop, 58 sold less than 1,000 baht

worth of crops and crop products, and 54 sold less than 1,000 baht

worth of livestock and livestock products in the 1968 crop year.

Only 13 families sold silk, though 51 produced it. On the other hand,

though 45 families spent less than 1,000 baht on cash farm expenses in

1968, 30 of these families spent more than 400 baht, mostly for chemical

fertilizer. Some families, of course, sold and bought much. One

family sold 80 per cent of its rice crop, while another sold 23,000

baht worth of livestock and livestock products, mostly swine.

Commercialization and earliness of adoption

Families who sell more of their products and buy more inputs

are more involved in markets, and thus may respond more to the incentives

prc".d.ded by those markets. It is reasonable to suppose that such

families will adopt innovations earlier, particularly if they are

economically efficient ones. It was thus hypothesized that the per

centage of glutinous rice sold and farm cash expenditures, as indi

cators of general farm commercialization, were positively related to

early adoption of economically efficient innovations. Similarly, it

was hypothesized that the value of crops and crop products sold was

livestock p:,:",:,'ducts sold to that of livestock innovations, and that of

silk thread sold to that of silk innovations.
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Commercialization was related to early adoption in Ban On

(Table 63). Although the value of crops and crop products sold and

that of livestock and livestock products sold were related to very few

innovations, all other measures were significantly related. The per

centage of glutinous rice sold, although not related to early adoption

of many of the rice innovations, was rela.ted to early adoption of four

other innovations, three of them economically effective ones. The value

of silk thread sold was positively related to early adoption not only

of the silk innovations, but also of new breeds of swine and chickens.

This value was a good indicator of family agricultural commercializa

tion, as silk was a traditional product which was almost always in

surplus. Those who actually sold it were thus those who sought markets

more actively. Finally, farm cash expenditures were highly correlated

with early adoption of every innovation except animal vaccination, an

innovation even non-commercial rice farmers could appreciate when it

saved their water buffaloes.

Although one-sixth of all cash farm expenditures in 1968 was

spent on fertilizer, indicating that expenditures and fertilizer use

in that year would be highly correlated, one cannot necessarily con

clude that those who bought and used the most fertilizer in 1968 were

also the earliest to adopt it. Furthermore, though farm cash expendi

tures were highly correlated with total family equities, they were also

seems logical to conclude that percentage of glutinous rice SOld, value

of silk thread sold, and farm cash expenditures were general measures of

family commercialization that. were related positively to early adoption

of economically effective innovations.



Table 63. COMMERCIALIZATION AND EARLINESS OF ADOPTION
Ban On, Sample Families

Kendall Rank Order Correlations

Innovations

New Rice Vari.eties
Rice Fertili~;er

Rice Insectic:ide
Rice Package

Non-rice Fertilizer
Non-rice Inse:cticide
Kena!

New Hulberry Varieties
New Si1k}Torm Varieties
Silk Package

New Swine Bre:eds
Vaccination
Ne'., Chicken Breeds

Value of
Crops and
Crop Products
Sold in 1968

.0466
-.0050

.1312*

.0341

.1208*

.1143

Value of
Livestock and
Livestock
Products
Sold in 1968

.1030

.1501*

.0947

.2557

.0793

.0331

Value of
Silk
Thread
Sold in 1968

.2818**

.2001**

.2521**

%of Glutinous
Rice
Sold in 1968

.1066

.1095

.2160**

.1458

.0065

.0700

.5157**

.1360*
-.0417

.0541

.3677*
-.2072*2

.1576*

Farm Cash
Expenditures
in 1968

.1958**

.1933**

.1715**

.1522*

.1407*

.1748*

.3968*

.2150**

.1215*

.1861**

.3697*
-.0154

.2117**

* Significant at .05 level
** Signific:ant at .01 level
*2 Signifieant at .05 level with two-tailed test

**2 Significant at .01 level with t1.o-tai1ed test

r\)

I-'
W
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Orientation to Transportation

Orientation to transportation is a cluster of factors relating

to individual perception of the transportation system. These consist

of perceptions of availability of transport, sophistication of trans-

port, sllfficiency of transport and fairness of transport cost.

As the people of Ban On had sold farm outputs such as rice

long before they began to buy inputs such as fertilizer, it was

thought that they might perceive transport for inputs and outputs as

being different. In fact, transport for people and goods of all sorts

was provided by numerous motor vehicles, the most conunon of which was

essentially a truck with benches along the sides and an open space for

cargo in the middle. One of these bus-trucks passed through the

village approximately every half-hour between 7: 00 a. m. and 5: 00 p.m.,

and would take rice or other crop products to Roi Et, or bring ferti-

1izer or other inputs from Roi Et. In addition, a number of these

busses were owned by drivers who 11ved in Chatu, and who 'Would hire

them to farmers for moving large amounts of goods.

Most people were aware of the possibility of transportation.

Of the 182 inf1uentials questioned, 174 said that it was possible to

transport surplus rice to the market, while 158 said that it was

possible to transport fertilizer and rice seed to the village.

r~hermore, they were aware -_....
.LUVto':) \oil

sophisticated means of transportation. When asked hO'"W' they would

transport them, 172 mentioned transporting rice by motor vehicle,
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vhile 154 mentioned transporting :fertilizer and rice seed by the same

means.

Most people who vere aware of a means of transportation felt

that it vas SUfficient. One hundred twenty-eight influentials felt

that rice transportation was sufficient, and 126 felt that transporta

tion for fertilizer and rice seed vas sufficient.

Most people felt that the price of transport vas fair. It was

usually approximately 2 baht in 1968 for one bag of fertilizer or rice.

This price vas considered a fair one for rice transport by 111

people, and for fertilizer and rice seed transport by 109 people. Only

11 considered it was expensive for rice, and six for fertilizer and

rice seed.

People in Ban On, then, generally were aware of the possibility

of transporting rice and fertilizer, knew they could use the bus-trucks

for this purpose, felt that there were enough of them, and found the

price of transport reasonable.

Orientation to Transport and Earliness of Adoption

If there are differences in the orientations of individuals

to transportation, these differences could affect the earliness of

adoption of innovations. Certainly, individuals in Ban On who were un

aware of the possibility of using trucks to carry their rice to Roi Et

might be adamantly opposed to producing more rice than they could

reasonably hope to keep in their granary for family use. Likewise,

those who thought there were not enough trucks, or who believed the

price of transport was too high, would not be illteresteQ in buying inputs

to increase rice production.
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In f'act, so many people were aware of' the aVailability of rice

transport, and so many knew of the sophistication of rice and input

transport that these measures were assumed to be unrelated to earli

ness of' adoption, and were thus not considered. As the inputs and

outputs involved the rice enterprise, it was hypothesized that the

remaining measures were positively related to adoption of the rice

innovations.

Few patterns were evident in the resulting correlations (Table

64) • Landlords and elders who were aware of input transporta.tion and

considered it adequate lived in families which adopted rice insecticide

earlier. However, since only ten f'amilies adopted this innovation, such

a finding is not very meaningf'ul. Similarly, men and landlords who

considered rice transportation adequate lived in families which

adopted new rice varieties earlier. Finally, there were virtually no

correlations between perception of transport price fairness and earli

ness of' !:I.doption. In sum, orientation to transportation was not

important in explaining adoption behavior in Ban On.

Orientation to Credit

Orientation to credit is a cluster of factors consisting of'

the attitude toward borrowing money, and perception and knowledge of

credit sources.
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Table 64. TRANSPORTATION ORIENTATION AND
EARLINESS OF ADOPTION

Ban On, Sample Families
Kendall Rank Order Correlations

.1067
-.1178
-.0202
-.0654

.1016 .0923

.0244 - .1087

.2171** -.0753

.0630 -.0246

.0775

.0865

.0427

.0882

Elder Younger

.0187 -.0293
-.0323 -.0047

.1358* .0066
-.0010 .0624

.0338
-.0093
-.0468

.0438

.0162
-.1500

.0265
-.0963

Landowners
Major Minor

.1497*

.0481

.0413

.0862

.0836 .1566*
-.0229 -.0916

.1659** -.0062

.0249 .0074

WomenMenInnovations

Availability of' Input Transportation:
New Rice Varieties -.0243 .0564 .0139
Rice Fertilizer -.1310 .0908 -.0224
Rice Insecticide .0132 .1321* .1507*
Rice Package -.0531 .1179 .0478

Adequacy of' Rice Transportation:

New Rice Varieties .2684**-.0784
Rice Fertilizer .0765 -.1547
Rice Insecticide .0957 -.0431
Rice Package .1355* -.1356

Adequacy of' Input Transportation:
New Rice Varieties .1183 .1030
Rice Fertilizer -.1064 -.0024
Rice Insecticide .1010 .0768
Rice Package -.0041 .0165

Fairness of Price of Rice Transportation:
New Rice Varieties .0592 -.0535 .0181
Rice Fertilizer -.0693 -.0537 -.0468
Rice Insecticide -.0183 -.0780 -.1278
Rice Package -.0094 -.0459 .0119

.0093
-.1035

.1162
-.0555

.0811 -.0030
-.0521 -.1355
-.1549*2 .0164

.0679 -.0671

New Rice Varieties , AoA*.....-"" .....

Rice Fertilizer -.0837 -.0079 -.0941 -.0127
Rice Insecticide .0214 .1104 .0561 .0417
Rice Package -.0345 .0589 -.0548 .0827

.0800

.0189
-.1398*

.0503

.0426
-.1517
-.0274
-.0072

* Significant ~t .05 level
** Significant at .01 level
*2 Significant at .05 level with two-tailed test

**2 Signif'icant at .01 level with two-tailed test
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Attitude Toward Borrowing Money

People in Ban On traditionally borrowed money when they were

in need. They borrowed rice to keep them until harvest time, and

they borrowed cash for necessary ceremonies, such as ordinations,

weddings, and funerals. They did not borrow money for production unti:

fairly recently, however. Most of the family influentials interviewed

had quite negative attitudes toward borrowing money. The following

attitude scale, measuring the strength of this attitude, was ad

ministered to the 182 influentials: l

1. I don I t like to borrow money because we might lose
the land we use as security. (-)

2. Borrowing money 'tnll make us lose face. ( - )
3. Farmers shouldn t t borrow money. ( - )
4. Usually, if we borrow money, that t s not proper

at all. (-)
5. People who borrow money are usually poor people. (-)
6. Usually, rich people borrow money to use in business,

such as in buying labor-saving equipment. (+)

On this scale, where the maximum possible score was 42 and the

minimum, six, 101 people received a score lower than 20.

Attitude toward borrowing money and earliness of adoption

Many farmers in Ban On did not have enough cash to be able to

buy inputs without using credit. If a person disapproved of borrowing

money, however, he might not use credit even if it were available at

in the scale influenced the result. It was extremely difficult to
find positive statements about borrowing money, and most of these were
eliminated in the rigorous pre-tests involved in the development of the
scale. See Appendix III.
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reasonable rates. Thus, it was hypothesized that attitude toward

borrowing money, as measured by the above scale, was positively re-

1ated to early adoption of agricultural innovations.

This attitude, however, did not seem to be related to adoption

of innovations in Ban On (Table 65). If anything, negative attitude

toward borrowing was important. Major influentia1s who disliked

borrowing money lived in families that adopted rice insecticide and

kenaf earlier. As rice insecticide was often given free, while kenaf

seed was gotten from neighbors and kenaf land borrowed from the govern

1ment, credit was not a necessity for using these innovations.

Surface attitudes toward borrowing were overwhelmingly nega-

tive in the village, but such attitudes did not prevent many families

from buying fertilizer on credit either from merchants, or· if pos-

sible, from the Rice Farmers' Club, or from taking production loans

from Bangkok Bank. It seems likely that the purchase of fertilizer

on credit was not considered to be 'luite the same as borrowing; thus

it would be 'luite possible for a man who disapproved of borrowing to

buy ferti1i zer on credit without giving ita second thought.

Perception and Knowledge of Credit Sources

There were several sources from which a Ban On farmer could

get credit. He could borrow rice from fellow villagers, paying from

five to ten thang interest at harves time for every ten thang of rice

,
-rarmers often came to consider such land their own.
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Table 65. ATTITUDE TOWARD BORROWING MONEY AND
EARLINESS OF ADOPTION

Ban On, Sample Families
Kendall Rank Order Correlations

Landowners
Innovations Men Women Major Minor Elder Younger

New Rice
Varieties -.0725 .0471 -.0393 .0299 -.0746 .0426

Rice Fertilizer -.0194 .1185 .0742 .1078 .1135 .0711
Rice

Insecticide -.1902"'*2-.0551 -.1391 -.0819 -.2229**2 .0287
Rice Package -.0736 .1384* .0056 .1054 .0005 .0962

Non-rice
Fertilizer .0877 -.0194 .0310 .0285 .0770 .0013

Non-rice
Insecticide -.0159 .0341 .0169 .0279 .0607 .0045

Kenaf -.3049 -.3273 -.5179**2-.1836 -.4254*2 -.2342

New Mulberry
Varieties -.0387 -.0024 -.0349 .0269 -.0772 .0344

New Silkworm
Varieties -.0381 -.0975 -.1003 -.0527 -.0095 -.1387

Silk Package -.0555 -.0108 -.0270 .0063 -.0420 -.0051

New Swine Breeds -.2728 -.0214 -.3102 -.0130 -.2867 -.0257
Vaccination .1072 -.0498 .1302 -.0473 .0597 .0300
New Chicken

Breeds .1819* .0538 .1394 .0937 .1040 .0673

* Significant at .05 level
** Significant at .01 level
*2 Significant at .05 level with two-tailed test

**2 Significant at .01 level with two-tailed test
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borrowed. All rice was payable at harvest, so this standard rate re

flected the growing scarcity of rice in the village as the harvest

approached. He could also borrow money from fellow villagers, paying

interest at the rate of five per cent a month if he was a friend, or

ten per cent a month if he was less well-acquainted with the lender.

Finally, he could buy fertilizer on credit from a shop, often

p8\Ying as much as 145 baht for an 85-baht bag of 16-20-0 in 1968, or

get an advance p~nt for his kenaf or rice crop.

If he was privileged to be a member of an agricultural group,

he could get low-cost credit. He could buy fertilizer on credit from

the Rice Farmers I Club at 100 baht for an 55-baht bag in 1968, or he

could borrow money through the Bangkok Bank Farmers' Club at an

interest rate of 12 per cent per annum.

Many people in Ban On borrmled in the 1968 crop year. Thirty

five sample families borrowed rice in the village, sample moneylenders

had 60,200 baht lent out, 66 families bought fertilizer on credit

from shops or from friends, 23 families bought fertilizer on credit

from the Rice Farmers' Club, and 13 families borrowed money from the

Bangkok Bank.

Although many farmers bought fertilizer on credit either from

shops or from friends who had bought it from shops, only 20 of the 182

influentials mentioned shops as a source of credit for farmers wishing

to buy agriculiural inpuGs. OfGh~s~, all ktLt:W a'bout 'both t;YjjcS of

credit offered, but only four were aware of the proper interest rates

charged. Only 28 influentials mentioned the Rice Farmers' Club as a

source. a.'I1Q only 20 were aware of the exact rates. Thus, many farmers
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who bought fertilizer on credit did not consider such buying a form of

borrowing. On the other hand, 62 influentials mentioned the Bangkok

Bank, and 40 of them knew both what it lent and what interest it

charged.

When all possible credit sources are considered, whether or

not they were directly accessible to Ban On farmers, one finds that

approximately two-thirds of the family influentials knew of at least

one source, while approximately one-half knew of at least one low-

interest source (Table 66). Ninety-three people knew of at least one

source that they considered charged fair interest rates.

Table 66. LEGITIMATE CREDIT SOURCES NAMEDa

Ban On, Sample Family Influentials

Families Mentioning
Number of Sources All Sources Low-Interest Sources

None 66 95

One 45 52

Two 40 30

Three 23 4

Four 8 0

aQuestion: "What pla.ces do you know where a farmer can
borrow money or things to use in purchasing things like
chemical fertilizer to use on his farm?"

Thus, a number of influentials were aware of paces where farmers

might obtain production credit. Of those places accessible to Ban On

farmers, they knew most about the Bangkok Bank, somewhat less about the

Rice Farmers' Club, and the least about shops, largely because an-umber
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of family influentials did not think. of buying fertilizer on credit

as borrowing.

Perception and knowledge of credit sources and earliness of adoption

If few farmers can afford to p8J' cash for expensive inputs such

as fertilizer, as was true in Ban On, one would expect that the greater

the number of credit sources an individual was aware of, the more

likely he would be to obtain a loan and thus to buy these inputs. It

is thus conceivable that his family would adopt that innovation earlier.

Interest rates, however, could be very high in Ban On. It is

possible that very few of the innovations were so effective as to in

crease the value of production by the 60 to 120 percent per annum

charged by village moneylenders. Thus, the greater the number of

lOw-cost ci"edit sources an individual kneu of, the earlier his family

would adopt expensive innovations.

The actions of an individual, however, are not based so much on

what is, as what he perceives to be. Thus, if he knows of a credit

source that he believes charges fair interest rates, he is more likely

to borrow money than if he knows of no source he considers fair. His

perception of fairness of interest rates may thus be related to his

family's early adoption of innovations.
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Knowledge about the various individual credit sourcesl might

well be related to adoption of relevant innovations. Thus, one might

expect families whose influentials knew much about commercial banks

to have adopted livestock innovations early, and those whose influen-

tials knew about the Rice Farmers' Club and shops to have adopted

fertili zer early.

Perception and knowledge of credit sources in general was

very strongly and positively related to the early adoption of certain

innovations (Tables 67-70).

Minor influentials' perception and knowledge of credit sources

was positively related to early family adoption of all of the rice

innovations and new mulberry varieties, while that of all influentials

was related to early adoption of non-rice fertilizer and animal

vacdnation. This was least evident in the correlations with the

number of credit sources named, more evident in those with the number

of low-cost sources named, and most evident in those with the perception

of fairness of interest rates. 2

I Scores for such knowledge were constructed for each source by
giving one point for each type of credit mentioned which the source pro
vides, and one point for naming the correct interest rate fer each type
of credit. One point was given for naming the source, another for
naming the correct type of credit offered by the source, ani a third
for naming the correct interest rate charged by the source for that
type of credit. If more than one type of credit is offered by a given
source, the number of points given for naming the source becomes the
number of credit sources. Thus, one-third or the possible score
derives from awareness of the credit source, one-third fr~m awareness
of the types of credit offered, and one-third from awareness of the
interest rates charged.

21n the case of new mulberry var~e~~es, the relationship was
most ev~dent with the number of credit sources named.
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Table 67. PERCEPTION OF FAIRNESS OF INTEREST RATES

AND EARLINESS OF ADOPTION
Ban On, Sample Families

Kendall Rank Order Correlations

Landowners
Innovations Men Women Major Minor Elder Younger

New Rice Varieties .0454 .1454* .0895 .1604* .0651 .2391**
Rice Fertilizer .0502 .2496** .0229 .2608** .0932 .2670**
Rice Insecticide .0302 .1642* -.0504 .2112** .0434 .1549*
Rice Package .0556 .2615** .0644 .2854** .1348 .3099**

Non-rice
Fertilizer .2173** .2721** .1722** .3208** .2135** .3546**

Non-rice
Insecticide -.0033 .1096 .0163 .1241 .0387 .1883*

Kenaf .1438 .2421 .2579 .1251 .2381 .1292

New Mulberry
Varieties -.0005 .1301* .0774 .1143 .0758 .1239*

New Silkworm
Varieties -.0258 .0114 -.0029 .0561 -.0513 .0961

Silk Package -.0457 .0316 -.0282 .0829 -.0083 .1026

New Swine Breeds .1083 .2207 .1817 .1487 .2430 .0841
Vaccination .2437** .3249** .2121** .2700** .2130** .3208**
New Chicken Breeds .0452 -.1072 -.1884*2 .1290 .0245 -.0612

* Significant at .05 level
** Significant at .01 level
*2 Significant at .05 level with two-tailed test

**2 Significant at .01 level with two-tailed test
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Table 68. NUMBER OF CREDIT SOURCES MENTIONED
AND EARLINESS OF ADOPTION

Ban On, Sample Families
Kendall Rank Order Correlations

Landowners
Innovations Men Women Major Minor Elder Younger

New Rice
Varieties .0186 .1493* .0612 .1358 .0305 .2066**

Rice Fertilizer .0416 .2496** .0584 .2363** .1244 .2636**
Rice Insecticide .1035 .0817 -.0651 .1963** -.0423 .1913¥*
Rice Package .0389 .2663** .0911 .2281** .1228 .2740**

Non-rice
Fertilizer .2654** .2407** .1580* .3271** .2198** .3478**

Non-rice
Insecticide .0862 .0835 -.0117 .1886* .0177 .2307**

Kenaf .1639 .1772 .1981 .1050 .1365 .1486

New Mulberry
Varieties .0886 .1438* .1052 .1529* .0901 .1956**

New Silkworm
Varieties .0237 -.0127 .0260 .0085 -.0005 .0441

Silk Package .0275 .0575 .0200 .1007 .0219 .1551*

New Swine
Breeds .0900 .1814 .1665 .0574 .1645 .0688

Vaccination .1506 .2207* .1923* .1469 .1906* .1835*
New Chicken

Breeds -.0039 -.1475 -.1655 .01l7 -.0402 -.1264

* Significant at .05 level
** Significant at .01 level
*2 Significant at .05 level with two-tailed test

**2 Significant at .01 level with two-tailed test
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Table 69. NUMBER OF LOW-COST CREDIT SOURCES MENTIONED
AND EARLINESS OF ADOPTION

Ban On, Sample Families
Kendall Rank Order Correlations

Landowners
Innovations Men Women Ma.jor Minor Elder Younger

New Rice
Varieties .0546 .2098** .0547 .2572** .0176 .3586**

Rice Fertilizer .0136 .2550** -.0343 .2697** .0301 .3021**
Rice Insecticide .0691 .1415* .0581 .0908 .0431 .1388*
Rice Package .0322 .2664* .0230 .3076** .0461 .3795**

Non-rice
Fertilizer .2573** .1550* .1893** .2069** .1775** .3218**

Non-rice
Insecticide .0747 .0128 .0494 .0566 .0427 .1525*

Kenaf .0917 .1298 .1452 .0360 .1712 .0114

New Mulberry
Varieties .0215 .0822 .0552 .1384* .0434 .1389*

New Silkworm
Varieties .0085 .0396 .0737 .0312 .0162 .0538

Silk Package -.0097 .0139 -.0079 .1130 -.0014 .1219

New Swine
Breeds .1021 .2126 .1459 .2523 .2038 .1861

Vaccination .2675** .2161* .2217* .0981 .1413 .2147*
New Chicken

Breeds .0507 -.0927*2 -.0888 -.0176 .0885 -.1780

* Significant at .05 level
** Significant at .01 level
*2 Significant at .05 level with two-tailed test

**2 Significant at .01 level with two-tailed test
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Table 70. KNOWLEDGE OF SELECTED CREDIT SOURCES

AND EARLINESS OF ADOPTION
Ban On~ Sample Families

Kendall Rank Order Correlations

Landowners
Innovations Men Women Ma.jor Minor Elder Younger

Commercial Banks:

New Rice Varieties .2087** .1062 .1811* .1666* .2086** .2728**
Rice Fertilizer .1897** .1957** .0690 .2841** .1755* .2841**
Rice Insecticide .1420* .1744** .1276* .1362* .1109 .1923**
Rice Package .2243** .1956** .1706* .2642** .2117** .3385**

Non-rice
Fertilizer .1445* .1879** .1340* .1936** .1363* .2563**

Non-rice
Insecticide .1204 .0364 .0878 .0937 .1037 .1819*

Kenaf .3539* .0529 .3539* .0529 .3539* .0529

New Mulberry
Varieties .1070 -.0084 .0578 .1085 .1149 .0623

New Silkworm
Varieties .0703 .0465 -.0056 .0444 .0113 .0472

Silk Package .0276 -.0576 -.0097 .0507 .0512 .0234

New Swine Breeds .4424** .0842 .4696** .1296 .4696** .1296
Vaccination .3503** .2353* .3026** .1283 .1493 .3374**
New Chicken Breeds .1445 -.1656 -.0876 .1064 .1084 -.1435

Rice Farmers' Club:

New Rice Varieties .0395 .1303 .0380 .1735* -.0423 .2137**
Rice Fertilizer .2157** .1641* .1612* .2022** .0938 .2444**
Rice Insecticide .1010 .0928 .1347* -.0145 .0387 .0566
Rice Package .0812 .1622* .0764 .1923** .0179 .2345**

Non-rice
Fertilizer .2457** .0871 .1910** .1531* .1216 .2579**

Non-rice
Insecticide .0056 .0205 -.0512 .1049 -.0492 .0971

Sho~:

New Rice Varieties -.0585 -.0903 -.0962 -.0493 -.0371 -.1520
Rice Fertilizer -.0975 -.1038 -.1590*2 -.0222 .0039 -.0789
Rice Insecticide -.1158 .0028 -.0158 -.0870 -.0970 -.1045
Rice Package -.0305 -.1123 -.0711 -.0728 .0066 -.1303

Non-rice
Fe!"tilizer -,0921 .1792** .0334 .0545 .0698 .0513

Non-rice
Insecticide -.0025 .0153 -.0447 .0634 .0476 .0621

*Significant at .05 level
*·~Significant at .01 level

*2 Significant at .05 level with two-tailed test
**2 Significant at .01 level with two-tailed test
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Knowledge of commercial banks as credit sources by any influen-

tial in a family was strongly and positivelJ,r related to early family

adoption of all of the rice innovations, non-rice fertilizer and animal

vaccination. In addition, such knowledge held by major influentials

was positively related to early family adoption of kenaf and new swine

breeds.

Knowledge of the Rice Farmers' Club as a credit source by

influentials other than the elder was positively related to the early

adoption of rice and non-rice fertilizer as expected. Only the woman's

knowledge of shops aE a credit source, however, was positively rela.ted

to adoption of an innovation, namely non-rice fertilizer. In fact,

landowners who did not consider shops a proper source of production

credit lived in families that adopted rice fertilizer earlier.

Of all of the innovations, rice fertilizer used in proper pro-

portions required the most additional money. Insecticide on rice would

also have required money, but it was sporadically used, and usually

furnished free. Fertilizer and insecticide used on vegetables usually

cost very little. New breeds of swine were only slightly more expensive

than old ones. Kenaf could be gotten without cost, and land for grow-

ing it could be borrowed. Mulberry cuttings were provided by the

mulberry station, as were silkworm eggs.

Thus, the import of the preceding correlations is that the more

-_....-"""~,.. """'~Y'I" .... ;....,.p1,..on+; o,~....v~ "'" __ ~•• ..... .... _ kne~~, :p<>...-ticule.rly t.he mo~e low-cost

ones, and the more just they felt the interest rates to be, the earlier

their families adopted expensive innovations such as fertilizer. The

more any family influential knew about commercial banks and the Rice
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Farmers' Club as credit sources, the earlier the family adopted such

expensive innovations.

Orientation to Risks

Orientation to risks is a cluster of factors consisting of the

attitude toward risk-taking, together with a number of specific risks.

These risks are land held without a certificate, flood and drought

damage to the glutinous rice crop, rice borrowed, animal deaths, and

theft.

Attitude Toward Risk Taking

The people of Ban On were generally moderately in favor of

taking risks. The following attitude scale was administered to the

182 influentials:

1. We might get e. large profit if we dare to do something
before other people. (+)

2. Investing a lot at one time isn't good. (-)
3. I don't dare use the new rice varieties--I'm afraid

they aren't as good as the old ones. (-)
4. Trying to use new methods of farming will give us a

chance to have too great a loss. (-)
5. Farming rice in a w~ that will give a small but

certain yield is better than doing it in a big w~

that might have a loss. (-)

The median of the scores of these influentials was 24, somewhat higher

than the neutral score for this scale, which was 20.

Attitude toward risk-taking and early adoption

Adopting any innovation involves risk to the farmer. If the

innovation has not been tested locally, and if the economic advantages

of the innovation to the farmer have not been determined, the risk to
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the farmer is great. A small farmer living close to the margin knows

that he can just manage to support his family most of the time if he

continues to farm as he has in the past. If he is presented with a

new input Which, he is assured, will increase his rice yield, he

risks his livelihood if he uses it, for it ~ faiL Worse yet, it

~ decrease his yield, hurting him even if he paid nothing for it

initially. As more and more people adopt the innovation, the risk

becomes less. Thus, willingness to take risk is likely to be related

to early adoption of innovations, such as chemical fertilizer on rice,

that require additional money and effort. It might be expected to be

less important for innovations, such as vaccination, which are pro

vided free by the government, and in . 'hich risk of loss without vac

cination is clearly perceived.

Table 71 shows the relevant correlations. A favorable atti

tude toward risk-taking seemed to be important for a few innovations.

Venturesome men, minor landowners, and elders lived in families that

adopted new rice varieties and fertilizer early. Daring younger

influentials and minor landowners lived in those that adopted new

mulberry varieties. One might expect the results to be affected by

wealth, but total equities was related significantly only to the

attitude of the elder: the wealthier the family, the less favorable

the attitude of the elder toward risk-taking. When the effect of

wealth was controlled, the correlation of the elder's attitude with

early adoption of new rice varieties increased from .1929 to .2158.

Thus, it seems that rice fertilizer and the complementary new rice
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Table 71. ATTITUDE TOWARD RISK TAKING AND
EARLINESS OF ADOPTION

Ban On, Sample Families
Kendall Rank Order Correlations

Landowners
Innovations Men Women Major Minor Elder Younger

New Rice
Varieties .1964** .0685 -.0186 .2400** .1929* .1091

Rice Fertilizer .1531* -.0141 -.0845 .1584* .1686* -.0192
Rice Insecticide -.0229 .0419 -.0196 .0315 -.0034 .0303
Rice Package .1184 .0859 -.0574 .2040** .1641* .0415

Non-rice
Fertilizer -.0407 -.0106 -.0413 -.0482 -.0274 -.0316

Non-rice
Insecticide -.1179 -.0509 -.0605 -.1060 .1204 -.2087*2

Kenaf .0088 -.1156 -.1579 .1228 -.1429 .0877

New Mulberry
Varieties .0887 .0543 .0245 .1567* 00564 .1277*

New Silkworm
Varieties -.0291 -.0303 -.0719 .0310 -.0146 .0164

Silk Package .0288 .0154 -.0148 .1096 .0350 .0670

New Swine Breeds -.0772 .0347 -.0252 .1136 -.0191 .0570
Va.ccination -.0051 -.0363 -.0319 -.1227 -.0813 -.0523
New Chicken

Breeds -.1652 .0734 -.0829 .0420 -.0213 .0684

* Significant at .05 level
** Significant at .01 level
*2 Significant at .05 level with two-tailed test

**2 Significant at .01 level with two-tailed test
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varieties were adopted sooner by families with venturesome men, minor

landowners, and elders. These same families adopted mulberry early. 1

Risks Incurred

Land without certificate

Thai law
2

provides for various kinds of land certificates,

denoting varying degrees of land ownership. The three most common are: 3

S9 KhQ 1, which literally means a document to show pro
tection or care of the land. It is issued by the district
office to confirm the individual's occupancy of the land.
The land is neither surveyed nor inspected, and the
certificate-holder cannot dispose of it.

N9 S9 3, literally a document showing ownership. Issued
by the district Office, it confirms that a person, formerly
holding a S9 kh9 1 for the land, is indeed using it pro
ductively. The land is inspected but not surveyed, and the
certificate-holder may not dispose of it.

Chanot Thidin, a title deed issued by the provincial
governor after inspection and survey by the Land Department.
The holder may dispose of the land.

It is probable that no land in Ban On was held tUlder a title

deed, although four families in the sample claimed to have such deeds.

Indeed, illWj~Y of the sample f&~ilies had no certificate at all for much

of the land they controlled (Table 72).

~arliness of adoption of new rice and fertilizer was signifi
cantly correlated with earliness of adoption of new mulberry. That is,
the same families tended to adopt all of them earlier than other
families.

2T"ne Tnai Lwul La.-w and. the ~·ti.ui3tc:::,i~1 O:::-di!l~"!ce cO!lcernine the
Application of the Land Law No. 10, both issued in 1954 as cited in
Yano (1968).

3The first two certificate names are abbreviations. See
glossarj for full name.
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Table 72. LAND CONTROLLED BY SAMPLE FAMILIES
Ban On, 1968 Crop Year

TYPe of Certificate Land (rai) No. of Families

No Certificate 839 63
Sq Khq 1 1163 50
Nq 8q 3 921 38
Title Deed 35 4

TOTAL 2958

Land without a certificate included land that parents had

divided among heirs to whom they had not yet transferred the certifi-

cates, land bought but not transferred, and unused land that had been

cleared but not yet registered.

Many Ban On residents did not consider the distinction between

the various types of certificates important. Some even referred to a

"S9 Kh9 1 title deed," showing that they considered the first certifi-

cate to be equivalent to a title deed. It is quite probable that the

four families who thought they had title deeds actually had So Kho 1.

Lack of a certificate was more often thought to be an advantage

1than a danger, for it obviated payment of taxes on one's land. No one

could take the land because everyone in the village knew who controlled

it. The possibility that an unscrupulous outsider might try to take the

land was not considered. In fact, few disputes seemed to arise over the

l.rhe le.nd tax is approximately one baht per rai.
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use of riceland, though upland, which was often borrowed government

land, occasioned more quarrels, which the headmen tried to settle. l

Regardless of the lew, land held by ",rillagers with or without

certificates was freely bought and sold. None of the legally saleable

land held by families in the sample in April 1968 was sold during the

following year. Nevertheless, these families sold 31 rai and bought 64

rai of land in that year. Thus, all land held by a family m~ be con-

sidered to have been its property.

Despite apparent lack of concern with legal title to land, it

is possible that a family with much of its land unprotected by

certificates might feel less secure and so wait longer before adopting

innovations.

Glutinous rice crop damaged by flood and drought

Rainfall, as has been noted, varied greatly from year to year

and from month to month. The fields, too, were at different elevations.

Although the difference in elevation was often not discernible to the

casual observer, higher fields did not receive sufficient water for

rice cultivation until later in the season, while lower fields might

flood in a wet year. In fact, in the same year, some rice will be

ruined by flood, while other rice will be ruined by drought. In 1968,

which was considered to be a very good year in Ban On, five sample

families lost rice to drought and two to flood. No year, it seems, was

a good year for all people.

,
-Onc attempt to settle a m1.T.ber of such disputes by appealing to

the District Officer led to the mulberry program. See Chapter I.
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Families were asked about the amount of damage from flood

and drought in the past ten years. Of the 92 families that answered

this question, all reported some damage. Their answers are summarized

in Table 73.

Table 73. MEAN PERCENTAGE OF GLUTINOUS RICE
LOST TO DROUGHT AND FLOOD

Ban On, Sample Families, 1959-1968

Percentage Lost No. of Families

1-10 9

11-20 19

21-30 31

31-40 15

41-50 13

51-60 3

61-70 2

No Answer 2

The median was between 26 and 30 percent, and corroborated the general

estimate of villagers that it was normal to lose about a third of one I s

crop. Those who lost more than this, however, may have been reluctant

to try anything new until they were absolutely certain it would work.

Rice borrowed

T'il':: 35
J:'I __ .1"': ...1-_ '\... .. ,..~

J.w.u..L..L.LCO n.LJ.v uu~..\.vW\,;,1ro,4
.;- ,n(:.A '"' ~ .pn"o~ """"'01'01............../_ - ----- -------

risks in the drought year of 1967 and were left with too little rice.

It may be assumed that most of these families would face similar risks

in any bad year, and consequently be more hesitant to try innovations.
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Animal deaths

Few animals other than chickens died in the 1968 crop year.

Chickens, however, died in great numbers. Of a total of 5,434 present

at the beginning of the year, hatched subsequently, or bought in the

year, more than 3,000 died. Fifty-eight families attributed the death

of their chickens to cholera, three to pul10rum, six to C" ·.1er diseases,

four to attacks by animals, and one each to eating of rubber bands,

accident, smothering and an unknown cause.

Those families who lost a greater percentage of their chickens

each year would probably have been quite unwilling to raise new

varieties of chickens, or to adopt any other innovation related to

chickens, such as vaccination.

Theft

Ban On was not in an area troubled by terrorists, but farmers

were plagued by thievery, both of the petty sort committed by less

scrupulous neighbors and of a more serious nature committed by pro-

fessiona1 thieves. Government policemen were few. There was one

station iu ~~atu District, from which perhaps ten to fifteen po1ice

men1 made their rounds. They concentrated on crimes of violence and

large thef'ts which were brought to their attention, but they were un-

able to d~ter crimes by their presence, as there were so few of them.

J..rwo of these policemen live in Ban On, which might be thought
to be safer than other villages for this reason. Chatu district had
an estimated population of 52,637 people in 1966. (NSO, 1968:2)
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The maintenance of security, thus, was the responsibility of

the headman, who, in a small village of 50 or 60 households, might be

expected to know all of the villagers fairly ~Te11, and to be able to

determine guilt, mete ou'c; mild punishments :::==. =.e"t~:::, crimes. In a

large village such as Ban On, where each headman administered more than

100 households, he could not know everyone in his own village let alone

those who might come in from other parts of the larger village. As a

result, the problem of security fell largely on the householder.

Houses were usually not left unoccupied. They could not be

locked, and the animals slept in easily opened pens beneath t he

houses, which were raised on posts eight to ten feet off the ground,

so burglary was a danger. During the transplanting and harvesting

seasons, however, the whole family, indeed often the whole neighborhood,

was at work in the fields, often sleeping there. At this time, valuables

were locked into a closed bedroom or taken along. The draft animals

slept in the fields under the field-house. Dogs were kept to guard

the houses, and they were left in the village when people were aw~ in

the fields. People left behind in the village would be alerted by the

barking of dogs if anyone came near one of the empty houses.

Despite these precautions, thefts were fairly common. In the

1968 crop year, 1026 baht worth of farm equipment and 2235 baht worth

of livestock were stolen from sample families, in addition to vegetables

and other minor crops grown in garden plots ileal' the "1<''; ,..'h+.--0·-'"

families lost farm equipment, eight lost livestock. One u.."lfortunate

family lost a 500-baht bicycle, a lOOO-baht water buffalo, 15 chickens

worth 150 baht, ~"ld two dozen eggs that were being hatched.
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Accessibility to other places seemed to increase the risk of

theft. Of the fifteen families robbed in 1968, five had houses on

the Roi Et Surin highway.

Those who had more property stolen might have been generally

more vulnerable to theft, and thus faced a greater risk in adopting

innovations than others did. If so, one would expect them to have

adopted innovations later than others.

Risks and earliness of adoption

The more risks a family faces, and the greater these risks are,

the less likely it is to be an early adopter of innovations. One

might expect the percentage of land held without a certificate, the

percentage of glutinous rice not harvested, the mean percentage of

glutinous rice damaged by flood 0:- drought in the last ten years,

the amount of rice borrowed in 1968, the percentage of chickens which

died in 1968, and the value of farm equipment and livestock stolen in

1968 to be negatively related to the earliness of adoption of some or

all of the innovations.

Table 74 shows the relevant correlations. The percentage of

land held without a certificate was negatively and significantly

related to early adoption of three innovations. As this variable was

significantly and negatively correlated with total equities (Tau =
-.1170), however, which was positively correlated with early adoption

of two of the innovations, it is quite likely that the correlations

would become non-significant if the effect of wealth were



Table 74. RISKS AND EARLINESS OF ADOPTION
Ban On, Samnle Families

Kendall Rank Order Correlations

%of Land %of Gluti- %of Gluti- Value of Value of
with no nous Rice nous Rice Amount of %of Farm Equip- Livestock
Certifi- Damaged in Not Har- Rice Bor- Chickens ment Stolen Stolen

Innovations cate Last 10 yrs vested 1968 rowed 1968 Died 1968 1968 1968

New Rice Varieties -.1165 -.1012 .1148 -.1081 .1299 -.1359*
Rice Fertilizer 0.0 -.1241 .1533*2 -.0169 .1121 -.1141
Rice Insecticide -.1174* .0639 -.1182* .0508 .2727**2 -.1039
Rice Package -.0883 -.0652 .1440 -.0334 .0492 -.1737*
Non-rice Fertilizer -.0286 -.0129 .0431 -.1133 .2415**2 -.0561
Non-rice Insecticide -.1850* -.0816 -.0682 -.1993** .2607**2 -.0058
Kenaf .1965 -.1126 .3660*2 -.0521 0.0 -.0976
New r.1ulberry Varieties -.1064 .1028 .0400 -.0318 .0915 -.0141
New Silkworm Varieties -.1010 .0668 -.1405* .0606 .1378 .1729*2
Silk Package -.1251* .1081 .0177 -.0669 .0589 -.0467

New Swine Breeds -.1352 -.0185 .2279 -.2034 -.1679 .2043 -.2469
Vaccination .0496 .1388 .1888 .0581 .1446 .0718 -.0967
New Chicken Breeds -.0987 -.1300 -.0768 -.1792* .1219 -.0830 -.0672

* Significant at .05 level
** Significant at .01 level
*2 Significant at .05 level with two-tailed test

**2 Significant at .01 level with two-tailed test

f\)

g
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controlled. l It can be concluded that lack of land certification did

not influence adoption behavior; rather, richer families tended to

have their land ownership certified.

The proportion or glutinous rice damaged in the last ten years

was not related to early adoption of innovations. The proportion of

the planted crop not harvested in 1968 was. The results are not easy

to interpret, however, since only a few families lost rice in 1968,

among them both the very unfortunate ones with extremely high fields

and the luckier ones with low fields, who suffered only in very wet

years. Those with low fields may have adopted fertili zer earlier than

others since they would always have enough wa.ter to use it, 'While

those with very high fields may have adopted kenaf earlier because the

land was more suited to it than to rice. It seems likely that this

variable is not a good measure of risk, since the farmer apparently

was able to predict how often a high field or low field could be used

for rice, after he had farmed for a number of years.

The amount of rice borrowed in 1968 was negatively related to

early adoption of new chickens, as one might suppose, but also to that

of non-rice insecticide. Although this variable was related to wealth

(Tau = - .1755, sig. at 1%), total equities was not significantly related

to either of these two innovations. Thus, families who risked borrowing

rice in bad years did not take on the extra burden of inefficient new

chick~n~.

1In the case of the third innovation, insecticide on non-rice
plants, controlling the effect of wealth reduced the correlation from
-.1850 to -.1764~ which is probably still significant (there is no test
of significance for Phi, Kendall's Partial Rank Correlation Coefficient).
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The percentage of chickens which died was unrelated to early

adoption of a:ny innovat:i.on even remotely related to chickens. Chicken

deaths, apparently, were nothing to worry about.

One might suppose that tile positive correlation of the value

of farm equipment stolen with early adoption of some innovations was

due to the effect of wealth. Total equities, however, were unrelated

to the value of equipment or livestock stolen. While one might con-

clude that people who were more vulnerable to thieves were also more

accessible to extension agents and thus more likely to adopt innova-

tions earlier, it will be recalled that closeness to the highw~ was

negatively correlated with adoption of non-rice insecticide, while

theft of farm equipment was positively correlated. Furthermore,

families who had livestock stolen adopted rice varieties later. It

seems that the value of property stolen in one year is not a suf

ficiently good indicator of the risk of theft. 1

None of the measures of risks were coherently related to early

adoption of innovations. It may be that no one measure adequately

defines the farmer's risk, that his life is so replete with risks

that he has developed a cautious attitude not completely reflected in

his utterances about risk-taking. He may be in f::..-.;or of taking risks,

but he is not ha.ppy about spending money on farm expenses.

~espondents were not asked directly about thef'ts, but gave
iilfoY-n.l&."tiou abo-u:t thc~ ~ c~l~~tic!! for Che-11e;e8 irt :i.n.ventory not
occasioned by sales or breakage. Furthermore, no accounting of the
value of crops stolen could be made. As vegetable-stealing would have
been a good indicator of risk in growing vegetables, it would have been
a possible factor in the adoption or rejection of the vegetable innova-
ticns.
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Orientation to I~noYetions

Orientation to innovations is a cluster of factors consisting

of attitude toward modern agriculture, awareness of modern methods of

increasing rice production, perception of input merchants' honesty,

perception of fertilizer price fairness, and perceived benefits and

disadvantages of innovations.

Attitude Toward Modern Agriculture

Ban On people had a generally favorable attitude toward new

agricultural methods based on discoveries made by scientists; they

had faith in modern agriculture. 1 The following scale, designed to

measure this attitude, was administered to the 182 family influentials:

1. We can't use insecticide to kill plant pests because
it's against the customs of our forefathers. (-)

2. Doing rice-farming in the new way will get you more
rice than the old way. (+)

3. Good farmers use ne,v ways of farming, like using ferti
lizer. (+)

4. Money that we use to buy fertilizer~ new varieties of
seeds, and new ways of growing plants is wasted money. (-)

5. Farming rice in the new way is a way to bring danger to
our community. (-)

6. Using the old methods of rice farming on and on (i. e. ,
year after year) will get good results for farmers. (-)

~eal and Sibley (1967), in developine a similar scale in
Guatemala, refer to this attitude as scientific orientation, and
characterize it as a value, namely that scientifically developed
knowledge is more valid than "common sense" knowledge, wld that
scientific knowledge should serve as a criterion for selecting alier
nate courses of action. Their scale, however, actually measures a
positive attitude toward modern agriculture and its concrete manifesta
tions, such as chemical fertilizer. It does not necessarily reveal a
commitment to the scientific method.
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The median score was between 32 and 34, considerably higher than the

neutral score of 24.

Attitude toward modern agriculture and earliness of adoption

One would expect a positive attitude toward modern agriculture

to be directly related to early adoption of innovations, since one is

more likely to accept something which is part of a general class which

one likes. A number of previous studies (reviewed by Rogers, 1962)

have found such a relationship.l

In Ban On, attitude toward modern agriculture was related pri-

marily to early adoption of new rice varieties (Table 75). Families

whose men disliked modern agriculture adopted non-rice insecticide

sooner. The general insignificance of these results m~ be explained

by the generally positive attitude of the fami.ly influentials, and

the preponderance of statements concerning rice-farming. It might be

that the scale measures attitude toward modern rice-farming rather

than toward modern agriculture as a whole. At any rate, Ban On sample

families' adoption behavior was not related to this attitude.

Perceptions of Innovations

Ban On farmers are fairly well aware of modern methods of rice

farming. In answer to the question, "What can a farmer do to get more

lA variety of measures were used to reflect the traditionalism
modernism dichotomy. The common element was a favorable attitude
toward modern agriculture or national politics.



Table 75. ATTITUDE TOWARD MODERN AGRICULTURE
AND EARLINESS OF ADOPTION

Ban On, Sample Families
Kendall Rank Order Correlations

Landowners
Innovation Men Women Ma.jor Minor Elder Younger

New Rice
Varieties .1889* .1041 .0838 .1691* .1615* .1488*

Rice Fertilizer .1308 .0317 .0213 .1179 .1472* .0251
Rice Insecticide -.0406 -.0224 -.1157 .0041 -.0626 .0132
Rice Package .1224 .0852 .0191 .1310 .1000 .1041

Non-rice
Fertilizer -.1261 .0339 -.0451 -.0764 -.0855 -.0179

Non-rice
Insecticide -.1779*2 .0936 -.0735 -.0159 -.0161 -.0128

Kenaf -.2301 -.0278 -.2946 .0180 -.1267 -.1267

New Mulberry
Varieties .0629 .0526 .0209 .0959 .0871 .0512

New Silkworm
Varieties -.0184 -.0143 -.0658 .0742 -.0188 .0147

Silk Package .0379 .0024 -.0152 .0848 .0661 .0197

New Swine
Breeds .0209 -.0728 -.1593 .1534 -.0129 .1161

Vaccination -.0480 -.0719 -.01123 -.1393 -.0551 -.1120
New Chicken

Breeds -.0904 .1413 -.1238 .1377 .0666 .0558

* Significant at .05 level
** Signific~~t at .01 level
*2 Significant at .05 level with two-tailed test

**2 Significant at .01 level with two-tailed test
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rice?"l three influentials said that they didn't know, 2 five mentioned

traditional methods only, 146 mentioned modern inputs easily perceived

as benefitting production, and 28 mentioned modern inputs not easily

perceived as benefitting production. Traditional methods included

building dikes and keeping them in good repair, hiring extra labor to

plant more seedlings, renting and planting more land, cultivating the

soil well, and !!working furi0$ly•" Obvious modern inputs mentioned

were fertilizer and water pumps; many people mentioned that one needed

water if one was to use fertilizer, and others said that the soil had

lost its fertility and needed to be replenished. One person said that

he could dig a canal to bring water from the irrigation tank just south

of Ban On. Another mentioned draining fields periodically to keep the

water clear and clean. Subtle modern inputs mentioned were insecticides

and pest control in general. No one mentioned weeding.

Most Ba...'1. On people felt that input merchants were dishonest.

Of the 182 family influentials, 106 felt that these merchants always

took advantage of Ban On farmers who went to their shops to buY

fertilizer or other inputs, while 53 felt that they sometimes did, and

only 23 felt that they never did. On the other hand, many of them

felt that fertilizer prices were fair: 55 felt they were fair, 75,

somewhat expensive, and 52, very expensive. Some of these people, of

lI~ L~c, the cc~cept of p~oductio~ is understood. Thus~ no one
answered, "buY it," "beg for it" or the like.

2Included replies such as "have good weather," "use new methods, Ii

have people give advice," and "have the government dig canals. 11
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course, did not buy fertilizer from shops. Since many people considered

the interest on fertilizer to be part of the price, government ferti

lizer appeared to be cheaper.

Perceptions of innovations and earliness of adoption

Perceptions of innovations must necessarily affect people's

actions with respect to these innovations. Thus, one would expect

awareness of modern methods of rice-farming to be positively related

to adoption of rice innovations, and possibly to other innovations,

since this awareness might be an indication of a general awareness of

possibilities for increasing production and revenue.

Similarly, influentials who felt that input merchants were

honest and fertilizer prices fair might be expected to convince their

families to use fertilizer and other rice innovations.

The relevant correlations are shown in Tables 76 and 77.

Awareness of modern methods of rice farming was not strongly related

to any innovations except rice insecticide and vaccination. In fact,

it was negatively related in more instances than it was positively

related. The more aware the minor influentials were of modern rice

farming, or the less aware the major influentials were, the earlier

the family adopted rice insecticide. One reason for this lack of a

clear pattern was the generally high level of awareness of the

resDondents. There were few differences among them which could account

for differences in their families' adoption behavior.

There was no relationship between people's perception of

input merchant honest or fertilizer price fairness and their earliness
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Table 76. AWARENESS OF MODERN METHODS OF RICE FARMING
AND EARLINESS OF ADOPTION
Ban On, Sample Families

Kendall Rank Order Correlations

Landowners
Innovation Men Women Major Minor Elder Younger

New Rice
Varieties -.1285 -.1272 -.1051 -.0811 -.1726*2 -.0049

Rice Ferti-
lizer -.0453 -.1453 -.0913 -.0859 -.1280 -.0034

Rice
Insecticide -.1452*2 .1303* -.1717*2 .1774** -.1855*2 .1296*

Rice Package -.0535 -.1631*2 -.0727 -.0776 -.1099 -.0284

Non-rice
Fertilizer .0373 .0248 .0715 .0054 .1022 .0130

Non-rice
Insecticide -.0802 .0662 -.0135 .0378 -.0634 .1495*

Kenaf -.3783*2 .1053 -.2779 .0976 -.1428 -.0976

New Mulberry
Varieties .0619 -.1720*2 -.0201 -.0468 .0503 -.0940

New Silkworm
Varieties .0757 -.0507 .0442 .0115 -.0229 .1133

Silk Package .0792 -.1672*2 -.0048 -.0554 .0845 -.1017

New Swine
Breeds 0.0 .1945 .1150 .0681 -.0092 .2559

Vaccination .0246 .3361** .0085 .3897** .2017* .1326

New Chicken
Breeds -.1428 -.1302 -.2036*2 -.0268 -.0743 -.1850*2

* Significant at .05 level
** Significant at .01 level
*2 Significant at .05 level with two-tailed test

**2 Significant at .01 level with two-tailed test
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Table 77. PERCEPTIONS OF FERTILIZER BUYING
AND EARLINESS OF ADOPTION
Ban On, Sample Families

Kendall Rank Order Correlations

Landowners
Innovations Men Women Major Minor Elder Younger

Honesty of Merchants:

New Rice
Varieties -.0270 .0474 -.0371 .0212 .0957 -.1001

Rice Fertilizer -.1477 .0636 -.0451 -.0355 -.0520 -.1004
Rice

Insecticide -.0337 -.0876 -.1678*2 .0557 -.0445 -.0639
Rice Package -.1419 .0512 -.0739 -.0557 -.0166 -.1312

Non-rice
Fertilizer .0063 -.0492 -.0936 .0259 .0205 -.1008

Non-rice
Insecticide -.0281 .0109 - .1336 .1034 -.0382 -.0378

Fairness of Price:

New Rice
Varieties .0362 .0987 .0467 .0780 .0656 .0611

Rice
Fertilizer -.0633 -.0697 -.0675 -.0857 -.0843 -.1009

Rice
Insecticide -.0219 .0354 .0547 -.0388 .0140 -.0538

Rice Package -.0142 -.0190 -.0231 -.0110 -.0145 -.0174

Non-rice
Fertilizer -.0182 -.1019 -.0158 -.0973 -.0296 -.0490

Non-rice
Insecticide -.0215 -.1885*2 -.1275 -.1086 -.0834 -.1089

* Significant at .05 level
** Significant at .01 level
*2 Significant at .05 level with two-tailed test

**2 Significant at .01 level with two-tailed test
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of adoption of innovations. So many people thought that input merchants

were dishonest that correlations were likely to be accidental, while

many early adopters of fertilizer initially received it free or for a

very low price, and might have felt that the market price they were

forced to pay in 1969 was very high.

Perceived Benefits and Disadvantages

When the author was planning this project, a man with much ex

perience in agricultural extension and rice production told him not to

go into the field with preconceived notions. While it has been diffi

cult to avoid hypothesizing altogether, the author did wish to dis

cover what the farmers thought of the innovations. Their answers are

presented in this section.

Numerous investigators, particularly Kivlin and Fliegel (Fliegel

and Kivlin, 1966a, 1966b; Kivlin and Fliegel, 1967, 1968), have studied

the relationship of community perceptions of innovations and the rate

of adoption of those innovations in the community. These investigators

used closed questions.

In this study, however, the researcher wished to determine the

relationship of influentials' perceptions of the innovations of which

the:i had heard to their families' adoption of those innovations.

Furthermore, he wished to avoid predetermination of the categories

into which the responses would be grouped. A series of open-ended

questions was thus used for every innovation family influentials had

he:;:.rd of. If they used the innovation a second year., they were asked

"Why did you decide to continue using 7" If they did not-----
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use it again, they were asked, "Why dido It you continue using it?"

In addition, they were asked, "What is good about ?"------
and "What is bad about ?" The answers to all of these------
questions were considered to constitute the inf1uentialJ' perceptions

of benefits and disadvantages of the innovations. 1

These perceived benefits and disadvantages were subsequently

separated into the following categories.

Commercial: those which involved money • Benefits included

such things as the good price received for new rice varieties and the

increased profit gained from using rice fertilizer. Disadvantages in-

c1uded the high cost of rice fertilizer and the fluctuating price of

kenaf.

Production: those which related to physical production.

Benefits included such things as the big yields of chemically ferti-

lized rice and the use of otherwise useless land to grow kenaf. Dis-

advantages included the alleged increased susceptibility to disease of

chemically fertilized rice and the impossibility of retting kenaf

properly in the water available in Ban On.

Labor: those which related to the use of labor or human effort.

Benefits included such things as the ease of gathering the big-leafed

new mulberry and the fact that chemical fertilizer was less bulky than

animal manure. Disadvantages included the difficulty of spraying rice

i~~ectici~e ~~ the dist~nce fTom the village of available mulberry land.

~ing the course of the interview, the respondents would often
make comments about the innovation, which were recorded in the appropri
ate spaces.
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Consumption: those which related to human or animal f'ood and

drink. Benefits included such things as the good taste and fragrance

of the new rice varieties, and the constant supply of eggs f'or eating

f'rom the new chicken breeds. Disadvantages included the unpotable

ricefield water created by spraying rice insecticide, and the in

edibility of kenaf'.

Social: those which related to status or to ref'erence groups.

Benef'its were mentioned for only two innovations. One f'amily said that

Father S. said the new varieties were good, while another said that

rice fertilizer was "modern." Disadvantages were not mentioned by

anyone.

Esthetic: those which related to sensor,y stimuli except when

those were related to consumption of food. Benefits included such

things as the white color of' the new rice varieties and the retted and

washed kenaf. Disadvantages included the pungent and unpleasant odors

of rice insecticide and retting kenaf.

Rice innovations

Production benefits and disadvantages were most often perceived

in these innovations. New rice varieties had good taste, were easy to

harvest, had high yields and brought good prices. Many people dis

criminated between varieties, and generally found Nang Nuan to be the

best~ San Pa Tong somewhat less acceptable, and Gampai quite unacceptable.

Chemical fertilizer increased the growth rate and yield of' rice, but was

expensive. Insecticide killed insect pests but was difficult to use.

Seventy-seven families said that they did not need iusecticide, as they
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had no insect pests, or very few. l Some families complained that the

new rice varieties needed fertilizer to grow well. Actually, most of

the improved varieties that have been introduced respond to fertilizer

with increased yields only within a fairly narrow range. Too much

fertilizer applied early will merely increase vegetative growth and

lead to lodging. Nevertheless, the complaint indicates that some

farmers are aware of the better results that can be expected when

both new varieties and fertilizer are used.

Some families claimed that chemical fertilizer prevented insects

from eating the rice, while others complained that it increased the sus-

ceptibility of the rice to insects. There is no reason to believe that

either of these is true. Some families pointed out, however, that

fertilized rice is so much better that it attracts the insects, which

seems likely.

Some families claimed that fertilizer changed the soil texture

and made it seem more like clay, a definite advantage in rice-growing,

while others complained that it made the soil hard and infertile. Once

one began using it, one had to continue using its or yields would be

lower than they were before one started. It is unlikely that use of

fertilizer would change the soil texture of a Roi Et Series soil to

make it a clay soil, but it is quite likely to decrease its natural

fertility. Studies cited by Commoner (1968) indicate that nitrogen

1One person remarked that he had never seen anything eating
his rice that he couldn't crush in his fingers.
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nitrogen lost from the soil, and thus decreases the porosity of the

soil. It thus makes the soil harder, and also makes it hard for

plant roots to get the oxygenl without which the plant cannot absorb

nutrients. As time goes on, more and more fertilizer must be applied

to obtain the same effect, the excess percolating down into the ground

water and coming up in wells and rivers, which eventually become

burdened with algae.

A number of families pointed out that spraying insecticide on

rice causes the fish and frogs living in the ricefields to die, while

the water becomes undrinkable. One family claimed that people had

died from drinking such water. Another reported that fish which had

in previous years brought in several thousand baht were killed when

insecticide was sprayed on the fields. The insecticide also killed

ricefield crabs, which were both a pest that ate the rice, and food that

was eaten by people. Rice fields have traditionally served multiple

purposes, prOViding not only rice, but fish and drinkin~ water during

the rice season, and grazing for cattle and water buffaloes during

the off-season. It seems that people ,iere ,-Tilling to live with insects

primarily because the deterrent they had been offered was too drastic

a remedy. Insecticide permitted only one use of the ricefields, and

thus might decrease the food supply and make living much harder.

~ith~::" frc~ the ai!". as do most :plants~ or from water, as do
rice and other semi-aquatic and aquatic plants. Porosity of the soil
affects availability of either.
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Vegetable innovations

Production benefits and labor disadvantages were most often

mentioned for these innovations. Fertilizer improved yields and

qu~lity of the plants it was used on, while insecticide killed the

insects. Thirty-one families felt that these innovation8 were not

applicable to their situation, since they did not grow a particular

crop they associated with the innovation. 1 They didn't plant the

crops because they didn't have a young woman in the house, or because

they had no land. Some families also claimed that they had no insect

problem.

A number of families complained that fertilizer required e

lot of labor and extra expense. It is interesting to note that no

one complained about the labor required by rice fertilizer, which was

considerably greater, considering the relative size of vegetable and

rice holdings, even taking into account the necessarily more intensive

methods used in vegetable cultivation. The reason for this discrepancy

was probably the pre-eminence of rice cultivation in Ban On. As one

family remarked,

If we have money to buy fertilizer, we'll put it
on rice--after all, if you don't have rice, you're
really in trouble, and soon!

Another family noted that it already had animal manure, and didn't need

to buy chemical fertilizer. It is, of course, easier to use manure on

1Thus, some thought only of watermelon, some of kenaf, some of
corn, some of vegetables. If one family had heard of using fertilizer
on watermelon, but grew no watermelon, it often consider~d fertilizer
inapplicable.
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Many families noted that insecticide improved pla.....ts. Some

said that this was because the insects were killed and the plants were

thus permitted to grow naturalJs", but others thought that fertilizer

must be mixed with the insecticide to make the plants look so good.

Most people who knew about insecticide said that it should be used

prophylacticalJs", in contrast with those who spoke about rice insecti-

cide, who usually said that it should be applied after in:;;ects were

observed in the rice.

Others complained that insecticide was dangerous to use.

Older people and children could not stand the fumes, and great pre

1cautions had to be taken to prevent people from becoming poisoned.

Too great a concentration would even kill the plants. On the other

hand, some welcomed the danger of insecticide as a deterrent to

thieves, who were afraid to steal the plants sprayed with it.

Kenar

Commercial benefits and disadvantages were most often mentioned

for kenaf. Eighty-three families pointed out that it could be sold

for money, while 46 complained that the price fluctuated and was often

very 10'°'.

Some families felt that too much labor was required by kenaf;

in fact, 14 of them stopped growing it because their family labor force

lOne young Ban On woman committed suicide in 1968 by taking
Folidol; others apparently had tried. Such incidents indicate how
commonplace the insecticide had become, and how well its properties
were understood.
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decreased. others felt it was very easy to grow. This discrepancy

probably reflected differing methods of growing the crop. If one

plants in rows and occasionally weeds, one must use more labor than if

one merely sows the crop and comes back to cut it. Furthermore, one

had to g:ro;.; it at the same time as rice, as one family complained,

which meant that the two crops competed for labor at crucial times,

such as at rice-harvest and kenaf-retting time.

Another disadvantage of kenaf was retting. Some mentioned the

difficulty of finding good water in the village, others complained of

the smell, and a few claimed thn.t exposure to the retting water caused

skin diseases such as boils. There was, in fact, no water in the

Ivillage which was ideal for retting kenaf, and no one denies that

retting kenaf has an unpleasant odor. The pond in the middle of the

village was often used for retting, but it belongs to the temple, and

the Wat Committee sometimes forbade people to use it if there was 60

little water that the smell would be unbearable to the people living

near it.

Silk innovations

Production benefits were mentioned most for both of the silk

innovations, while labor benefits were mentioned by 24 families for

mulberry. New mulberry varieties were easy to weed and harvest, mostly

ISholton (1968) recommends flowing water of a sufficient depth
to permit the bundles to be completely submerged without touching the
bottom. While it takes somewhat longer to ret the kenaf, the resulting
fiber is much cleaner. The Chatu extension agent pointed out that it
took about t1-ro ""reeks to ret kenaf in still water.
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because they were planted in rows, and also produced big, nutritious

leaves which gave a high yield. New dilkworms were large and produced

a lot of white silk. Thirteen families said that they could not grow

mulberry because they had too many young children or they had too small

a family labor force; the size of the labor force was indeed signifi-

cantly related to early adoption of mulberry. Forty-two families

said they didn't raise the new silkworms because they had no mulberry

a"ld no land on which to grow it.

Some families felt that new mulberry was more susceptible to

insect damage, and some felt that it was not. They felt that they could

not spray the plant, since the insecticide would kill the worms, but

the extension agent recommended splitting the holdin~ and spraying one

half while harvesting the other. When the leaves were no longer toxic,

they could be harvested, and the other half sprayed.

Only six families thought of commercial advantages of mulberry.

Of these, most thought of selling the leaves, while only one thought of

the silk thread that could be sold if the leaves were fed to worms.

About 22 families, or one-third of those that had heard of new

silkworms, perceived labor disadvantages, and 23 perceived production

disadvantages. One of the most common complaints was that the new

varieties were difficult to raise. Some people simply said that they

did not know how to raise them: the worms dip.d. others complained

that they ate a lot, <iihougu thl;l.t w&.5 Oi1e

and the quantity and quality of the silk they spun.
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One woman was afraid of one of the new varieties which had a

pair of black stripes around the head end of its body because it re-

minded her of a caterpillar that stings people, causing them to swell

up and die.

New Swine Breeds

Production and commercial benefits were perceived in new swine

breeds by most families. They grew fast, became big and heavy, had

good meat, and sold for a good price. Thirty-five families, or more

than one-third of those that had heard of them, said that they could

not buy swine of new breeds because they did not have enough money;

most of these, however, bought no swine at all.

Forty-two families, or over half of those who had heard of the

new swine breeds, perceived commercial disadvantages in them. They

were expensive to raise, because one had to feed them bran, boiled

bones and even commercially prepared feed. Bran, they pointed out,

was often unavailable. I

Some families felt that the new swine breeds were difficult to

buy, since the itinerant sellers of pigs did not alWays bring the new

breeds into the village. If they brought another kind and the family

was ready to buy a pig, they would often buy whatever the salesman had.

IOf course, swine of the old breeds had to be fed bran as well.
The supply of bran was a constraint on all swine-raising.
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Vaccination of animals

Production benefits were perceived in this innovation by 46

families: it protected animals from disease. Fifty-five families,

however, thought that it was inapplicable to them, since they did not

have the particular animal they knew could be vaccinated, or since

their animals were never sick.

Some families felt that vaccination cured sick animals and

others complained that sick animals which had been injected had died.

Some people seemed to understand that well animals injected in time

would not die during an epidemic, but many others, even though they

spoke of "protecting" the animals seemed to think of curing sick ones.

Thus, family influentials would sEJ¥ that vaccination was good if it

"protected" animals as one said that it should, but that they had found

it to be bad because it had not cured a sick animal of theirs.

Some families said that the locel chickens were not worth pro-

tecting. It was better, they said, to let them die and to raise more.

This seemed to typify the approach to chicken-raising, and to explain

the poor record of the new chicken breeds.

Some families complained that veterinarians came only rarely to

inject animals, and that it was almost impossible to get them to come

at other times. Nevertheless, it will be recalled that there was a man

in the village who had learned to give injections in the army, and who

now gave them to all animals except chickens, aloeit Eo:r a -"_.-
J.ICe.
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New chicken breeds

Production and commercial benefits were perceived in new

breeds of chickens by more than one-half of those families that had

heard about them. These chickens gre'l.-l fast, and layed all the time.

One could sell the eggs constantly. However, all but seven families

thought that the new breeds of chickens were not applicable to them.

Most families perceived disadvantages. The new breeds of

chickens were hard to raise. One had to feed them, or they would

produce nothing but feathers and turn into large balls of fluff.

Furthermore, they were more susceptible to disease, and '\-Tould have to

be vaccinated.

Some families even felt that the new chickens sold for a low

price.

Perceived benefits and disadvantages and early adoption

One might expect that those f~~ilies whose influentials per

ceived benefits in innovations would adopt those innovations earlier,

while those whose influentials perGeived disadvantages would adopt

them later. Furthermore, it is conceivable that some types of bene-

fi ts and disadvantages might be more important than others in

determining adoption behavior. Homo economicus, for example, might be

most affected by perceived commercial benefits and disadvantages, some

uh~t less by production ones~ still less by labor ones, even less by

consumption ones and almost not at all by social and esthetic ones.

The correlations of benefits and disadvantages with earliness

are shown in Table 78.
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Table 78. BENEFITS AND DISADVANTAGES PERCEIVED IN
INNOVATIONS AND EARLINESS OF ADOPTION

Ban On, Sample Families
Kendall Rank Order Correlations

TYPe of Benefit Perceived
Innovations Labor Consumption Production Commercial

New Rice Varieties .0885 .0262 -.1251 -.1386*
Rice Fertilizer .1292* .1123 .0447
Rice Insecticide .1071

Non-rice Fertilizer .0200 .2266** -.0218
Non-rice Insecticide .2250** .1825
Kenaf .1429 .1464 .3416*

New Mulberry Varieties .2653** .1170 .0918
New Silkworm Varieties .0259 .0248 N.s.a

New Swine Breeds .1830 -.0425 .5105**
Vaccination .2081 .4282**
New Chicken Breeds N.S. N.S. .1130 .0117

Type of Disadvantage Perceived
Innovations Esthetic Labor Consumption Production Commercial

New Rice Varieties .0899 -.0830 -.1836**
Ri ce Fertilizer -.0048 .0433
Rice Insecticide a .2395**2 N.S. .1499 .0986N.S.

Non-rice
Fertilizer -.0666 .0564 -.0098

Non-rice
Insecticide .0265*2 N.S. N.S. .1571

Kenaf -.1708 -.1816 0.0 .0127 .3294

New Mulberry
Varieties -.0295 .0893

New Silkworm
Varieties -.0767 .2214*2

New Swine Breeds -.1244 .2889 -.0764
Vaccination N.S. N.S. N.S.
New Chicken Breeds N.S. .3731**2 -.2863**

*Significant at .05 level **Significant at .01 level
*2 Significant at .05 level with two-tailed test

**2 Significant at .01 level with two-tailed test

~.S. = non-significant. After the original correlations were run, an error
was discover~l in the program which produced correlations which were higher
than they should have been for rice insecticide, non-rice insecticide, new
silkworms, vaccination, and new chickens. Since the direct:i.on ane. approxi
mate ~gnitude of the error could be estimated, it was not considered nec
essary to run new correlations for fa.ctors whose previous correlation had
been non-significant in a positive direction. TIlese are designated by N.S.
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Different perceived benefits were important for different

innovations. Commercisl benefit alone was significantly and posi-

tively related to early adoption of new rice varieties, kenaf, new

swine breeds and animal vaccination. Similarly, production benefit

alone was important in the adoption of non-rice fertilizer and

insecticide. Finally, labor benefit alone was important in the

adoption of rice fertilizer and mulberry.

In addition, commercial disadvantage was negatively related

to early adoption of new rice varieties and new breeds of chickens.

Production disadvantage, however, was positively related to early

adoption of new silkworm varieties and new breeds of chickens,

as was labor disadvantage to both types of insecticide.

Thus, when the actual commercial benefits of kenaf, new swine

breeds and animal vaccination were perceived, they were adopted. On

the other hand, while those who perceived commercial benefits in the

neutral new rice varieties adopted them, those who saw commercial dis-

advantages also tended to adopt them later.

If production benefits were perceived in the vegetable innova-

tions which were largely used on crops for home consumption, they were

adopted early. If labor benefits were perceived in rice fertilizer,

which was easier to use in the rice fields than manure, or in nevT

mulberry varieties, which were easier to harvest than the old, they

If the actual commercial disadvantage of new

~on-rice fertilizer often did not have such an advantage,
since many other crops were grown in the dooryard, where manure was
readi~r available.
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breeds of chickens was perceived, it was adopted later, as one might

expect.

Positive correlations of perceived disadvantages with early

adoption seem to indicate that the perceptions were a result rather

than a cause of early adoption. Early adopters of insecticide, for

example, came to discover its labor disadvantages, such as complicated

safety precautions, after they began using it. Similarly, early

adopters of new silkworms and chickens discovered only after they had

adopted them that they were difficult to raise.

COmparisons with other Studies

Table 79 compares the findings of this study with those of four

other studies made in developing countries. A brief description of

each of these studies can be found in Appendix I. The plus sign (+)

indicates a positive correlation with the adoption measure used, the

negative sign (-) a neg9.tive correlation. N. S. indicates a non

significant correlation, while a blank space indicates that the

variable was not considered in a given study. "Few" indicates that

some of the measures of that variable were related, but most were not.

Cosmopolitanism was the most important variable, considered by

all of the studies and significantly related to adoption behavior in

all of them. It will be recalled, however, that different measures of

cosmopolitanism were important for different innovations in this study,

indi eating that cosmopolitanism is a complex variable.

Knowledge and use of credit sources was also important. Both

this study and the Guatemala study found knowledge of credit sources to
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Table 79. ORIENTATIONS AND ADOPTION OF INNOVATIONS
Five Studies in Developing Countries

Study

Characteristic This Study Thailand I Guatemala India Colombia

Attitude toward
Man's Ability to

+aControl Nature few + N.S.

Cosmopolitanism + + + + +

Attitude toward
Acquisition of

+bWealth N.S. +

Perception and
Knowledge of
Markets few few

Commercialization + N.S.

Orientation to
Transport N.S. N.S.

Attitude toward.
BorrO'..ing Money N.S. +

Knowledge of
+cCredit Sources + +

Attitude toward
Risk-Taking few +

Atti tude toward
Hodern
Agriculture few +

Perception of
Innovations + +

aOne-item scale: "How much of your future depends on you yourself?
Out of a rupee, would you s a:y 16 annas, 12 annas, 8 annas, 4 annas or
none?"

bA °t ° ° toone-~ em ~ncome asp~ra ~on measure:
need to live comfortably?"

"How much does your family

cA measure of actual indebtedness, or use of credit, instead of
knowledge.
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be positively related to adoption of innovations, while the Thai

land I study in Central Thailand found indebtedness to be related.

Use of credit evidently helps families to adopt innovations, and

knowledge of credit sources helps them to find this credit.

Perceptions of innovations have been important in Thailand.

This study found that perception of specific types of benefits in

specific types of innovations was related to early adoption of innova

tions, while the Thailand I study found that positive attitudes

toward certain innovations was related to their use.

Most of the other variables show no general pattern, though

some measures of perception and knowledge of markets were significant

in both this study and the Guatemala study. Likewise, all measures

of orientation to transport were nonsignificant in both this study

and the Guatemala study.

Attitilde:: tOt-Tard man's control over nature and toward acquisi

tion of wealth were significantly related to adoption of innovations in

Guatemala and India, but not in ColombiG. or in this study. The measures

used in the India study, however, are not properly comparable to the

others. Its measures are one-item scales, which are generall con

sidered of doubtful validity in measuring attitudes. Furthermore, the

second measure is likely to be highly correlated with the family's

long-run income. In fact, when the effect of the level of living was

controlled, the correlation with adoption behavior became insignificant.

Most of the remaining variables were considered only by the

Guatemala study and the present one. Attitude toward acquisition of

wealth was significantly related in Guatemala but not in the present
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study, possibly because there was greater difference in the attitudes

of the Guatemala Indians than there was in those of the Thai farmers.

Similarly, commercialization was significant in Ban On but not in

Guatemala, possibly because there was a wider variation in the propor

tion of crops sold and inputs bought in Ban On than there was in

Guatemala. Attitudes toward risk-taking and toward modern agriculture

were significant in Guatemala, and in a few instances in Ban On,

probably because the separate treatment of innovations in this study

revealed differences not evident in the aggregate approach used in

Guatemala.

Considering the variety of measures used and the different

cultures in which these studies were done, there is a remarkable

number of similarities. Both cosmopolitanism and knowledge of credit

sources are very important, while attitudes toward man's control over

nature, risk-taking and modern agricul·~ur~ are often important for

adoption of certain innovations. In the case of orientations, too,

however, treatment of individual innovations and members of households

will yield more accurate information.



CHAPTER VIII

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary and Concl'usions

This study considered three basic questions with respect to the

adoption of innovations in Ban On, a village of approximately 2500

people in Roi Et Province connected to the provincial capital bY' a

good road, having easy access to markets and credit facilities, and

exposed to fairly intensive extension of agricultural innovations

during the previous five years. These three questions were:

1) What characteristics of Ban On families affected their

adoption of agricultural innovations?

2) Did different factors effect the adoption of different

innovations?

3) Did family members other than the head of the household

influence adoption behavior?

Early Adoption of All Innovations

The model of adoption behavior used in this study represented

the family's early adoption of an agricultural innovation as being the

function both of its social characteristics, such as concentration of

family leadership, education, wealth, membership in formal groups,

information sources used, and opinion leadership exercised, and of its

orientations to the phenomenal world, to markets, to transportation, to

credit, to risks, Cki.d to ae;-riculturu.l irh"1c\r:::.ticns_
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Farm cash expenditures was the factor related to the adoption

of the most innovations. It was positively correlated with the early

adoption of all but one of the innovations studied. Two other factors

related to commercialization, namely the percentage of glutinous rice

sold and the commercial advantages perceived in the innovation, were

related to the adoption of four out of the seven iL...ovations and

innovation packages. Family equities also was related to the adoption

of four innovations. Thus, wealth and commercialization of farming were

the most important factors affecting early adoption of innovations in

general.

Different Types of Innovations

The agricultural innovations studied in Ban On differed from

one another in three important We::!S. Some were government sponsored,

others were not. Some were used in labor-intensive enterprises, others

were not. Some were economically effective, others were not. While

some factors were related to the early adoption of innovations of all

types, many were more closely related to the early adoption of a specific

type of innovation.

Government innovations

Government-sponsored innovations included the rice package, con

sisting of new rice varieties, chemical fertilizer used on rice, and

insecticide used on rice; the vegetable package, consisting of chemical

fertilizer and insecticide used on non-rice plants; the silk package,

consisting of new varieties of siJ_~orms and mulberry; vaccination of

animals; and new breeds of chickens.
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Competence of information sources consulted about an innovation

was the most important factor affecting early adoption of government

innoyations. It was positively related to a.ll five of the packages or

innovations. While this finding may reflect initiation of contacts by

extension agents, it also indicates that the more competent sources

were better able to persuade people to use these innovations.

Knowledge of credit sources followed. The number of credit

sources and the number of low-cost credit sources known by some family

member were related to e~ly adoption of four of the packages or

innovations, as was acquaintance with at least one credit source

perceived as charging fair interest rates.

Cosmopolitanism of information sources, opinion leadership,

and the man's visits to Northeastern cities were next in importance,

being related to early adoption of three of the innovations. Cosmo

politan information sources and men who traveled more in the Northeast

reflect the cosmopolitanism of the family and might help to explain

why such families were consulted by others regarding agricultural

innovations.

S....."Pplementary analysis revealed that men in thirty families had

varying amounts of opinion leadership. These opinion leaders were

older men with an average amount of education who had been long-time

residents of the village. They traveled widely, although their major

source of income W!:I.B in tIlE: -v""illage, a.i1d the:,. ;:c;:-e :::ble to bring be.ck

ideas from elsewhere and to make connections 1-lith people, such as

extension agents, who could be lJ.Seful to them. They had more assets

then their fellow farmers, but did not necessarily have a higher income.
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Government-sponsored innovations, then, were adopted earlier

by families that used more competent information sources, knew more

about credit sources, were more cosmopolitan, and influenced others to

adopt innovations.

Early adopters of non-government innovations, namely kenaf

and new breeds of pigs, were distinguished chiefly by their use of

friends as information sources.

Innovations in labor-intensive enterprises

The vegetable and silk packages were intended for use in

labor-intensive enterprises. Their early adopters were characterized

chiefly by the number of family labor units and by the use of provincial

extension agents as information sources. Commercial considerations were

not important in early adoption of these innovations : neither perceived

commercial benefits nor perceived commercial disadvantages was related

to early adoption. Thus, the size of the family labor force was

probably the most important factor affecting the adoption of these

innovation~, although provincial extension agents had doubtless been

skillful in choosing families likely to adopt them.

Economically effective innovations

New rice varieties, insecticide on rice, and chemical fertilizer

on non-rice plants were neutral in their effect on income in Ban On,

while new breeds of chickens were raised by six farmers who were parti

cularly unsuccessful in 1968. All of the other innovations were used

by farmerS who received either higher yieldG or higher fe-~ income
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than were predicted by the Cobb-Douglas function on the basis of their

equities and family labor force.

Few factors were uniquely related to early adoption of the

seven economically effective innovations. The most important of these

was the cosmopolitanism of places lived, which was related to four of

them. Perceived labor benefits was related to two innovations.

A number of factors were related to the three neutra.l in."lovations.

Family wealth was the most important factor affecting their early adop

tion, as might be expected from the importance of this factor in

influencing the adoption of innovations in general. Assets in land

and family equities were positively related to early adoption of' all

three neutral innovations, although these factors were unrelated to

the other innovations in the ri ce and vegetable packages. Similarly,

the value of crops and crop products sold was related to two of these

neutral innovations, although it was unrelated to all other crop

innovations.

A number of factors were related to the neutral rice innovations

but not to the economically effective chemical fertilizer. Conspicuous

among these was the major landowner's perception of input transportation

adequacy and price. Perception of transportation was unrelated to most

other innovations. Apparently, fertilizer was attractive enough to win

accept~nce regardless cf the perceived state of transportation, while

the :let:.t::-e.l ::-ice i!!!!o.....e.tio~s were ~do!'ted first by those who found trans-

portation adequate and fairly priced.
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Thus, family wealth, as reflected in a number of measures, was

the most important single factor affecting the early adoption of neutral

innovations in Ban On, while cosmopolitanism was the most important for

economically effective innovations.

Individual Influence on Family Adoption Behavior

Most previous studies of the adoption of agricultural innova

tions considered one person to be responsible for family decisions

regarding them. Since women often inherit land in the Northeast, and

men often do not, and since decisions in Northeast Thai families are not

made by one person alone, both the man end the woman of the family were

interviewed, and care was taken to include the owner of the family land

and the leader of the rice-farming enterprise. The two people interviewed

in each household were characterized as man or woman, major or minor

landowner, and elder or younger. Distinction of sex was important because

much work was traditionally sex-linked. Distinction of land ownership

was important, since land was the most valuable agricUltural asset

owned by the family. Distinction of age was important, since the younger

traditionally defers to the elder. Each of the two was asked separately

about age and education and about attitudes toward and knowledge and

perceptions of most matters, although knowledge of market requirements

and perceptions of innovations were determined in joint questioning.

Of the t~en~J-nine f~cto~s which were measured for each or the

two influentials in every family, only fifteen were coherently related

to early adoption of innovations. Of these, six were related no matter

which influential possessed them. Of the remaining nine, two were
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possesaed by all maj or influentials (men, major landowners and elders),

while six were possessed by all minor ones. In addition, a number of

related factors were possessed by each type of influential. For

example, visits by men and education and knowledge of women were

significant in early adoption.

Thus, no one type of influential consistently dominated the

decision-making in Ban On families. Men were freer to travel, and

those who did seemed to bring more new ideas into the family. Women

who gained more education and who knew more about various matters

seemed to use their influence to encourage the adoption of innovations.

But the cosmopolitanism of women was also important for some innovations,

as was the education of men. The important conclusion that can be

drawn from these results is that both men and women, landowners or not,

elder or younger, have important influence on decision-making about

agricultural matters in Ban On families.

Recommendations for the Introduction of Innovations

While every village, like every person, is unique, Ban On

resembled many other villages in Northeast Thailand, particularly

those in the older provinces which have considerable out-migration.

In such villages, the most venturesome ~.D(l enel'getic villagers ha.ve

probably left to take up farming in provinces such as Loei, Nakhorn

Ratcnasima or t::ven ~'il.khui':U Sa:;;a.n, as did the :,.ct::~ge:- 'b:-cthe:- of o!!e

of the farmers in the Ban On sample. The villages are linked to

markets and credit facilities, and have been exposed to some extension

activity.
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There are many such villages in Northeast Thailand. Ban On

differed from them primarily in the quality of the extension agents

serving it. They seemed to be more appropriately trained, more ener

getic, more observant of practices used by farmers, and more pragmatic

than other agents encountered by the author. Their highest accolade

was given by the farmers who had gone to them for advice -- these farmers

stoutly maintained that the agents were farmers and not officials.

Selecting Innovations

The findings of this study suggest w~s in which the intro

duction of innova.tions into such villages might be improved. These

suggestions, which necessarily assume the existence of dedicated and

properly trained local extension agents such as those which served

Ban On, concerned the selection of innovations for introduction, the

individuals to whom they should be introduced, the information that

should be given to these individuals, and the information channels

which should be used.

Economic screening

Data on costs and returns in addition to physical data from

experiments would permit economic as well as physical evaluation of

innovat-ons before they are introduced to the farmer. If innovations

proved to be unprofitable, or only slightly more profitable than the

traditional practices as used in the experiment station, they would not

be extended to f'armers. Thus, innovations such as the new breeds of'

chickens would not be introduced! and the officials who spend much of

their valuable time and effort promoting them could do other tasks instead.
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Local verification trials

If an innovation proves to be physically and economically

effective in experiments at one or even several experiment stations, it

may nevertheless not be effective in a particular locality. While

16-20-0 was a good fertilizer to use in the vicinity of Bangkhen,

where the soil is rich in potassium, a complete fertilizer would

probably have been better in Ban On, where the soil was poor in

potassium. Thus, local verification trials should be made of innova

tions which nearby experiment stations have found economically effective.

These trials, possibly carried out by the extension agent with

help from researchers at the experiment stations, should consider both

the physical and economic effectiveness of the innovations. The range

and nature of the treatments considered should be determined by the

previous research on this innovation done at the nearby experiment

station, where conditions are similar.

The experience of Ban On extension agents and farmers supports

this recommendation. Although researchers at the Surin and Khonkaen

Rice Experiment Stations used much potassium in theiz- experiments on

Roi Et series soils similar to those of Ban On, the plots the Chatu

rice extension agents 'was ordered to plant included only one in which

pcta8sium "'CS to be used.

On the other hand, the propinquity of the Mulberry end Silk

Unit of the Roi Et Experiment Station permi'tted it to serve as a

local verification trial of the silk. innovations. The new mulberry

thus grew well in Ban On and provided increased yields, while use of

the new· sill....crllm \,"~ re~ted to gree.ter f'e...""'1!l income.
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Local farming systems

The physical and cultural interdependency between different

arbitrarily defined enterprises should be considered in defining a

package of pract:i.~p",. In fact, an effort should l-e made to determine

the actual constitution of each enterprise and its attendant costs and

revenues. Thus, while the rice innovations discussed in this stuf:,-

constituted a package which was relevant to the rice enterprise, this

package was possibly not economically sound if" 'l;he actual rice-fish

enterprise was considered. Insecticide, while protecting the rice,

killed the fish. In order to determine whether or not rice insecti-

cide or the rice package was economically effective, one would need

to consider the difference in net revenue from fish in the field as

well as from rice. The cost of providing other water for humans and

livestock should also be considered. If the total enterprise is

considered, many innovations which seem profitable when only rice

1production is considered may prove to be ineffective.

Targets for the Introduction of Innovations

Once innovations have been properly screened, one is still

faced with the problem of choosing the people to which one should

introduce the innovations first, as extension agents cannot personally

,
·Introduction of specialized fish-ponds as part of a rice-fish

innovation package which would perm!t separation of the two enterprises
might increase the economic effectiveness of the package. It might not.
Consideration of all of the products and resources affected by the use
of an innovation, however, will permit more efficient screening of
innovations.
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deal with all of the farmers in their district. If they are introducing

innovations which they know to be effective locally, their task is made

easier, but they still need to id~ntif'y those who are likely to adopt

early.

Families

Wealthy families.-- Such families adopted most innovations

earlier, regardless of type. As a result, they would adopt innovations

whose economic worth was not yet perceived by most farmers, nnd would

provide a demonstration of~that worth.

Commercial farm families.-- Families which sold more of their

rice crop, spent more on farm inputs, and perceived commercial benefits

in innovations adopted most of them earlier, regardless of type. They,

too, could provide a demonstration of the worth of innovations.

Cosmopolitan families.-- Families which used more cosmopolitan

information sources to learn about innovations, and whose men had

traveled more to the major Northeastern cities adopted government

sponsored innovations earlier. They thus would provide a good

demonstration of the worth of any innovations sponsored by government

agencies.

Ooinion leaders, families.-- Families whose men influenced

others to adopt innovations were themselves early adopters of most

government-sponsored innovations. The characteristics of these men

and their families can be found in the note on opinion leaders

earlier in this chapter. Such families would be good demonstrators

of the worth of government-sponsored innovations.
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Large families.--Families with a large family labor force

adopted innovations used in labor-intensive enterprises earlier. They

could thus provide a good demonstration of the worth of such innovations.

Outsiders' families.--Families with influentials who had been

born in some place other than the village tended to adopt economically

effective innovations earlier than others. Such families would thus

provide a good demonstration of the worth of any well-screened

innovation. However, such families were not usually opinion leaders

and so might have little influence on others' adoption unless some

particular factor such as location ensured the spread of knowledge of

the innovation I s results.

Individuals

Women.--Within the family, the man is by no means the most

important influential. The findings of this study indicate that minor

influentials were often very important in family decision-making. The

practical implication of these findings is that the woman as well as

the man must be contacted when one is introducing innovations or

giving other related information. If men are asked to bring their

wives to farm group meetings, if extension agents seek out the women

as well as the men, and if extension materials are designed with

women as well as men in mind, introduction of innovations will be more

successful.
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Information To Be Given

Methods of using innovations

Information about methods should be given in such a wa:y that

the recipients feel free to question the extension agent and to come

to him later with problems. In some cases, such as that of rice

fertilizer, the innovations were very well explained in Ban On, but

in other cases, such as that of new silkworm varieties, many of those

who received an innovation from extension agents were not sure how to

use it and thus never tried it. Their perplexity could have been

prevented by a more thorough educational program, such as the one for

the new mulberry, which most people understood quite well.

Information abo'ut credit sources

In introducing innovations, more is needed than information

about the proper use of the innovation itself. This study shows that

possession of certain other types of information is highly correlated

with the early adoption of innovations.

Information about credit sources is the most important of

these. Families that knew of more credit sources, more low-cost credit

sources and at least one credit source they considered charged fair

interest rates adopted government-sponsored innovations earlier.

Possession of information about low-cost credit available to the

farmer would make him more amenable to the adoption of innovations.

At the moment, however, very little low-cost credit aside from

fertili zer credit is available to farmers. Available credit is used

fully: no one who was a.ble to bon~'oioi at low :rates of inte:rest failed
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to do so in 1968. While the funds were not always spent for agricul

tural production, more careful coordination of agricultural extension

and credit programs might correct this defect. Availability of low

cost credit and dissemination of information about that credit would

probably lead to increased rate of adoption of innovations.

Information about suppliers of specific innovations

Whenever information is given about an innovation which is

embodied in some input that needs to be bought, information about the

places where it may be taught should also be given. Some Ban On

farmers reported that they had discovered a local source of kenaf seed

in this manner. Others said, however, that they heard about innovations

such as crabicide on the radio; not knowing where to buy them, they

had sent money to the agricultural program in care of the station. The

station had replied that they did not have supplies of the inputs

discussed in the program. If the programs always contained information

about local suppliers, such incidents might be prevented.

Local market information

This information should include the prices offered for various

grades by specific local buyers, and the way in which these buyers

define their grades. While knowledge of market requirements did not

p:i."o.....c to be significantly related to the early adoption of any

innovations, knowledge of profitable rice market::: ;.?'~g related to early

adoption of rice innovations.
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It seems likely that more complete dissemination of market

information about specific local buyers might increase the effect of

price incentives by permitting farmers to distinguish between individual

buyers at one point in time as well as holding their products until the

price is better. A pilot local market information service initiated by

the Division of Agricultural Economics of the Ministry of Agricultuxe

together with the Agricultural Center Northeast for the towns of

Khonkaen and Ban Phai in May, 1969, and expanded to include Roi Et in

December of that year (Smith, Srisuraksa. and Philipp, 1970) now

provides some of this information. Each Friday, the median price of

a variety of products and grades bought and sold in each town in the

previous week is broadcast., together with an explanation of grades.

As a special item, the median prices for Thursds\y" are also given.

Information Char~els

Personal contact

This channel has proved to be the most effective in the past.

Early adopters of government-sponsoreo innovations relied heavily on

the most competent information sources, all of which involved personal

contact, at least in a meeting with competent individuals. Early

adopters of nongo'vernment innovations relied on personal contact with

friends. This channel always will be important, but much of the

personal contact with most farmers can oc made ~y opinion le~de~s.

Opinion leaders, hO',;"ever" have to be convinced, and extension agents

will si:.ill ~e vital in performing this task.
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Ratiio

Although early adopters did not consciously remember consulting

radio more than other families, they were more likely to own radios.

Radios usually were kept playing constantly, and many people who did

not own them thus had ample opportunity to listen to them. Many

people heard about insecticide in this manner, as it was one product

which was extensively advertised on radio. Thus , it seems likely

that all types of information about credit sources, markets, and agricul

tural practices could be usefully disseminated by radio to a much

greater extent than has been done in the past.

Agricultural demonstrations

Agricultural demonstrations were related to early adoption of

mulberry but not to that of rice innovations. This was probably due

to the well-traveled location, unusual appearance and clearly evident

results of the mulberry demonstration.

Demonstrations are useful if they are located in places where

people will truly have a chance to see them (and not all roads provide

this opportmity), if they are clearly labeled~ preferably with some

explanation of the methods being demonstrated, and if the results of

using the methods are clearly visible.

Farm groups

Membership in farm groups was related to early adoption of both

the rice and the silk packages. Many people who consulted extension
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agents did so in meetings of these farm groups. Many others who wished

to join, however, were not permitted to do so.

There seems to be little reason to restrict entry to these

groups, particularly if they are considered primarily as a forum for

the extension agent, where he may talk to a large group of farmers at

once. If a group larger than forty is not practical, it could be split

into two groups. In this wa:y, anyone who is interested may learn more

about modern methods of farming.

In the past, of course, most of the agricultural groups have

provided some sort of material benefit, such as subsidized credit for

purchasing fertilizer. Ban On farmers, however, actually used slightly

more fertilizer when their supply of subsidized fertilizer was cut off

in 1969. Thus, subsidy of a i"".cw ~:"'l.)ut need only continue for a few

years until the innovation is well established in the community, as

fertilizer was in Ban On.

Merchants

A munber of Ban On farmers mentioned consulting merchants about

some of the most effective innovations. Considering the low regard in

which merchants are held, such avowals may reflect a very strong

dependence on merchants for information about inno'Vations. If accurate

information about innovations and about the proper manner of using them

were made available to sellers of agricultural inputs and buyers of

agricultural products, the rate of adoption and proper use of these

innovations might increase. Such information could be provided in classes

for merchants as well as in pamphlets which the merchant could distribute

to farmers who came into their shops.
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Recapitulation

Innovations which are screened for economic effectiveness and

tested locally will be most likely to be economically effective,

particularly if one keeps in mi.".d the local farming systems when one

designs .he measures of economic effectiveness. In introducing

innovations, one would have most success in persuading wealthy families,

commercial farm families, ~osmopolitan families and opinion leaders'

families. Labor-intensive innovations will be adopted more readily by

large families, and economically effective innovations by outsiders.

In all of these types of families, the women must not be neglected, as

they are very important decision-makers. In addition to information

about the use of the innovation, one should give information about

credit sources, about local suppliers of the innovation, and about

local market conditions. This information can be most persuasively

communicated by personal contact, but radio, agricultural demonstrations,

farm groups and merchants are also chunnels which have been successful

in the past, and which have future potential.
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APPENDIX I

SELECTED STUDIES OF ADOPTION OF
INNOVATIONS IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

THAILAND I

Present or past use of individual
innovations: 4 agricultural and
1 health, treated separately

PercentagesCorrelation Method:

Title: Factors Related to Acceptance of Innovations in
Bang Chan, Thailand

Authors: Rose K. Goldsen and Max Ralis
Published: Southeast Asia Program Data Paper No. 25,

Cornell University, Ithaca, 1957
Year study Done: 1955
Place: Bang Chan village near Bangkok
Sample: 335 respondents, 85% of whom were heads of

households
Measure of Adoption:

THAILAND II

Title: Economic and Social Conditions Among Farmers
in Changwat Khonkaen

Authors: Jancis Long, Millard Long, Kamphol Adulavidheya,
and Saward Pongsuwan

Published: Faculty of Econumics end Cooperative Science,
Ke.setsart University, Bangkhen, Thailand, 1963

Year Study Done: 1962
Place: Khonkaen, Northeast Thailand
Sample: 520 household heads in 13 tambons
Measure of Adoption: Present or past use of individual

innovations
Correlation Method: Percentages

Note: This study is only peripherally concerned. with
innovati.on.
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THAILAND III

Individuals who used new rice varieties,
chemical fertilizer and insecticide in
1966 were called "innovators." They
were compared with other respondents

PercentagesCorrelation Method:

Title: Innovations in Ubol Changwad
Author: Unknown
Published: Research Division/USOM (mimeogra.phed),

Bangkok, 1966
Year Study Done: 1966
Place: Ubon, Northeast Thailand
Sample: 244 innovators or change agents named by District

Officials, kamnans and village headmen as being
the most progressive individuals in their
villages

Measure of Adoption:

GUATEMALA

Title: Adoption of AgricuJ cural Technology by the
Indians of Guatemala,

Authors: George M. Beal and Donald N. Sibley
Published: Rural Sociology Report 62, Iowa State

University, Ames, 1967
Year Stucl.y Done: 1965
Place: Pachaj, Cantel, Samala River Valley
Sample: 100 heads of Quiche Maya farm families
Measure of Adoption: Mean number of applicable innovations

used in the study year
Correlation Method: Pearsonian ~ and multiple linear regression

COLOMBIA

Title: Modernization Among Peasants: The Impact of Communication
Authors: Everett M. Rogers and ~e Svenning
Published: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, New York, 1969
~ear Study Done: 1963-64, 1965 (re-interviews)
Sample: 302 heads of households in 4 modern and 2 -t.raa.H:i.oiii:l.l

villages in Colombia. All of these heads of households
vere considered by family members to be the maker of
family farm innovation decisions.

Measure of Adoption: An innovativeness scale
Correlation Method: Pearaonian r and multiple line~ regress~cn



INDIA

Title: AgriculturaJ. Innovation Among Indian Farmers
Authors: Prodipto Roy, Joseph Kivlin, Frederick Fliegel,

~'ld Lalit Sen.
Published: National Institute of Community Development,

Hyderabad, 1968
Year Stu~ Done: 1966
Sample: 80 heads of farm households in 8 villages in

Andhra Pradesh, Maharashtra and West Bengal
Measure of Adoption: (see note)
Correlation Method: (see note)

Note: The INDIA study was in the author's hands for a short
time, but it was impossible to recover it from the
library to ascertain the method of adoption and the
correlation used. For this reason, too, it is not
mentioned in every place where comparisons would be
possible.
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APPENDIX II

GLOSSARY

I • Place Names

English Thai
So'

Ban Dong Daeng

Ban Khum Din

Ban Lao 19

Ban N9ng Khan

Ban N9ng Phuang

Ban On

Chaturaphak Phiman

Kasetwisai

Khok Fan Phong

II.

So' ..
1J1U'illJf1U,

So' So'

1J1U LlHl1m:J

So'

So' So'

1J1U'aU

I

l?:fl~lll~

Words Used in Transliteration

Transliteration

baht

boot

chan

changwat

chanot thidin

Gampai

Thai

1J1Vl

English

Thai currency, equivalent to
about U.S. $0.05.

The building in a Thai temple
used for public worship.

Form of address for a former
abbot.

Province.

Title deed.

A rice variety.



Transliteration

Isan

ithiphon

kha

khao bao

khao d9

khao yai

king ka

kuthi

Luang

naktham ek

naktham tho

naktham tri

Nang Mon

Thai

'll11 LU1

..
f)!1,

....
UfI 'fjj rJJl '1l f)

.... "4
UfI'iiHllflJ
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English

Northeastern, referring to the
region or the dialect.

Influence, power.

An edible root.

Rice with a growing period of
medium length.

Rice with a short growing period.

Rice with a long growing period.

A type of insect.

Monk's residence in a temple.

A rice variety.

A rice variety •

A monk who has passed the highest
local examination.

A monk who has passed the middle
local examination.

A monk who has passed the lowest
examination.

A rice variety.

ngan

N989 3

-31U \ rai, q.v.

mr-3th)ll'c1VbJmnJ~11~en A type of land certificate.

phak bung

phansa

phasin

UfI'lJ'1l1'l

....
UflU-3,

A kind of bird used for food.

A semi-e,quatic vegetable.

A three-month period in the rainv
seaso~ which ~o~ks devote to
particularly intensive study.
Men becoming monks temporarily
usually do so during this period.

A woman's sarong.
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Transliteration Thai

"- I

phu yai dl ~qj
~

II

pIa ra ll~"'lr"1

II

P9 kaeo 1J'allfn

P9 krachao 1J'aflr =L9"'l
I

rai 1r

English

An important person.

A condiment made from fermented
fish.

A measure of area equal to
1600 square meters or .4 acre.

sarong

thang

thit

wat

wihan

I

lar \l A man's sarong.

mr\l~'Clllfl~\l~'VlmHllJ?lr'Cl\l 9 A type of land certificate •
.....
~\l A measure of volume equal to

20 liters •
..
'Vl~ A form of address for a former

monk •
.....
')~ The total area of a Buddhist

temple, including the grounds
and the monks' living quarters •

..
')~"'lr A chapel for the use of the monks

in a temple.

III. Words Used in Translation

1nglish Thai

Aid to Rice Farmers Program

dish-rag gourd

district

+,_, lr __~_"
....Lv ...... ""J;J-~"'"

headmen

hog pl~..

mu

.... IV

01 W11J"1tl!J ~,



English

Indian jujube

injection doctor

Large Plot Demonstration Program

Mulberry Growers' and Silkworm
~aisers' Club

Rice Farmers' Club

seed multiplication agent

small green frog

sugar apple

Thai parsley

white gourd

Thai

rim,,
""~JYc)'t1Yl U"I

,
lf1N1I,rU,{l'~lltlfi,n ~Q!

'v I 1(
11 filJl:I1Jarrmmu l flU-J1mJ, ~ ~

I

1IfilJ'lf"l'lU"l
~

.... .... ~

U11 'l1 tJ"J U1'I'll 'Ii
~
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APPENDIX III

DEVELOPMENT OF THE ATTITUDE SCALES

Thurstone (1946), one of the pioneers in the measurement of

attitudes, described an attitude succinctly as

the degree of positive or negative affect
associated with some psychological object.

Thurstone's definition has been implicitly accepted by others who

have developed attitude scales, such as Rensis Likert, Louis Guttman

and Allen Edwards. It is also the one which was used in this study.

If such positive or negative affect is related to action, as

many believe, one should be able to test this relationship empirically,

once one has measured the attitudes • Tittle (1965) provides an

excellent revi~w of previous attempts to related attitudes to actions.

Laboratory experiments had generally shown positive correlations,

while surveys had not. A detailed analysis of the surveys, however,

revealed that most of those showing low correlationo differed from

the other surveys in using one-item measures of action or attitudes,

or in using unusual situations. Tittle himself used a variety of

measures of attitudes and action; he found that the Likert scale was

the most re:I.:1.C\.bJ_<:: in predicting actual voting behavior of a sample

of university students.

statements which seem to express varying degrees of positive end

negative affect for a psychological object~ and pretesting the statements
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on a sample of' respondents by asking them to indicate the intensity

of their agreement or disagreement with each statement. The responses

to each statement are then scored~ and these scores are sununed. Those

statements whose scores have the highest correlations with the total

score are chosen for inclusion in the scale.

While this method permits one to construct a scale that is

internally consistent, however, it does not provide any indication

of the degree to which the scale actually measures the attitude it

is intended to measure. Edwards (1957:20l-2l9) suggests screening

the statements by using a procedure developed by Thurstone~ which

involves the use of' judges to determine the relevance of statements

to the attitude, and the intensity of attitude which each one

represents. When this screening precedes the Likert pretest, the

technique is referrer to as the Scale Discrimination Technique.

This technique was used in the present study. 1

Choosing the statements

Statements expressing positive and negative affect with respect

to man's control over nature, risk-taking, modern agriculture, profit-

seeking~ and borrowing money were written by the researcher, elicited

from Fourth Year Students at Khonkaen University, and borrowed from

the appropriate scales in the GUATEMALA stud,.V. Of the statements used,

180 were chosen as each being succinct and unambiguously related to

its psychological object.

ITne complete Scale DiSCrimination Tecrillique also includes Cuttmen
scaling to follo~ the Likert pretest. This final step was not carried
out in this study.
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Translation of the statements into Lao

The resulting group of statements WaD a mixed bag. Some were

in Lao, the Northeastern dialect. Others were in English, and most

were in Central Thai. The researcher had these translated into Lao,

and checked the accuracy of the translation by having the Lao state-

ments translated into Central Thai. This process worked fairly well

for most of the Central Thai statements, though it later became

apparent that some Central Thai words had been included simply by

changing their pronunciation slightly to conform to the dialect's

sounds. The translator, though he had grown up in a village in Roi Et

Province, had lived in towns for a long time, and had added Central

Thai words to his Lao vocabulary. The students who administered the

scales noted the following words as being difficult for Ban On people

to understand: irrigation, customs, business, labor-saving.

JUdging the statements

The translated statements were typed on cards, approximately

30 for each psychological object. They were then submitted to each

of 8 Khonkaen University Faculty members of Northeastern Thai origin

for jUdging. The judge was given the cards with statements related

to one scale, and he was asked to place each card in one of the

following boxes.

Dislikes
Very Much

2 3
Neutral,
Doesn't
Apply

5 6 Likes Very
Much
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If the judge felt that a person making the statement on the card liked

the psychological object very much, he would put the card in that box.

This method is also known as the method of equal-appearing intervals,

since only the top, middle and bottom boxes are defined with words,

so the judge m~ divide the scale into intervals of intensity of

feeling which seem equal to him. l

The judgments of each judge were recorded on the back of the

cards, using greek letters which would mean nothing to a judge should

he turn the card over. These judgments were later compared for each

statement: the highest and lowest values were eliminated, and the

resulting range in values recorded.
2

Each statement was also assigned

a scale value on the basis of the judging, which was simply the median

value.

In choosing the statements to be ~.ncluded in the Likert

pretest, the following criteria were used:

Man's Control Over Nature: All with r=l, all .nth r=2 with the
exception of two statements with s=4,
and all with r=3 with the exception of
those statements which more tha.., two
judges rated 4. Seventeen statements
were chosen.

,
~dwards (1957) notes that past studies have shown that people

with known opinions who judge attitude statements tend to put statements
they themselves agree with in higher boxes than those they disagree with,
despite the instructions. The use of more sophisticated University
faculty members as judges was intended to minimize this danger.

2Edwards (1957) suggests the interquartile rWJge as the suitable
measure of agreement, which would involve eliminating the top 2 and the
bottom 2 values.



Risk-Taking:

Modern Agriculture:

Acquisition of Wealth:

Borrowing Money:
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All with r=2, and all with r=3 with the
exception of those statements which
more than two judges rated 4, or which
some judges rated greater than 4 and
some rated less than 4. Eleven state
ments were chosen.

All with r=l, and all with r=2 except
those with scale values from 3.5 to 4.5
and those with more than two ratings of
4 or which some jUdges rated less than 4.
Thirty-three statements were chasen.

All with r=l, r=2, and 4=3, with the
exception of those with scale values of
4. Thirteen statements were chosen.

All negative ones with r=l and r=2,
and all positive ones. Sixteen statements
were chosen.

It can be seen that less than 15 statements dealing with modern

agriculture had a range of 1, but many had a range of 2. In the case

of borrowing money, however, while there were many negative statements,

there were very few positive statements. The positive statements all

had to be included if the resulting scales were to be balanced.

Pretesting the scales

The resulting 90 statements were scrambled to prevent respondents

from divining the nature of the scales and printed in Likert form, as

described above. In the pretest, held in Khok Fan Pong village in

KhoIL~aen Province, 12 men and 12 women were asked to give their reactions

to the scales. The respondent was first asked to sta.te whether he

agreed or disagreed with the statement. 'I'hen he was asked the degree

to which he agreed or disagreed. If he could not decide, he was marked

neutral.
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The resulting answers were coded in the following manner:

Strongly Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree

1
7

3
5

4
4

5
3

7
1

(s>4)
(s<4)

Statements favorable to the psychological object, namely those with

scale values higher than 4, were scored as in the top line, while

those disdainful of the psychological object were scored as in the

bottom line. The elimination of the 2 and 6 in coding had the

effect of making extrlJme answers carry more weight, and thus of

emphasizing the differences in attitudes among individuals.

The individual scores for each of the statements in each of

the scales were summed, and the total scores for the scales obtained.

The scores received for each statement by the eight respondents who

ranked highest in the total score for the scale of which that statement

was a part were compared with those of the eight respondents who ranked

lowest in that total score. A contingency table was constructed by

making the cutting point pass through the two distributions in such a

fashion as to permit the maximum total of high-ranking respondents above

the cutting line and of low-ranking respondents below it. The contin-

gency table made in this fashion permitted the use of the Phi Coefficient

as a test of the relationship, since the two samples were re1ated. 1

Edwards (1957) suggests grouping the statements according to

their Thurstone scale values, and choosing the few items in each group

that have the highest Phi Coefficient. This was attempted, but some

1A table constructed by Jurgensen (1947) was used, as calculators
were not available.
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of the groups contained statemen,ts with such low Phi Coefficients that

it seemed inadvisable to select them. There were also a few statements

which had confused respondents and which had to be eliminated. The

final statements in each scale were as follows:

Scale Statement Scale Value Phi Coefficient

Man's Control Over Nature

I.
6.

II.
16.
2I.
26.

Risk-Taking

2.
7.

12.
17.
22.

7
1
1
6.5
2
2.5

6
2
2.5
2
3

.635

.886

.886

.577

.886

.886

.373

.635

.373

.373

.670

(Eliminated from top six because of confusion
and excessive number of neutral responses:
one statement, s=l, phi=.373)

Modern Agriculture

3.
8.

13.
18.
23.
27.

1
6
6
2
1
2

.886

.775

.670

.760

.637 (substitute)

.775

(Eliminated from top seven because of ambiguity:
one statement, sca1e=3, phi=.775; because too
similar to No.3.: one statement, 8=3, phi=.(75)
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300

Phi Coefficient

Acquisition of Wealth

4.
9.

14.
19.
24.
28.

7
3
6
6
6.5
1.5

.577

.577

.484

.670

.411 (substitute)

.635

(Eliminated from top seven because of ambiguity,
confusion, excessive numbers of neutral responses:
two statements, s=2, phi=.484)

5.
10.
15.
20.
25.
29.

1
2
2.5
3
2
4.5

.577

.670

./75

.577

.760

.518

It can be seen that the scales are not all as well-balanced

as one would wish, though they are a great improvement over scales

with all positive or all negative statements. The scale for borrowing

money is the greatest problem, as most of the statements which were

positive were also weak, and thus were eliminated in the development

of the scale.

Modern agriculture and fatalism were clearly the strongest

of the scales, because there were many items from which to choose;

they were fairly well balanced and had high internal consistency.
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Possible improvements

Future construction of' attitude scales in Northeast Thailand

should probably be done using statements recorded f'rom f'armers,

rather than attempting to elicit such statements f'rom university

students. If' enough stateme~ts are recorded, very good ones will be

f'ound.

A larger number of' judges should be used. Perhaps teachers in

secondary schools could be used f'or this purpose, or even elementary

teachers in rural areas. Such a large sample of' judges would permit

more variation in r and a more unif'orm number of' statements in each

scale prior to Likert pretesting.

Confusion in giving directions was caused by the various

phrases attempted during pretesting. The translator originally asked

the respondents, "H'hen do you think it is good?" They were confused,

as they were not sure if' he were literallY asking them whether some-

He ...... :::.~ :::.zked to change this to lido you think it is

true or not'?" which remained the question throughout the rest of' the

pretest, and during the actual administration of' the scales in Ban On.

It seemed to .iork well, though it did imply that some element of' truth

~d f'alsehood was involved. A better solution, it now seems, would have

been to ask \ldo you agree?' a quite literal translation of the English

which the original translator did not think of.
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APPENDIX IV

DEVELOPMENT OF THE INCOME SCHEDULE

The income schedule was based on the farm management survey

schedule form in Yang (1965) and on the study of the economy of Bang

Chan done by Janlekha (1955).

A farm family that produces much of its own food and clothing

resembles a nation in its economy. To measure the income of such a

family requires the same care as the preparation of national income

accounts. In both cases, the problem of double-counting is very

important. Goods pass through several stages in the process of pro

duction before they are finally consumed, but all of these stages

occur within the system. To add together the values of a product at

different stages in its production would be to overestimate the value

of the product. It is necessarily to determine the value added at

each stage, or, more conservatively, to l'efrain from adding any value

before the product reaches the final consumer.

~ne proglem of double-counting values was solved in this Schedule

by the use of special columns for entering products that were processed

further. If these products were used in other sectors of the family

economy, the sector providing the products was credited with a sale of

the value of the products provided, while the sector receiving the

In the present study, it was desired to separate the purely

agricultural sector of the family economy from the other sectors, in

order to observe the effect of the use of agricultural innovations.
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Three sectors were thus defined: agricultural, home enterprise, and

residual. Divisions between the sectors were necessarily arbitrary.

Each product which passed through stages which brought it from one

sector into the other was cut at a specific point in that production

process.

Production of crops and crop products and livestock and

livestock products was considered part of the agricultural sector.

This sector also included initial processing of agricultural products,

farm labor done for others: and income from agricultural assets rented

to others.

The home enterprise sector included all other entrepreneurial

activities except for money lending. Some of the specific activities

included were weaving cloth for sale or consumption, producing other

goods for sale, milling rice for others, buying agricultural products

for resale, retailing, and providing services for which fees were

charged. Food preparation was considered a home enterprise only if

the food was to be sold. otherwise, the food was credited to family

consumption at the value of the unprepared farm product. Production

of farm implements, including those for fishing, was likewise con

sidered a home enterprise onJy if the implements were made for sale.

otherwise they were considered pa~ of the agricultural sector, and

they appeared as increases ~._. the farm implement inventory.

The resid'.l!:.l sector included :i.ncome from wages and salaries ~

interest earned, and gifts received or lotteries won.
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~ecial Considerations

Once the general principal of the income questionnaire was

determined, it was necessary to consider the practical problems of

eliciting the information from farmers.

Types of Products and Their Allocation

Since none of the farmers in Ban On kept records, it was

necessary to help them reconstruct the activities of the past year by

breaking these activities down into their components. Thus, rather

than asking the farmer what crops he grew, the interviewer asked him

how much of each specific crop he grew. In addition to the 20 crops

printed on the crop table, he also asked about 42 specific fruits and

52 specific vegetab1es. 1

A similar procedure was used in determining the specific assets

owned by different farmers. A list of 42 farm implements in addition

to the 30 mentioned in the income form was used while a list of nine

non-farm implements was used in addition to the two mentioned in the

income form was used in gathering information about home enterprise

assets.

Allocation of major crops and livestock and livestock products

was specified in great detail. Thus, the fnl~c~ was asked how much

rice was in his granary at Songkran in 1968, how much was there at

~egetables are phak, a very broad group including such plants
as Sago Palms as well as onions. Lists of six domesticated and 17 wild
birds, 39 fish, seven shellfish~ five other water animals, 16 other land
animals and ten insects supplemented the livestock table.
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Songkran 1969, how much he sold during the year, ho...,.,.. much he used to

make food for sale, how much he used as seed, how much he used to pay

rent, how much he used to pay interest, how much he used as wages,

and how much his family ate.

Amounts

Rice and mulberry were the only two crops that were measured by

the farmers with any exactitude. Rice was harvested at one season,

. during several months, and measured into thang baskets after threshing.

Mulberry leaves were gathered throughc.......t the year, more in some

seasons than others, and also measured in thang baskets. For these

crops, most farmers could remember an accurate amount. Kenaf, how

ever, was made into field bales which were not weighed by the village

buyer, but usually assumed to be approximately 100 kilograms. Since

most kenaf was sold, however, the revenue from kenaf was quite accurate.

Amounts of all other crops were approximate. Production of many crops,

including corn, was measured in ears or numbers of fruits. Most of

these were of minor importance.

Animals, likewise, were not weighed by local buyers. Numbers

of animals owned, bought, born, raised and sold were remembered, how

ever, and usually the prices they brought. Swine were definitely raised

for sale, and farmers could remember the money they brought in.

Chicker.z ~~e:::'e rated. at fi ye to twenty-five baht a chicken: depending on

their ages. Fish were caught the year round, but mostly in the rainy

season, and were measured in buckets; most people seemed to agree in

their estimates of the weight of ~ given amount of a given type of fish.
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Amounts of assets were ordinarily not difficult for farmers

to remember. Land, however, as has been seen, was often not registered.

Furthermore, a plot of land which was registered under some sort of

certificate may subsequently be enlarged by the farmer, wno m8¥ clear

new land without registering it. When the interviewers inquired about

the amount of land held under various certificates, the farmers tended

to think in terms of the land specified on those certificates. It was

thus necessary to check the land ownership of every farmer, and to

assure him that the researcher was interested in the total amount of

land he considered to be his, whether or not it was on a certificate.

Amounts of assets such as gold and cash were not readily re

vealed by farmers, though most answered the questions readily, and

admitted to having gold. Few said they had cash. No solution was

found to the problem of u."lderreporting of liquid and easily liquidatab1e

assets such as these.

Values of Product

The values of most products were determined by applying the

price paid for the portion sold to the rest of the production. In the

case of rice, the rice in the granary at Songkran 1968 was valued at

the price of any rice sold in the previous season. There was almost

no variation among farmers in the price of rice since most reported

tnai; glu~inul.i.s :de:e ha.d scld fer 10 b::..'1t ~ t'he..."!g e.t the end of the 1967

crop year, and for eight baht a. the.!1g in the end of the 1968 crop year.

In the case of mulberry, very little was sold. Some people

sold a little in the dry season, when they did not have enough to feed
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their own worms, and when the price was quite high. If this price,

sometimes as high as ten baht a thang, were applied to the total

production, it would be overvalued. The modal price of mulberry

leaves sold was 2.50 baht a thang. This price was applied to all

mulberry used in the home.

The prices of the minute amounts of silk sold, however, could

not be used to adjust values of large silk inventories and amounts

used in weaving. Instead, the prices cited by the two silk shops in

Roi Et for various times in the past year, and the receipts studied at

the Roi Et silk. weaving mill were used. In the case of the mill, the

mean of the amounts paid at different times in a given month was

computed; this monthly amuunt was added to the monthly amounts

mentioned by the two shops, and a me,9,Il monthly price computed.

Finally, the mean of the monthly prices was computed to give the mean

price for the 1968 crop year. Although this method was crude, it

succeeded in deflating the rather high prices estimated by the farmers.

The rest of the crops grown and gathered were in such small

amounts that it was not considered necessary to adjust the prices.

In the case of domestic livestock, the prices of chickens sold

could be used to determine the value of other chickens, while the

estimates of values of cattle, buffaloes and pigs seemed consistent

and reasonable.

Most families sold fish, and the prices for such fish WcL'c lliilCh

the same from family to family.
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Value of Assets

The farmer was asked to state what price he would pay for his

land if he were to buy it. Some people have claimed that land sales

are rare in Northeast Thai villages, but 31 ral were sold and 64 rai

were bought by families in the sample in 1968. Nevertheless, land

sales occurred in only a few families during that particular year,

and could not be a good g-.rlde to the value of the land. In all cases

where farmers estimated the value of their land to be abnormally high

or low, the farmers in question were visited again, and the reasons

for their estimates determined. In IllR1lV cases, their reasoning was

sound, based either on the price received for an adjacent piece of

land or on an offer for their land.

Another problem did arise, however; the farmer had been asked

to estimate what he would have paid for land at Songkran 1968~ and again

what he would have paid for it at Songkran 1969. While most farmers

felt that the value of their land had not increased, some felt that it

had increased as much as 200 baht a rai. Since the road was being

newly paved, it is conceivable that land near this road would rise in

value, but such a precipitous rise seems unlikely. Since the change in

inventory was computed as part of the income, such farmers would

have an inordinately large income, and seem more efficient than other

farmers who did not estimate any change in land values. The prices of

the land owned were thus changed in those cases to make the 1969

price correspond to the 1968 price.
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Farm equipment and buildings wear out and depreciate in value.

Ideally, one would compute the~ depreciation, but most accountants

are satisfied with some sort of straight-line depreciation. In the

case of Ban On farmers, however, estimation of the length of life of

various assets was assumed to be virtually impossible. Instead, de-

predation was computed by e..dding opening inventories of equipment!)

purchases of equipment and repairs, and subtracting from these sales

of equipment and closing inventories of equipment.

For tp~ purpose of making these valuations, farmers were asked

to state the price of each piece of equipment when it was ne\ol. Although

many pieces of equipment were made from materials found on the farm,

farmers agreed on the value of most pieces of equipment.

The same procedure was used for home enterprise assets.

Barter

Barter was still common in Ban On. For the most part, it

involved the use of rice as a medium of exchange, a use which was

reflected in the income questionnaire. Rice was used to pay people

hired to help in rice production, particularly if these people worked

1for the whole season. Rice was also used to p~ interest on loans

of rice, and to contribute to the sustenance of monks.

Other commodities were also bartered, however. Often this

barter was disguised as gifts. Thus, one family gave a gift of a silk

sarong to another family which later loaned the first family SOllie

I These people are usually those who share in co-operative
farming arrangements.
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riceland for the year. Where such barter was concerned with produc

tion in the farm or home enterprise sectors, it was recorded in the

appropriate columns. Where such barter took place in the consumption

or residual sector, it was not recorded. As a result, the amounts of

different commodities recorded in the family consumption columns do

not alw~s reflect +-he exact composition of family consumption, even

of the products produced by the family. These figures are most

accurate for rice.

Family houses

Janlekha (1955) noted that families in the Central Plains

village of Bang Chan who stopped farming nevertheless retained their

family houses, and thus decided that these houses were not relevant

assets in a study of a farm economy. Following this suggestion, the

present study did not include the value of family houses in its

measure of income. This exclusion was an error.

Family houses in Ban On were very mobile. The most important

and expensive part of most houses were the posts. These were usually

kept by the family, and moved whenever the family moved. The walling,

often of woven bamboo, and the floor could easily be replaced~ as could

the roof, which was most often made of corrugated zinc. People might

sell parts of their houses in times of need. The houses of wealthy

villagers were mort:: pE:l'1ll8.UE:nt, built mu.ch Iil':::::: the h011Ses of toW!!s-

people, still on posts, but wzde of wooden boards nailed to these posts,

and, in some cases, tile roofs. Nevertheless, it is evident that family
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houses, though they may not have been an important asset of the farm

sector, were an important assets of the residual sector, and that many

of them could be liquidated piecemeal.
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APPENDIX V

CORRECTION OF AN ERROR IN SUBROUTINE KRANK

Subroutine KRANK (IBM, 1968) is based on the method described

by Siegel (1956) for computing Tau. Kendall's Rank Order Correlation

Coefficient, Tau, is a measure of the correlation of two ranked

variables, and is usually computed as follows:

S
Tau = 1 ( )"2 n n-l

where n = the number of ranks (cases)

S = total score calculated for ranks in variable B (after
individual cases have been sorted in the sequence of
ranks of variable A). Each rank is selected in turn:
1 is added for each larger rank to its right, and 1
is subtracted for each smaller rank to its right.

Thus, if we have the following ranks for A and B for 12 cases

CASE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

A
B

1 2 3
12 11 10

4
9

5 6
8 7

789
654

10
3

11
2

12
1

S would be calculated as follows: all eleven ranks to the right of
12 are smaller, so -11 is added to the score. Likewise, all ten ranks
to the right of 11 are smaller, so -10 is added to the score. Thus,

S = -11 -10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1-0 = -66

-66 -66
Tau = ~ (12)(11) = 66 = -1.00 , which is what one would expect.
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If n is greater than 10, the distribution of Tau approximates a normal
curve, with

z =-Y 2(2n+5~
9n(n-l

In this example, the denominator equ~.ls .2091, and z equals -4.7824.
The probability of random occurrence i~ tbus less than .00003.

If ties occur, however, the number of possible pairs of ranks
which could have the greater one to the right (in a perfect correlation,
all pairs of ranks would have the greater one on the right) would
necessarily be less.

A correction factor for ties is thus used to calculate Tau in
this case.

s

where T = L t(t-l) for Variable A, where t = the number of observa.-a 2 tions tied for a given rank,

and .T
b = L t(t-l) for Variable B.

2

As for S, Siegel states (1956:218) that it is computed in the
same way. Kendall, however, the creator of the coefficient, outlines a
different procedure for computing S (1955: 35). According to him, if
the pair of cases considered are tied in the A variable, no score
should be given regardless of the values of the two ranks in the B
variable. Thus if one is comparing the two following cases:

Variable A
Variable B

Case 1

10.5
1

Case 10

10.5
3

the score added to S should be 0, not +1.

This discrepancy, it sh.e.11 'he seen, becomes a serious problem
when there are ties in the A variable, particularly since Siegel's
book is probably more in use than Kendall's work.
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The following example will clarify the problem. Suppose we have
12 cases with ties in both the A and B variables, and we wish to test
their relationship with the Kendall Rank Order Correlation Coefficient
TAU. If we sort the cases in the ranking of A, we might get the
following:

A
B

1
2.5

2.5
7.5

2.5
7.5

4 6
2.5 2.5

6
7.5

6
7.5

8
2.5

10.5
7.5

10.5 10.5 10.5
7 •5 11. 5 11. 5

If we wish, on the other hand, to sort the cases in the ranking of B,
we might get this:

B 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 11.5 11.5
Al 1 4 6 8 2.5 2.5 6 6 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5

or this:

B 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 11.5 11.5
A2 8 6 4 1 10.5 10.5 6 6 2.5 2.5 10.5 10.5

The particular order would depend solely on the order of the cases
before they were sorted. Thus, in the computer program, the final
ordering would depend on the order in which the cards were originally
fed into the computer. Clearly, one would not be happy with a
statistical technique which gave different coeff~cients for the three
cases above. The correlation coefficient must of necessity be the
same.

Unfortunately, the method used by Siegel does give widely
varying coefficients. The comparisons are shown below:

COMMON TO BOTH METHODS: T = 10a

"'\ / 1_ (_ , \ m "'\ / 1~ (_ , \ m
V ....2J.J,.\,U-...L. J -.J. a V ~2J."'\U-..L.I-.&.b =
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DIFFERENT IN THE DIFFERENT METHODS:

MEASURE KENDALL SIEGEL

S
A with B 22 28
B with Al 22 38
B with A2 22 24

TAU
A with B .4432 .5640
B with Al .4432 .7655
B with A2 .4432 .4834

Z
A with B 2.0063 2.5531
B with Al 2.0063 3.4653
B with A2 2.0063 2.1883

Subroutine KR6~ (IBM, 1968) was based on Siegel's method,
and was thus in error. It was changed by making the following
modification:

IF (R(I)-R(L))
58 IF (R(K)-R(J))

58,60,58
56,60,57

KHAN 931
KHAN 940

The new statement, KHAN 931, determines if the two cases are
tied in the A variable. If they are, the value of S will not change,
and the program will continue to the next pair of cases. If the two
cases are not tied in the A variable, S will be computed as before.

The modified program was tested and found to give consistent
results.
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APPENDIX VI

INTERVIEW SCHEDULES

FAMILY INFORMATION SCHEDULE

O. House Number Village _

1. Name of Head of Household ~ _

2. Age Name of Birth Year -----------
3. Sex -----
4. Education (Highest grade finished) ------------
5. Special Education (Certifica.te or SubJ ect Studied)

(four lines: a,b,c,d)

YES NO

YES NO

8.

6.
7.

10.

Ethnic Group _

How old were you when you began farming? _

What year?

How many years have you farmed (lit., rice-farmed) here? ----
What year did you begin f&""ming here?

Have you always been a rice-farmer?

a. (If NO) When you were not a rice-farmer,
what did you do? _

b. How old were you when you began that work? _

c. How many years did you do that work? _

In addition to farming, do you have eny other occupation?
(If YES) What? _

11. Did you live anywhere else before you came to live in this village?

YES NO

(If YES, have the respondent tell every place that he has lived)

Where?

12. How many times a month do you go to Chatu? (Note: Chatu is the

district capital, Chaturaphakphiman, 3 km. from Ban On, and the

nearest market) ----
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13. How:ma.ny times a year do you go to Roi Et? (Note: Roi Et is the

Provincial Capital, 23 km. from Ban On on an all-weather road)

14. Have you ever gone to Udorn, Korat, Khonkaen or Ubon?

large towns in the Northeast)

(If YES) How many times? (all together)

(Note: Sum of visits to all four)

15. Have you ever gone to Bangkok?

(If YES) How many times? _

(The four

YES NO

YES NO

(Originally printed instructions: If the hea£ of the household is a
married man, and his wife is present, ask her the following questions.
If she is not there, ask the husband about her. Subsequent instructions
to student interviewers: If the head of the house has no spouse
living there, but has an adult child or child-in-law of the opposite
sex 11ting in the house, ask these questions about that child. Final
adjustments and supplementary questioning by myself: if both the
decision-maker and the owners of land were gotten in the above manner,
no :further questioning was done. If, however, it was discovered that
one of these had been omitted, he was questioned. The decision-maker
(as defined by the family) is accorded the position of head of house
hold and an.y other landowners the position of "wife." Thus, occasionally
information on more than 2 members of a household will be gathered)

16. Did your wife live anywhere else before coming to live here?
YES NO

(If YES) Where? (four lines: a,b,c,d)

17. How many times a month does your wife go to Chatu? _
18. How many times a year does your wife go to Roi Et? _=----::~-

19. Has you.!" wife ever gone to Udorn, Korat~ Khonka.en or Ubon?

YES NO
(If YES) How many tim.es? -----

20. Has your wire ever gone to Bangkok?

(If YES) How many times? _

(all together)

YES NO

21. Other Family Members (Including the Mothe~ pf the House)

(Instructions for Interviewers)

ColUilill ~ \
.J./

Column 2)

Column 3)

Ask the age and the name of the birth year of each person

Write "M" for Male and "F" for Female
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Column 4) Write the highest year of education each person has
completed. If he is still in school, find out what grade he
is studying now. (Note: interviewers were instructed to
discover the status quo ante: that is, whether the child was
studying last year, the year for which the income survey was
being taken: Songkl"an 1968 to Songkran 1969.)

Column 5) If the person is a student, write "student," if he i,s a monk
or novice, write "monk" or "novice." If he is none of these,
write "not" (Note: the important time is last year, as with
Column 4).

Column 6) Ask if this family member has strength and ability to work
equal to that of other people his age. If not, how much can
he do (~, etc.). Then write the fraction in the blank.
For normal people, write "1" and for others write fractions.
(Note: this was refined in instructions to the interviewers:
since the fractions were to be used to compute available
man-equivalents, we needed to know what portion of time
healthy students and monks were available for work. The
school year ends shortly before Songkran, so students were
no trouble, but we asked the interviewers to determine how
long the monks h£'.d remained in this status in the past year,
since monks r y enter and leave the monkhood at any time.

Relationship Age and Highest Year of
to Head Birth Year Sex Education Completed

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Now studying or
in Monastery

(5) (6)

22. Special Education of Family Members

Relationship to Head

(8 lines: a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h)

Certificate or Subject Studied

OUTSIDE OF BAN ON (Note: this infomation was never gathered, since time
did not permit sampling other villages)

23. How many times a year do you go to Ban On? _

24. Do you have any relatives living in Ban On? (Does your wife?)

YES NO

(If YES) Name What relationship to you (to your wife)

(6 li~~s: B.b;c;d;e;f)



25. Do you ever pass by Ban On on your way to someplace else?

(If' YES) Where were you going? _

How many times in a year? ----------

319

YES NO

Interv:Lewer. . • • • • . . • • . . . • . • • • . . . • . . . • . . • . • . • . • Date .• 0 .
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Attitudes, Perception and Knowledge (APK)
Interview Schedule a:=illistered to members
of a sample of households in Ban On, North
east Thailand by F. W. von Fleckenstein
in the period March-September 1969

Nam.e. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • House NllID.ber••••••••••••••••

(Read the following statements to the respondent; then. ask, "Father
(Mother, Brother, as is appropriate) Do you agree or disagree?"
When the respondent has answered, ask him, "Do you agree a lot or do you
agree a little?" or "Do you disagree a lot or do you disagree a little?"
Then circle the correct lettel's according to the following instructions.)

SA -- StronglY Agree
A -- Agree
N -- Neutral
D -- Disagree

SD -- StronglY Disagree

IF THE RESPONDENT SAYS ANYTHING EISE, PLEASE WRITE IT ALL DOWN IN THE
BLANK SPACES (IN NORTHEASTERN DIALECT)

1. If we don't have water, we can correct this by
irrigation. SD D N A SA

2. We might get a large profit if we dare to do
s~thi~g before other people. SD D N A SA

3. We can't use insecticide to kill plant pests be-
cause it I s against the customs of our forefathers. SD D N A SA

4. It's good to seek a large profit. SD D Ii A SA

5. (I) don I t like to borrow money because we might
lose the land we use as security. SD D N A SA

6. There I s no we:y a.t all to control diseases and
insects. SD D N A SA

7. Investing a lot at one time isn't good. SD D N A SA

8. Doing rice-farming the new w~ will get (you)
more rice than the old w~. SD D N A SA

9. If we have a large income from selling rice,
we're afraid robbers will come and steal it. SD D N A SA

10. Borrowing money will make us lose face. SD D N A SA
, ,

,..----"'"'-----~ ..... -'" ""'"+""....0' __10+ +"',om Al ('\np.J..J.. u.QO.,;)~v.t:'l:"'-.- -....- ••_v__ --- ...---- ----ir
you shouldn't kill them. SD D N A SA

12. (I) don't dare use the new vaTieties of rice--
(I) 'm afraid they &ren't as good as the old ones. SD D N A SA



13. Good f'armers use new W8\YS of' f'arming, like using
f'ertilizer.

14. Farmers should try -to f'arm so that they get a
large income and seek a larger profit.

15. Farmers shouldn't borrow money.

16. Our future will be brighter if we learn new
methods of' farming.

17. Trying to use new methods of farming will give
us a chance to have too great a loss.

18. Money that we use to buy fertilizer, new
varieties of' seeds, and new w8\Ys of' growing
plant[l is wasted money.

19. Having a large income is important: we can
then buy many things besides food.

20. Usually, if we borrow money, that's not
proper at all.

21. I don't have any w8\Y at all to increase my
rice yield.

22. Farming rice in a wtrJ that will give a small
but certain yield is better than doing it in a
big wa;y which might have a loss.

23. Farming rice in the new W8\Y is a wa:y to bring
danger to our cOIilillunity •

24. The most importont thing in rice-farming is
seeking a prof'it.

25. People who borrow money are usually poor people.

26. Success in rice-farming, for the most part,
depends on luck~-there's no wey a f'e-~er C~~

change his luck.

27. Using the old methods of rice-farming on and
on (i.e., year after year) will get good
results for farmers.

28. I want to get the same amount of rice I harvest
every year. I don't think I'll look for a wa:y
to get more than that.

29. Usually, rich people borrow money to use in
business, such as in buying laoor-saving
equipment.
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SD DNA SA

SD DNA SA

SD DNA SA

3D DNA SA

SD DNA SA

SD DNA SA

SD DNA SA

SD DNA SA

SD DNA SA

SD DNA SA

SD DNA SA

SD DNA SA

SD DNA SA

SD DNA SA

SD DNA SA

SD DNA SA

SD D N " Sf.

30. What can a farmer do to get mer:? rice? _
What else can he do? _
Is there anything else? _



YES NO
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(Show a picture or read a statement. Then write the complete answer in
this blank space.)
(NOTE: No pictures were shown, as they proved, when developed, to be
too fu.z~ t:or this question. One statement from a list of statements
describing rice diseases common to the area was used. These statements
were restated, and the interviewer was instructed to write down the
number of the statement asked. SEE attached List of Rice Diseases.)

31. What causes this disease? (or) What disease does this cause?
(Have the respondent explain until we understand the symptoms of
the disease or the characteristics of the thing which causes the
disease. For example: to say "worm" alone is not enough. You
must have the respondent explain what the characteristics of this
worm are.) (Note: we only had occasion to ask the first question,
never the second.)

32. How can we cure this?

33. (If respondent telks about insecticide) How do you use it?
How much?

34. If next year you get twice as much rice as this year, do
you think you could sell it?

(If YES) Where will you sell it? ~ _

35. If next year you grow twice as much vegetables as thIs
year, do you think you can sell it all?

{If YES} Where will you sell them? -----------
36. Can you send rice to sell in the market?

37. (If YES) How?

38. Is this transportation sufficient?

39. Do you think the price of sending rice to the market is:

40. If you want to sell rice, how hard is it to sell?

41. How haT" i.s it for .i"a.rmers to sell their vegetables?

42. What do you think of the price you get for rice?

43. wnat do you think of the price you get for vegetables?

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

FAIR
EXPENSIVE
TOO EXPENSIVE

EASY
HARD
VERY HARD

EASY
HARD
VERY HARD

LOW
FAIR
GOOD

L.QW
FAIR
GOOD



44. Can you bring fertilizer and rice seed from the place
where they are sold?

45. (If YES) How?

46. Is this transportation sufficient?

47. What do you think of the cost of this transportation?
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YES NO

YES NO

FAIR
EXPENSIVE
TOO EXPENSIVE

FAIR
EXPENSIVE
TOO EXPENSIVE

48. If villagers buy things like fertiliLer from the
merchants in Roi Et, what do these merchants do?

ALWAYS TAKE ADVANTAGE
SOMETIMES TAKE ADVANTAGE, SOMETIMES NOT
NEVER TAKE ADVANTAGE

49. Do you think that the price of fertilizer that you
P8¥ there is

50. Do you know a place where a farmer can borrow money or things
worth from about 500 to 2,000 baht for farming, such as buying
scientific fertilizer? (column 1)

51. How does that person give loans--in cash or in things which are used
in farming? (column 2: ask this question about every pla.ce
mentioned in no. 50)

52. What:i.s the interest? (columns 3 to 7: have the respondent give
an example of each thing mentioned in no. 51 which is borrowed from
every place mentioned in no. 50, such as, If one borrows money
from a money lender, suppose that one borrows 500 baht for 6 months,
what does one use to pay the interest, and hair much does one pay?
The respondent might reply that he p~s the interest in kenaf, and
p~s 150 kg.) (Do not write in column 8) (Note: we later
instructed the interviewers to put the interest rate in column 8
if the respondent could give an interest rate, and not to use an
example in that case, but only if the thing borrowed were money.)

53. Do you think that the interest rate the:n: is fair? (Column 9: Ask
this question about every kind of interest that is mentioned in
no. 52. Write the word "ma.en" if he says it is fair and write the
words "boh ma.en" if he says it is not fair.
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Place
(1)

Thing Amount Time Form of AmO\Ult of
Borrowed Borrowed Borrowed Interest Interest

(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) .
Unit %

(7) (8)

A.

B.

(etc ••••.•. )

----
----
------

54. Suppose a farmer puts fertilizer on one rai of land and gets more
rice. If the farmer sells ·~his rice, how' '<7ill he know how much his
prof!t was increased?

Anything else?

(IF HE MENTIONS THE COST OF FERI'ILIZER) How do you figure the cost
of fertilizer?

(IF HE MENTIONS THE INCREASE IN RICE PRODUCTION) How do you know
the amount of increase in rice?



INCOME SCHEDULE

(Used in Study e,f Adoption of Innovations in Ban On, Thailand, by F. W. von Fleckenstein to determine
income and assets of farmers for the year April 13, 1968 to April 13, 1969, the traditional year of
farmers in Thailand. April 13 = Songkran)

(NOTE: Comments appearing in parentheses did not form part of the original questionnaire of which this
English version is a translation from t.he Thai.)

TABLE 1 - Land F:ecord

Owners: of Family Land Name
Amount of Land Held Songkran 1969
No. Cert. S.K.l N.S.3 Title Deed

1.
2. _

FAt-lILY LAND

Songkran 1968
Cl) (2) (3)

amount
owner in rai value-- --

Bo~t in yr.
(4 (5)

amt value

Rec'd in yr.
(6) (7)

amt value

Sold in yr.
(8) (9)

amt value

Gave in yr.
(10) (1J.)

amt value

son~ran 1969
(12)13) (14)

owner amt value---------
A. Rice-land with

Sp~ciul Water
B. Rice-land
c. Upland
D. Banana Gl:"ove
E. Orchard lUld

Garden
F• Wood'S and

Pasture
G. (Houeelot, roads,

fences, etc.)
other

H. Total Land
Owned by Fa.mily

------

------- ---

------ --

---'-

W
N
V1



Income Schedule - Continued

Songkran 1968
m~- (2) (31

amOlmt
owner in rai value-- -

LMil) BORROWED OIt REUTED

S. 1967 to
Songkran 1968

B°tfht in TI·
( (5

amt ~

Ree'd in yr.
(6) (7)

amt value

Sold in yr.
(8) (9)

amt value

Gave in yr.
(10) (11)

amt value

Songkran 1969
(12) (13) (lID"

owner amt value
~;;;;.;;;.;;..---

Songkran 1968
to Songkran 1969

------------------

----------

Rice1end with (I)
Special water (J)

Ri(~e1and

Borrowed (K)
Rented (L)

Upland
BorrmTed (M)
Rented (N)

Banana. Grove
BorrmTed ( 0)
R(mted (p)

Orchard/Garden
Borrow'ed (Q)
Rented (R)

Woods and Pa.stu~e

Borrowed (S)
Rented (T)

ethel'
BorrmTed (U)
Rented (V)

SubtCltal (W)

RENTED our OR LQANED our
Rieeland with

Spec:ia1 "Tater (X)
Rieeland (Y)

------

----
----

-------

(LEFl' HAND ITEMS CONTINUED)

z. Upland
M. Banana Grove
BB. Orchard and Garden
CC. Woods and Pasture
DD. other

EE. Total Land Loaned or Rented Out
FF. Total Land Used by Family

(Note: Only Columns 1, 2, 3,
12, 13 and 14 apply to
Items I through FF)

-------

-------
w
l\)
0\
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Area Planted

Unit

Area Harvested

Unit

Reason for Difference

Amt. Total Production

Unit
19b8 Production is
>, < or =your usual

Yield/Rai 1968

Total Value
Amount
Unit
Value
Amount
Unit
Value

On Hand,
Songkran
1969
On Hand,
Songkran
1968

Crops in Field,
Son~ran 1969

Crops in Field
Son,g,kran 1968

Price
Amount
Unit
Value

SOLD

Amount
Unit
Value

USED IN FAMILY

lc£
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Val'iOUB Fruits
q. 1.
r. 2.
s. 3.
t. Watermelon
\1. Cucumber
v. Sweet Potato
\7. Garlic
x. Green Onion
y. Big Chili
z. Medium Chili
na. Little Chili
Various Vegetables
bb. 1.
cc. 2.

(Columns beginning with "Used as Seed"
apply only to a through i)

Grew plants on rai out of
total amount of land oi' rai

(If planted less than have)

Reason that not all land was planted:

ddt 3.
eel 4.
ff. 5.
gg. 6.
hh. Bamboo: shoots
ii. Large lengths
j j. Medium lengths
kk. Small lengths lJJ

I\)
11. other products co
mm.
nne TOTAL



Table 1: Miscellaneous~; Inventories

(reels and spindles used for reeling spun thread)}

Farm Supplies

a. Animal feed bought
b. Seed bought
c. Chemical fertili zer
d. Insecticide
e. Herbicide
i. Total Value Farm Supplies
~~~ment, Tooll~, Machinery
j. plow
k. harrow
1. hoe
m. digging stick
n. earth-carrying basket
o. chicken nest
p. rice basket (krabung)
q. rice-measuring basket (thang)
r. rice winnowing basket
s. silbrorm basket-tray
t. stand for silkworm trays
',1. buffalo harn(~ss set
v. bicycle (farm share)
w. oxcart
JC. sickle
y. large knife
z. threshing sUck
M. "Tater pump
bb. l:;pinning wheel
cc. (bOk)
dd. (ak)
ceo (kong)

Songkran 1968
Amt. Unit Value
TIT" T2J "l'3T"""

Bought or made
in year

Amt. Unit Value
Tf} T8J ""l9J

Sold in Year Songkran 1969
Amt. Unit Value Amt. Unit Value
TIOf Till (12) TI3T mr """Ti5T

w
1\)
\0



Table 3 - Continued

ff. (hae)
gg. (mo.vmg)
hh. (Hing) ) (various fish-nets Wld -traps)
i1. (sai)
jj. (ngo.eb)
kk. (bet) small fish-poles set into the dikes of the ricefields
11. sta.kes, usecl for making a li, a type of fish-trap that causes the

fish to swim into
mm. a (khong), E~ basket with a specially woven entrance that allows the

fish to swim in but not out
nne
00.

E~-:--~
qq. Tota.l e. t.m.
Non-Land Fixed ~:apital

rr. Buildings: 1. granary
SSe 2. pen: _
tt. 3.
uu. Wells
vv. Farm fences
ww. Others:
xx" Total Non-Llmd fixed capital

w
w
o



(Note: For thiE:
table, too, there
"ere 3upplementEII'Y
lists. )

a. Ca"ttle: Bulls
b. CQ'\(S
c. Yearlings
d. Calves
e.
f. Wa-l:ier Buffalcles: Bulls
g. CO'"I1S
h. Yearlings
i. Calves
j.
k. Boars
1. Sows
m. Young Pigs
u. Piglets
o.
II. Chickens: lElJrers
q. Broilers
1'. Roosters
s. Young Chi ckens
t. Chicks
u.
v. Ducks: layern
w. Meat Ducks
x. Drakes
y. Young Ducks
z. Du.cklings

Table 4: Livestock and Livestock Products-'-

BO~
Died

songkranl Bought inl Sold inl songkranl Used as Eaten byl in in
1968 Year Year 1969 Wages Family Yr. Yr. , Reason

. . . . . .
'tl

~
Q) ell

~
Q)

~
~ Q)IQ) ~

Q)

~ ~ ~ ~
Q)

Q) (J ~I (J l3: (J ::s (J

~ I No. I No.
~ 01> 'r! ~ gl~

orI

~I~~.~ ~I~
orI

~,~ ~I~'"' '"' '"'IX:j z< ~ ::>- ~ ~ :> :> :>

(Left Hand Items Continued)
aa. Geese
bb. Turkeys
cc. Muscovy Ducks
dd.
ee. TOTAL VALUE

w
w
.....



Table 4 - Continued

Produce
in Year

Further
Processed
at Home

..... ..... ..... ..... ..... ..... .....
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ v ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~I~
~ ..... ()~ ~ ..... ()~ ~of.>()~ ~ ()~ ~""'()~~of.>()~ ~of.>()~

o '''''1''''' r-l 0 '''''1''''' r~ 0 '''''1''''' Cil 0 1..... r-l 0 ..... 1·.... r-l 0 ..... 1·.... Cil 0 '''''1''''' 'Ql~:§J:~ ~:sJ::> ~:§J:> !J!:sJ:~ ~:sJ:~~:§J:> ~:sJ:>

ff. Chicken eggu
gg. Duck eggs
hh. Chicken and Duck Feathers
i1.
jj. Fine Silk Thread
kk. rv.edium Silk Thread
11. Coarse Silk Thread
nun. Fish caught
00. Shrimp
00. Ricefield C:rabs
pp. Insects
qq. Shellfish o:r snails
rr. Green Toads
SSt F'rogs
tt.
uU.
vv.
ww. 'l'O'l'AL VALUE

w
w
I\)



Table 1: Miscellaneous Farm Income

1. Farm work which people in the family did for other people (such as
transplanting rice, seeding, garden or orchard 'Work, upland 'Work,
caring for animals, repairing dikes). Do not include long khaek
work. (Note: i.e., work done by groups specifically invited by a
farmer, who then hosts a feast in return, as in an American husking
bee. )

333

(1)
Name of Family Member Work Done

(2)
Rate of Pay

(3)
Unit

( 4)
Total Received

2. Work animals hired out.

Kind Number
Time

Rate of Hire Worked Total Received

3. Tools and equipment rented out.

Kind Number Rate

4. Land and buildings rented out.

Item Number Rate
land (see T. 1)

5. Services to other farmers.

Time Used Total Received

Time
Rented Total Received

Kind Number Price/time Time Total Received

6. Money received from the government (see Table 11)

7. Money from selling land and buildings.

Item
land (see T. 1)

Amount Price Total Received

8. Money from selling tools or e~uipment (T. 3)

9. Sal~s or ra~ill s~pplieg (feed, etc. ~hich ~ere bo~ht

originally) (T. 3)

Grand Total
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Table 5 - Continued

TllBLE 11

Are you a member of an agriculti'Ural group or program?

(If YES) What are the names of these groups? 1-

2. 3.

4. 5.

YES NO

Last year (Songkran 1968 - Songkran 1969) what did you receive froJr these
groups and programs?

Price
Number of Group or Program Item Usual You

Price Paid

Amount
You

Bought

Cost Amount
Usual You You

Cost Paid Saved

( 4)

Total

{6} (8)

(Note: The information contained in Table 11 is used in Table 5.
Table 11 is thus an integral part of Table 5 although it
is numbered out of sequence.)



Table 6: Non-Farm Income
- Non-Farm Industrles

Kept Kept
to to
Sell Used to Used in Sell
S.1968 Item Total Production Make Sold Family S.1969
Value Amount Unit Price Value Things Amount Value Amount Value Value

(0) Cottage Indust.ry (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

a.Silk Cloth:__
b.
c.
d.Cotton Cloth:
e.
f.
g.
h.Mats
i.Basketn
j •Ba.mboo Walling
k.Pillowfl
1. Ma.ttrenses
m.
n.
o.

Process:Lng Industries: processed for other people in exchange for~ payment

p.

Item Amount Unit
(9) (10)

Fee
(11)

Va.lue
(12)

Value
(13)

r.

~-------,--------------------

w
W
\on



(include fees)

Table 6 - CClntinued

Item

u.
v.
w.

processed in order to sell or to use oneself
(note: many people pay milling fees in rice)

Original Unit SOLD
Amount Processed Amt. Value

(14) (15) (16) (17) (a) (b)

Money 1~om selling things which we did not produce or process
SOLD

Item Amount
(18)

x.
y.
z.

Value
(19)

aa. 1-1one~' from selling tools and equipment from all kinds of family enterprises (Table 9)

bb. rrOTAI~ INCOME FROM FAMILY ENTERPRISES

Miscellaneous Income
cc. Mone~r from family members living elsewhere
dd. SalaJ~ie6 and Wages of famil.Y members living at home
ee. InteJ~est earned
ff. Giftn received
gg. TOTAJ~ Miscellaneous Income

Name of Member Value

w
w
0\



Table 1: Farm Expenses

Total Expenditure

Item

a. Labor Hired (including
g{fts given to relatives
in exchW1ge for labor
done)

b. Land preparation
(plow, harr01T)

c. Seeding
d. Pulling Seedlings
e. Transplanting
f. Harvesting
g. Building dikes
h. Digging
i. Watching aniIws
j. Building buildings
k. Other (1., m,,)

Th~!!. giveIl to work~ but
E.£.~ ,!ncluded in wages
n. Daily food
o. Room
p. Food and li~10r given to

groups who hel,;> work

Hij:-e of Animals
q.•
r. Wa.tter Buffaloes
s. Ca.ttle
t. other:

Am,ount Unit Cost/U
(1) (2) (3)

Paid Immediately Paid OIl, Credit
Cash Things Money Things

Kind Amount Unit Value Kind Amoun."':'t""':U~n'-:i-:-t-:V~a-=l-u-e

(4) --m- (6) Tf} (8) (9) WIT (111 mr-mY

I.\)
1,.<)
.~



Table 7 - Contir:.ued

Ren.1...~f Equipment (u, v~. and w)

Animal Feed Boue;ht
x o Mulberry leaves (also y,z,aa)

Materials BOugh1; to Build and Repair the Following:
bb 0 Farm buildings (2 spaces)
cCo Wells
ddt Farm Fences
ceo Other (o,lso ff)

gg 0 Animals Bought (see Table 4)
hh. Equipment, etc. bought or made oneself (T. 3)

Repair Costs of E~ipment2 etc. (ii, jj, and kk)

11. Total of Thls Page

Kind Plant .Area
(JJ (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16)

Fertilizer bought (nn, 00, PPn qq)

SeE!d bought (rr!l ss, tt)

Imlecticide bought (uu, VV, "W'of)

Herbicide boughi; (xx, yy)

Fungicide boughii (ZZ, aaa)

Line bought

other inputs bought (bbb, ccc)

ddd. Fuel bought
eee. Input Tran:3port Cost (also fff, ggg)

lJJ
lJJ
co



Table 7 - Continued

Marketing

hhh.. Cost of Transporting Things \ole Sold (also iii, j j j and kkk)
Broker's commission (Ill and mmm)
Veter:lnarian I s F'ee (nnn)
Registration Fe€~ for Selling Animals (000)
ppp. Breeding Fee
qqq. Membership Fees
rrr. Interest peid (Note: ThiB is interest on agricultural loans.)
6SS. Rent Paid :for Land and Farm Buildings (other than repB\)'lllent on loans and advances)
ttt. Tax (Lrnd, Market, etc.)
UUtl. other ~.mportant expenses (also vvv, www)
xx.>:. Miscellaneous expenses

yyy. Total this page
zs~. Total page 1
Total both pagefl

TABLE 8: HOME ENTERPRISE EXPENSES

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13)
All Eg!erp:dses

a. Equipment bought or made (T. 9)
c. Materials bought (T. 9)
d. Buildings bought or built (T. 9)
f. Things bough~; in order to sell (T. 9)

Labor' Hired
ll01r.e Enterpri:~

g. Weaving Silk
h. Weaving Cotton
i. Making ma.ts
j. Making Bambo<) Walling
k. other: (a.lso 1, m)

(LEFT HAND ITEMS CONTINUED)

Processing Enterprises

n. Rice Mill
o. other (also, p, q)
Selling and Trading (r, s)
Repairs
Equipment (t, u)
Buildings (v, 'W)
Fuel Bought (x, y)
other Costs (aa, bb)

cc. Total Costs
VJ
VJ
'0



Item

TablE~.2.: Non-Farm Inventories

Songkran 1968 Bought in Year Made in Year Sold in Year Songkran 1969
Amt Unit Value Amt Unit Value Amt Unit Value Amt Unit Value Amt Unit Value
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15)

N'o~arm Enterprises
Eg,\!:!.Ement, Machinery and Tools
a. Loom frame
b. Loom fittingu
c. other: (Hote: an addit:tonal list included equipment used by common home enterprises)
f. TOTAL E.I.f.T.
g. Buildings (also h)
j. TOTAL BUILDINGS

Naterials
Ie. Cotton (intervie.rer specified thread or cloth)
1. Large lengthe; of bambo::> (Note: if some also produced, only the amount bought recorded)
m. Medium lengths of bamboo
n. Small lengthe; of bambo:>
o. Fine silk thl'ead
p. Medium silk thread (Note: A list also existed for this section)
q. Coarse silk thread

TO'J~AL MATERIALS
Thj~s bought in order to sell (r,s)
t. TOTAL THINGS BOUGHT TO SELL
u. TOTAL NON-FAIlM ENTERPRISE

~~datable Asuets
v. Bicycle (Homn Share)
l'. other Vehicles (Home Share) (Note: other shares would appropriately assigned) (also x)
y. Radio
z. other: (also aa,bb)
cc 0 TOTAL LIQUIDATABLE ASSETS

UJ
~
o



Te.ble 9 - COlltinued

dd. Liquid !~: Gold and Gold Ornaments
ee. Jewels a:ld Jewelry
ff'. Cash
gg. Savings Account
hh. Money lO!Uled to others
ii.. Money which customers owe us because we sold to them on credit
j j. Money which we paid for goods 11e have not yet receivecL
kk. Other: (also 11)

nun. TOTAL LIQUID ASSETS

nn. GRAND TOTAL

W
+:"".-.



'fable 10: LinuiHties----- -------
Borrowed" in Year Repaid in Year

Paid Songkran
Time Int 1969
Bor- in % Not Yet
rowed What Amt Unit Pr Yr Repaid

(13) (14) (15){16) (17) (18)

Songkr:m Paid
1968 Place Thing Time Int Place Thing

Not Yet Bor- Bor- Bor- in % Bor- Bor-
Repaid rowed rowed Amt rO'H'ed What Amt Unit Pr Yr rowed rowed Amt

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (lJU (11) (12)ITEM ,_,

Farm Liabilitie:3

TOTAL MONEY BORROWED FOR AGRICULTURE
TOTAL AGRICULTURAL LIABILITIES

1) Amount in debt to craditors because we have bought agricultural goods and services from them. (T. 7)
2) Money borrow,:!d for agricultural a.ctivities (NotE!: Intervie~rers instructed to '3.Sk about things as

well as money)

~ne Enterprise Liabilities

1) Amount in debt to creditors because we've bought home enterprise goods and services from them (T. 8)
2) Money borrow,ed for home enterprise activities

TOTAL MONEY BORROWED FOR HOME ENTERPRISES
TOTAL HOME E~TERPRISE LIABILITIES

Cons\unption Lia"bilities

1) AnlOunt in de"bt to creditors because we have bought consumption goods and services from thElm.
2) Money borrowed for consumption activities

TOTAL MONEY BORROWED FOR CONSUMPTION
TOTAL CONSUMPTION

TOTAL LIABILITIES

W
.I::""
l\)
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INNOVATION SCHEDULE
Fac:e Sheet

(administered to ~ami~-ac:knowledgeddec:ision-makers,
as orten as possible along with other adult members
o~ the ~amily, partic:ularly other land-owners, in the
village o~ Ban On, Northeast Thailand~ between
July and September, 1969 by F. W. von Flec:kenstein)

Nmne.. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• House N'UJIlber •••• ., •••••••••••••

What kind of (product ~) gets
the best price in the market?

Product Market Pre~ers
Sticky Rice _

each item that has not been
checked (that is, that the
farmer has not mentioned him
sel~.) If he has heard o~ it,
write YES, i~ not, write NO.
For every item which has a
check or a YES, make out an
innovation sheet.

A. What new w~s o~ ric:e-~arming have
you heard about? (I~ he speaks
o~ something mentioned in the
~ollClW'ing i teD'lS, make a check in
the empty spac:e in ~ront of it.
I~ he mentions something new,
write it in the blank spaces.)

1. New varieties o~ rice
2. Chemical ~ertilizer

3. Insecticide
--- 4. Straight-row transplanting

5. Herbicide

B. What new w~s o~ non-rice plant
growing have you heard about?

7. Chemical Fertilizer
8. Insec:ticide

__ 9. Herbicide
10. Growing Kena~

11. Sweet Corn
-- 14. New Kapok Varieties

15. New Mulberry Varieties

c. What new w~s of raising silkworms
or other animals have you heard
about?

16. New silkworm varieties
18. Raising new cattle breeds
20. Raising new pig breeds
22. Raising new chicken breeds
25. Y~ccin~ting animals

--- 26. (blank space: also 27~28,29,30)

(When you have finished asking him these
general questions, begin again and ask

Rice

Kapok
Kena~

Silk
Pigs
Chickens

(two lines, as for
each other product)



(Back of Sheet)

1. Have you ever been a member of (~ of group)?

2. (If So) ~fuen did you enter it?

3. Did you ever leave the group?

4. (If So) When did you leave it?

5. Did you ever rejoin the group?

6. (If So) When did you rejoin it?

(NOTE: Detailed instructions explain "the method
of marking the table: a NO answer to
questions 1, 3 or 5 puts B.il X in
columns a, b or c respectively.
A YES answer requires the date in
Buddhist Era in the appropriate column.)
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Name of Group Enter
(a)

Leave
(b)

Re-enter
(c)

1. Large Plot Demonstration Program
2. Rice-Farmer's Club (Rice Department)
3. Agriculturalists' Club (Agriculture Dept.)
4. 4-H
5. Farmers' Group (Bank for Agriculture and Co-operatives)
6. Farmers' Group (Bangkok Bank)
7. Wat Committee



Specific Questions About Innovations

(lumbers refer to the number of the
Innovation Schedule Face Sheet which
is given to a particular innovation.
This list is part of the Innovation
Questionnaire administered by
F. W. von Fleckenstein in Ban On,
Northeastern Thailand, between July
and September, 1969.)

(Note: these English language guides were used by my wife and I in
our interviewing of respondents--we naturally used the dialect in
asking the questions.)

1. Use fertilizer? Use insecticide? Pull weeds after transplanting?

2. Seedlings or Rice? On rice, before or after Dam Na (= trans
planting)? If before Dam Na, before or fu""'ter last harrowing?
If after, how long after?

3. Before or after you see the bugs?

4. How do they get the rows straight?

5. Is the amount per rai fixed?

7. How do you put it on, do you spr8\Y it on or what?

8. Before or after you see the bugs?

9. Is the amount per rai fixed?

10. Sow or plant in rows? Fertilizer? Insecticide? Weeding? Where
do you ret your Kenaf?

11. Fertilizer? Insecticide? Weeding?

14. (nothing)

15. Sow or what? Fertilizer?

16. What. kind of food for the young worms? Is there something one
must beware of? Do worms like heat or cold or what?

18. ~fust one feed special food?

20. Must one feed special food?

22. Must one feed? Can one let them run free?

25. What animals and what diseases?



6.
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Innovation Schedule

INNOVATION SHEET

(Note: one of these is administered for every one of the innovations
which a given respondent s~s he has heard of. This sheet is
part of the Innovation Schedule administered in Ban On,
Northeastern Thailand by F. W. von Fleckenstein between July
and September, 1969.)

Village •••••••••••••••••••• House N'UDlber•••••• Nam.e ••••••••••••••••••••

Sheet No ••••• of •••• Sheets

INNOVATION SHE~.':'

Innovation (new thing) ••••••••••••••••••

2. How is it (raised, used, done)? (Note: A list of specific ques
tions for each innovation was
developed: see attached list.)

3. Where did you first hear or learn about this?

4. What year did you first hear about this?

5. After (answer of item no. 3) and before you decided, did you
talk to snyone about ? YES NO

Who?
Where does he live?
What is he to you?

Besides (no. 3 and no. 5), did you see or hear or read anything
else in connection with before you decided? r~S NO-----
What?

8. Have you ever tried to see?-----
What was the first year you tried it?
How much did you try?

YES NO~ No. 11
>It

Kind Number of Size of
Sacks, Kg., Sack, etc.
or Bottles

Day/Bag No. Raised
(Animal (Baskets if
F'eed) Silkworms)

Crop Number of
Raj (if
appropriate)

I
(EXAMPLE:
fertilizer

16-20-0 1 sack 50 kg. Rice 15 rai )
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(If the Innovation Sheet concerns rice, ask the following question:)
Whose fields are next to the fields in which you. tried out ?

Name Address (Note~ in the village, this
is the number we gave to
the house, otherwise it is
the village of residence)

9. Did you decide to use it pe:rmanently? (Actually~: Did
you tY!e it agai:l after trying it?)

YES
¥

NO--....

rl--------------------..--.-...---..- .. -. - - ..-

l w"hy didn't you use it?

Why did you decide to use it?
What year did you start using it regularly? (Actually: What

year was this oecond year?)
How much did you use? (Under this we asked for all of the

information requested in the ta-ole in no. 8)

(If the Innovation Sheet is about Rice) Whose fields were next
to the fields you used (name of innovation) in, aside from the
people already mentioned~two lines)

Name

I
1
I

I
Address I

-------- ---1

... I
. J~

How much did you use? (same information as wanted in no. 8)

(If the Innovation Sheet is about Rice) Whose fields were
next to the fields in which you used ~-=---r-:---:~.:--~\'
aside from the people already mentioned? (two hnesJ

NO---.YES
~

AddressName

didn't you use it?

10. Did you use it last year?



11. Are you going to usc it this year? YES
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NO---

How much are you going to use (same information as
in no. 8)

(If the Innovation Sheet is about Rice) Whose fields are
next to the fields in which you are going to use ,
aside from the people already mentioned? (two li-n-es-....)---

Name

1 Why aren't you going to use it?

12. What is good about 'Z

Address

1

13. What is bad about -------_?
15. Do you think that -'1s EASY

r·ITDDLING
HARD

to use?
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